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6.0 CRITICALITY EVALUATION

L Review Objective

The criticality review ensures that spent fuel remains subcritical under normal, off-normal, and accident
conditions involving handling, packaging, transfer, and storage.

II. Areas of Review

This portion of the dry cask store system (DCSS) review evaluates the criticality design and analysis
related to spent fuel handling, packging, transfer and storage procedures for normal, off-normal, and
accident conditions. Consequently, this chapter of the DCSS Standard Review Plan (SRP) provides
guidance for use in conducting a comprehensive criticality evaluation that may encompass any or all of
the following areas of review

1. criticality design criteria and features
2. fuel specification
3. model specification

a. coniuration
b. material properties

4. criticality analysis
a. computer programs
b. multiplication factor
c. benchmark comparisons

5. supplemental information

III. Regulatory Requirements

Spent fuel storage systems must be designed to remain subcritical unless at least two unlikely
independent events occur. Moreover, the spent fuel cask must be designed to remain subcritical under all

: credible conditions. Regulations specific to nuclear criticality safety of the cask system are specified in
10 CFR 72.124 and 72.236(c). Other pertinent regulations include 10 CFR 72.24(cX3), 72.24(d), and
72.236(g). Normal and accident conditions to be considered are also identified in 10 CFR Part 72.

IV. Acceptance Criteria

In general, the DCSS criticality evaluation seeks to ensure that the given design fulfills the following
acceptance criteria:

1. The multiplication factor (k.#), including all biases and uncertainties at a 95-percent confidence level,
should not exceed 0.95 under all credible normal, off-normal, and accident conditions.

2. At least two unlikely, independent, and concurrent or sequential changes to the conditions essential
to criticality safety, under normal, off-normal, and accident conditions, should occur before an
accidental criticality is deemed to be possible.

3. When practicable, criticality safety of the design should be established on the basis of favorable
geometry, permanent fixed neutron-absorbing materials (poisons), or both. Where solid neutron-
absorbing materials are used, the design should provide for a positive means to verify their continued
efficacy during the storage period.

4. Criticality safety of the cask system should not rely on use of the following credits:

a. burnup of the fuel
b. fuel-related burnable neutron absorbers
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V. Review Procedures

Review the criticality design features and criteria in SAR Chapters 1 and 2. Also review SAR Chapter 6
for any additional details concerning criticality design features and criteria. Assess the bounding
specifications for the spent fuel. Examine the models used by the applicant in the criticality analyses.
Verify that the applicant has addressed criticality safety considerations under normal, off-normal, and
accident conditions. Verify that the cask system design complies with 10 CFR Part 72. In addition, verify
that the criticality calculations determine the highest , that might occur under all loading states under
normal, off-normal, and accident conditions involvingriandling, packaging, transfer, or storage. To the
extent practicable, use independent methods to perform any k1~ calculations to evaluate the applicant's
design.

1. Criticality Design Criteria and Features

Review the principal criticality design criteria presented in SAR Chapter 2, as well as any related detail
provided in -StR Chapter 6. Also review the general cask description presented in SAR Chapter 1 and
any related information provided in Chapter 6. Verify that the information in Chapter 6 is consistent with
the information in Chapters 1 and 2. Also, verify that all drawings, figures, and tables are sufficiently
detailed to support in-depth staff evaluation.

In addition to the general dimensions of the cask components and spacing of fuel assemblies in the
basket, the criticality design often relies on neutron poisons. These may be in the form of fixed poisons in
the basket structure and/or soluble poisons in the water of the spent fuel pool. The NRC staff accepts the
use of borated water as a means of criticality control if the applicant specifies a minimum boron content,
and strict controls are established to ensure that the minimum required boron concentration is
maintained, which in turn becomes an operating control and limit in SAR Chapter 12. These operating
controls should also be discussed in the SER. If borated water is used for criticality control,
administrative controls and/or design features should be implemented to ensure that accidental flooding ,
with unborated water cannot occur, or the criticality evaluation should consider accidental flooding with .

unborated water. If the cask is also intended for transport, borated water cannot be relied upon for
criticality control.

2. Fuel Specification

Review the specifications for the ranges or types of spent fuel that will be stored in the cask as presented
in SAR Sections 1 and 2, as well as any related information provided in SAR Sections 6. Verify that the
spent fuel specifications given in Section 6 are consistent with, or bounded by, the specifications given in
Section I and 2.

Of primary interest is the type of fuel assemblies and maximum fuel enrichment, which should be
specified and used in the criticality calculations. Some boiling water reactors (BWR) use multiple fuel
pin enrichments, in which case, the criticality calculations should use the maximum fuel pin enrichment
present. Depending upon the fuel design, an applicant may propose use of assembly averaged, or lattice
averaged enrichments. This may be accptable if the applicant can demonstrate that any averaging
techniques are technically defensible and, for the criticality calculation, produce conservative results.
Because of the natural uranium blankets present in many BWR designs, use of an assembly-averaged
enrichment is not normally considered appropriate or conservative or BWR fuel.

Although the burnup of the fuel affects its reactivity, the NRC staff does not currently allow credit for
bunup, either in depleting the quantity of fissile nuclides or in producin fission product poisons for
spent fel storage ortsort casks. Specifications for the fuel that willbestored in the cask should be
included in Section 12 of both the SAR and SER and should also be explicitly listed in the Certificate of
Compliance.

The fresh fuel assumption should be used in the criticality analyses; therefore, inadvertent loading of the
cask with unirradiated fuel is not a major concern. Nonetheless, detailed loading procedures may need to

For greater credit allowance, special, comprehensive fabrication tests capable of verifying the presence and uniformity of the
neutron absorber are needed.
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CRITCALITY EVALUATION SEMlON 8

even grow by a chain reaction, which can produce as many or more neutrons than are absorbed.
In criticality terminology, the term, k-effective or kff is the net ratio of neutrons produced per
neutron absorbed in a mass of fissionable material. A Kif of 1.0 indicates a critical mass whereas
a kff of less than 1.0 is an indication of a subcritical condition.

8.4.1 Criticality Design Criteria and Features

8.4.1.1 Criteria

The regulatory requirements given in 10 CFR 72.40 and 10 CFR 72.124 identify acceptable
design criteria. The NRC generally considers the design criteria identified below to be acceptable
to meet the criticality requirements of 10 CFR 72 for storage confinement casks:

* The multiplication factor, kff, including all biases and uncertainties at a 95 percent
confidence level, must not exceed 0.95 under all credible normal, off-normal, and accident
conditions and events.

* Conditions for criticality safety (satisfaction of the limit on multiplication factor, kdf) of
subject radioactive material while at the Independent Spent Fuel Storage Installations
(ISFSI) or Monitored Retrievable Storage (MRS) must include:

- no bumup credit. (The conservative assumption of fresh unburned fuel provides a
worst case criticality analysis; however, 10 CFR 72.3 requires that spent fuel have
been irradiated and cooled at least one year as a condition for storage.)
Alternately, bumup credit may be taken using the guidelines described in section
8.4.5 of this SRP.

- no credit taken for flammable neutron absorbers or for any solid poisons that may
melt or lose any significant mass from the original solid form by melting or
vaporization at any of the temperature and pressure conditions that may be
experienced while in use

- no credit taken for liquid neutron shielding material (except that kff for the
situation of a loaded confinement cask with liquid that serves as both shielding
and absorber and is used in the confinement cask during loading operations or in
the pool shall be based on presence of the water and bounding level(s) of poison)

- no more than 75 percent credit for fixed neutron absorbers, unless comprehensive
fabrication acceptance tests capable of verifying the presence and uniformity of
the neutron absorber are implemented

- determination and use of optimum (i.e., most reactive) moderator density

NUREG-1567 8w4
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6.532 Material Properties

Verify that the appropriate mass densities and atom densities are provided for materials used in the
models of the packaging and contents. Material properties should be consistent with the condition of the
package under the tests of §71.71 and §71.73, and any differences between normal conditions of
transport and hypothetical accident conditions should be addressed.

Ensure that materials relevant to the criticality design (e g, poisons, foams, plastics, and other
hydrocarbons) are properly specified. No more than 75% of the specified minimum neutron poison
concentration should generally be considered in the criticality evaluation. Verify that materials will not
degrade during the service life of the packaging.

6.5.3.3 Computer Codes and Cross-Section Libraries

Verify that the application uses an appropriate computer code (or other acceptable method) for the
criticality evaluation. Standard codes should be clearly referenced. Other codes or methods should be
described in the application, and appropriate supplemental information should be provided.

Ensure that the criticality evaluations use an appropriate cross-section library. If multigroup cross
sections are used, confirm that the neutron spectan of the package has been appropriately considered
and that the cross sections are properly processed to account for resonance absorption and
self-shielding. Additional information regarding cross-sections is provided in NMSS Information Notice
No. 91-26 and NUREG/CR-6328.

Verify that the code has been properly used in the criticality evaluation. Key input data for the criticality
calculations should be identified. These include number of neutrons per generation, number of
generations, convergence criteria, mesh selection, etc., depending on the code used. The application
should include at least one representative input file for a single package, undamaged array, and
damaged array evaluation. Verify, as appropriate, that the information from the criticality model,
material properties, and cross sections is properly input into the code.

At least one representative output file (or key sections) should be included in the application. Ensure
that the calculation has properly converged and that the calculated multiplication factors from the output
files agree wit thosereported in the evaluation.

65.3.4 Demonstration of Maximum.Reactivity

Veify that the analyses demonstrate the most reactive configuration of each case listed in
Section 6.5.1.2 (single package, array of undamaged packages, and array of damaged packages).
Assumptions and approximations should be clearly identified and justified.

Ensue that the analysis determines the optimum combination of internal moderation (within the
package) and interspersed moderation (between packages), as applicable. Confirm that preferential
flooding of different regions within the package is considered as appropriate. As noted in Section 6.52,
the maximum allowable fissile material is not necessarily the most reactive contents.

NUREG1609
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63.5 Evaluation of Package Arrays under Normal Conditions of Transport

The SAR must evaluate arrays of packages under normal conditions of transport to determine the
maximum number of packages that may be transported in a single shipment. [10 CFR 71.35 and
10 CFR 71.59]

6.3.6 Evaluation of Package Arrays under Hypothetical Accident Conditions

The SAR must evaluate arrays of packages under hypothetical accident conditions to determine the
maximum number of packages that may be transported in a single shipment [10 CFR 71.35 and
10 CFR 71.59]

6.3.7 Benchmark Evaluations

The package must be evaluated to demonstrate that it satisfies the criticality safety requirements of
10 CFR Part 71. [10 CFR 71.31(aX2) and 10 CFR 71.35]

6.3.8 Burnup Credit

There are no regulatory requirements that are specific to burnup credit. The general criticality
requirements apply.. However, based on experience, the staff has developed guidelines to facilitate the
review of burnup credit when it is included in the analysis. Burnup credit evaluations are performed in
accordance with Sections 6.4.8.1 through 6.4.8.6.

6.4 ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA

6.4.1 Description of Criticality Design

The regulatory requirements in Section 6.3.1 identify the acceptance criteria.

6.4.2 Spent Nuclear Fuel Contents

The regulatory requirements in Section 6.32 identifr the acceptance criteria.

6.4.3 General Considerations for Criticality Evaluations

In addition to the regulatory requirements identified in Section 63.3, the packaging model for the criticality
evaluation should generally consider no more than 75% of the specified minimum neutron poison
concentrations. The model for the SNF should include no burnable poisons. Methods for including fuel
bumup in the criticality calculations need to have prior approval by NRC.

The sum of the effective multiplication factor (ki, two standard deviations (95% confidence), and the
bias adjustment should not exceed 0.95 to demonstrate suberiticality by calculation. A bias that reduces
the calculated value of k1 should not be applied.

NUREG-1617 64



Examine the Structural Evaluation and Thermal Evaluation sections of the SAR to determine the effects
of the normal conditions of transport and hypothetical accident conditions on the packaging and its
contents. Verify that the models used in the criticality calculation are consistent with these effects.

Examine the sketches or figures of the model used for the criticality calculations. Verify that the
dimensions and materials are consistent with those in the drawings of the actual package. Differences
should be identified and justified. Within the specified tolerance range, dimensions should be selected to
result in the highest reactivity.

Verify that the SAR considers deviations from nominal design configurations. For example, the fuel
assemblies might not always be centered in each basket compartment, and the basket might not be
exactly centered in the package. In addition to a fully flooded package, the SAR should address
preferential flooding as appropriate. This includes flooding of the fuel-cladding gap and other regions
(e.g., flux traps) for which water density might not be uniform in a flooded package.

Determine whether the SAR includes a heterogeneous model of each fuel rod or homogenizes the entire
assembly. With current computational capability, homogenization should generally be avoided. If such
homogenization is used, the SAR must demonstrate that it is applied correctly or conservatively. As a
minimum, this demonstration should include calculation of the multiplication factor of one assembly and
several benchmark experiments (see Section 6.5.7) using both homogeneous and heterogeneous models.

6.532 Material Properties

Verify that the appropriate mass densities and atom densities are provided for all materials used in the
models of the packaging and contents. Material properties should be consistent with the condition of the
package under the tests of 10 CFR 71.71 and 10 CFR 71.73, and any differences between normal
conditions of transport and hypothetical accident conditions should be addressed. The sources of the data
on material properties should be referenced.

No more than 75% of the specified minimum neutron poison concentration of the packaging should
generally be considered in the criticality evaluation. In addition, because of differences in net reactivity
due to depletion of fissile material and burnable poisons, no credit should be taken for burnable poisons in
the fuel. Ensure that neutron absorbers and moderators (e.g., poisons and neutron shielding) are properly
controlled during fabrication to meet their specified properties. Such information should be discussed in
more detail in the Acceptance Tests and Maintenance Program section of the SAR. Additional guidance
on neutron poisons is provided in NUREG-1647.

Review materials to identify any criticality properties that could degrade during the service life of the
packaging. If appropriate, ensure that specific controls are in place to assure the effectiveness of the
packaging during its service life. Such information should also be discussed in more detail in the
Acceptance Tests and Maintenance Program or Operating Procedures sections of the SAR.

6.5.3.3 Computer Codes and Cross Section Libraries

NUREG-1617 6-12
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ABSTRACT

This report provides reconmendations on preparing the crltidality safety section of an application for approval of
a transportation package containing fissile material. The analytical approach to the evaluation is emphasized rather
than the performance standards that the package must meet. Where performance standards are addressed, this
report incorporates the requirements of 10 CFR Part 71.
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I NRODUCTION

1.1 BACKGROUND

Phis report provides recommendations on preparing the criticality safety section of an application for approv.al
of a transportation package containing fissile material. This report was prepared in consultation with the staff
of the Spent Fuel Project Office of the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC).

Packages used to transport fissile and Type B quantities of radioactive material are designed and constructed to
meet the performance criteria specified in Title 10 of the Code of Federal Regulations, Part 71-Packaging and
Transportaton of Radioactive material (10 CFR Part 71).1 To assist an applicant in preparing an application
for approval of such packaging, the NRC issued Regulatory Guide 7.9, Standard Format and Content of Part
7] Applications forApproval of Packaging for Radioactive Material (Stndard Format Guide).2 The Standard
Format Guide indicates the information to be provided In the application and establishes a uniform format for
presenting that information. Th!. teport (NUREG/CR-5661) supplements Chapter 6, riticality, of the
Standard Format Guide. Tis report should not be considered a substitute for referring to the Standard Format
Guide or to 10 CFR Part 71.

1.2 PURPOSE AND SCOPE

The purpose of this report is to clarify the design information and analysis Information that should be included
in the criticality safety section of an application for approval of a package. This report also recommends an
acceptable analytical approach for performing the criticality safety evaluation. The criticality calculations
performed herein use the SCALE code systems to illustrate the analysis approach. However, the report does
not endorse any particular computational tool and stresses that any computational tools (SCALE system or any
other code) used in the evaluation must be demonstrated as valid for the criticality safety analysis of the
specific package design.

In this report, the performance requirements of 10 CFR Part 71 or the Standard Format Guide have not been
emphasized; It is assumed that the reader is familiar with these documents. The completed criticality
evaluation should address and demonstrate compliance with all applicable performance requirements, and the
application should follow the Standard Format Guide. Sections 2 through 6 of this report have been compiled
assuming that the recommendations in this report will be implemented in an application that has been prepared
to demonstrate compliance with the requirements of 10 CFR Part 71 and in accordance with the Standard
Format Guide.

1.3 SUMMARY RECOMMENDATIONS

This report recommends inforrnition and assumptions to be considered in the criticality section of an
application for approval of a transportation package. A summary of these recommendations is listed below.
The list provides the information and assumptions that should be considered; additional information andTCIor
assumptions may need to be considered depending on the package design and the approach used in the safew
evaluation.

i. Providc a complete description of the contents and the packaging (including maximum and miminuri1; -n C

of all materials, maximum 25 U enrichment, physical parameters, type, form. and comnphisini cc, Sc z
2 for mnrc details.
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2. Provide a description (including sketches with dimensions and materials) of the calculational models, point
out the differences between the models and actual package design, and discuss how these differences affect
the calculations. See Sect. 3 for more details.

3. For packages equipped with fixed neutron absorbers, assume no more taan 75% of the minimum neutron
absorber content, unless comprehensive acceptance tests are implemented that are capable of verifying the
presence and uniformity of the neutron absorber. See Sect. 3.1.3.

4. Demonstrate and consider the most reactive content loading and the most reactive configuration of the
contents, the packaging, and the package array In the criticality evaluation. For spent fuel packages.
assume unburned (fresh) fuel isotopic concentrations; however, do not take credit for any fixed burnable
absorbers In the fuel. See Sects. 3.2-3.4 for more details.

5. Provide a description of the code(s) and cross-section data used In the safety analysis; together with
references that provide complete information. Discuss software capabilities and limitations of importance
to the criticality safety evaluations. See Sect. 4 for details.

6. Use appropriate validation procedures to justify the bias and uncertainties associated with the calculational
method. In addition to the bias and uncertainties, the NRC position is that transportation packages should
have a minimum administrative subcritical margin of 0.05 Ak. See Sect. 5 for more details.

7. For the following cases, demonstrate that th effective neutron multiplication factor (kc,) calculated in the
safety analysis is limited to 0.95 after consideration of appropriate bias and uncertainties (see Sect. 5.4).

a. a single package with optimum moderation within the containment system, close water reflection, and
the most reactive packaging and content configuration (consistent with the effects of normal conditions
of transport or hypothetical accident conditions, whichever is more reactive);

b. an array of SN una ged packages (packages subject to normal conditions of transport) with
nothing between the packages and close water reflection of the array; and

c. an aay of 2N damaged packages (packages subject to hypothetical accident conditions) if each
package were subjected to the tests specified in 671.73, with optimum interspersed moderation and
close water reflection of the array.

See Sects. 3.4 and 6.1-6.2 for more details.

8. Calculate and report the transport index (TI) for criticality control based on the value of N determined in
the array analyses. See Sect. 6.3 for more details.

9. Provide sufficient information In the application to support independent analyses without reference to
external documents.

NUREG/CR-566 1



2 PACKAGE DESCRIPTION

The criticality section of she application for approval of a transportation package should include a description
of the packaging and its contents. Descriptions of the packaging and contents should be consistent with the
engineering drawings and with other figures and text provided in other sections of the application. Other
sections of the application may be referenced to ensure consistency and to limit duplication. However, a
description of the package sufficient for understanding the criticality evaluation should be provided without
reference to other sections. This description should focus on the package dimensions and material components
that can influence kff (e.g., fissile material inventory and placement, neutron absorber material and placement,
reflector materials), rather than structural information such as bolt placement and trunnions. This section of the
report clarifies the information that is expected In the criticality safety section of the application.

2.1 CONTENTS

The criticality safety section of the application should have a complete and detailed description of the contents
of the packaging. This should include content quantities, dimensions, and configurations that are most limiting
in terms of criticality safety. The application should clearly state the full range of contents for which approval
is requested. Thus parameter values (e.g., maximum U enrichment, multiple fuel assembly types, fuel pellet
diameter, fuel masses) needed to bound the packaging contents within prescribed limits should be provided.
For packages with multiple loading configurations, each configuration should also be specifically described,
including all possible partial-load configurations. The description of the contents should include

1. the type of materials (e.g., fissile and nonfissile isotopes, reactor fuel assemblies, packing materials, and
neutron absorbers),

2. the form and composition of materials (e.g., gases, liquids, and solids as metals, alloys, or compounds),

3. the quantity of materials (e.g., masses, densities, 23U enrichment, Isotopic distribution, H/X, and CIX),
including tolerances for any nominal values given, and

4. other physical parameters (e.g., geometric shapes, configurations, dimensions, orientation, spacing, and
gaps), including tolerances for any nominal values given.

The criticality safety section of the application should also describe the configuration of the contents after the
package has been subjected to the hypothetical accident conditions. Appropriate references to the structural
and thermal sections of the application should be made. Any changes from the normal conditions content
configurations should be described.

2.2 PACKAGING

The criticality section of the application should include a description of the packaging w ith emphasis on the
design features pertinent to the criticality safety evaluation. The features that should be emphasized Pre

1. the materials of construction and their relevance to criticality safety.

2. pertinent dimension~s and volumes. including tolerances and allowable deviaiions.

Ni. Ri- '.* (Ij,:. i
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3. the limits on design featurc relied on for criticality safety (e.g., miniru dimensions for fixed neutron
absorbers, minrimum loading of neutron absorber material, minimum separation distances), and

4. other design feawres that contribute to criticality safety.

The application should also describe the configuration of the packaging after the package has been subjected to
the hypothetical accident conditions. Appropriate references to the structural and thernal sections of the
application should be made. Any changes from the normal condition packaging configuration which may affect
the criticality evaluation should be described.

2.3 SPECICATION OF TRANSPORT INDEX

'Me application should specify the TI for criticality control. The TI is the dimensionless number (rounded up
to the next tenth) that designates the degree of control (e.g., limits package accumulation) to be provided by
the carrier' The TI is defined by 10 CFR Part 71 to address concerns for radiation protection (TI value is
rnaximum dose In millirem per hour at 1 m from the package surface) and criticality control. The TI for
criticality control Is calculated by dividing 50 by the number 'N.' The number ON" used to determine the TI
for criticality control is derived from separate consideration (see Sects. 6.2 and 6.3) of the number of damaged
and undamaged packages that can be adequately subcritical in an array subject to the conditions of 10 CFR §
71.59(a).

NUIRFMCIC-566l I0'I
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3 CRITICALITY SAFETY ANALYSIS MODELS

The application for approval of traportation packages should provide specifc information on all calculational
models used to petform the criticality W ety evaluation. This section provides recommendations on the
inrormation that should be provided for each calculationsl model.

3.1 GENERAL

The applicant should perfom criticality nety analysis for sigle packages and arrays of packages. bn each
case, the package conditions under normal conditions of transport (i.e., an undamaged package) and the pack-
age conditions under hypothetical accident conditions (i.e., damaged package) should be considered. For each
evaluation, a calculational model should be developed. An exact model of the package may not be necesay.
However, the calculaonal models should explicitly Include the physical features important to criticality safety.
Also, any modeling approximations should be shown to be conservative or essntially ntral relative to a
more exact model.

Thc applicant should provide three types of calculatlonal rodels: contents models, the singlspackage models,
and package array models. The contents models should Wclude all geometric and material regions out to the
containment boundary (or to a convenient boundary, such as the stngbacl of a fresh fuel assembly package).
Each contents model should dimensionally fit Inside the undamaged and damaged package models used In the
single-package and package array evaluations. Additonal calculatlonal wodels may be needed to describe the
range of contents or the various awray coafi tratlon or damage configurations that should be analyzed.

lbe criticality section of the application should contain a detailed description of the calculational models.
Sectlons 3.1.1 through 3.1.4 discuss the item that should be Included with the description of the calculational
models.

3.1.1 Sketches

The criticality section of the application should Include simplifled, dimensioned ak~tchm of the calculational
models. Sketches drawn specifically for the various portions of the model are prefcrible to engineering
drawings. However, the dxtches should be consistent with the engineering drawings. Any differnces with
the engineering drawings, or with other figures In the appIucation, should be noted and explained.

The sketches should be simplified by limiting the dimensional features on each sketch and by providing
multiple sketches, with each sketch building on the previous one. Multiple sketches for each calculational
model may be necessary to show sufficient detail. Also, TuItiple sketches may be necessary to show different
undamaged and damaged package configurations.

3.1.2 Dimensions

Tne skctches discussed In Sect. 3.1.1 should show the dimensions that are used in the calculations (see
examples In Appendix A). Any difference between dimensions used in the sketches and those in the
engineering drawings, or other figures of the application, should be noted and explained. Tbe dimensions on
the sketches should be specified In both ST and English units.

The criticality section should address dimensional tolerances of the packaging, Including components
containing neutron absorbers. When developing the calculational models, adjustments should be made for
tolerances that tend to add conservatism (I.e., produce higher §yr values). For example, subtraction of the

5 NUREGICR.5661
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Models Section 3

negative tolerance from the nominal wall thickness of steel should be conservative for array calculations and
may have no significant effect on the single-package calculation.

3.1.3 Materdals

The range of material specifications (including tolerances and uncertainties) for the packaging and contents
should be addressed in the criticality section of the application. Specifications and tolerances for all fissile
materials, neutron-absorbing materials, materials of construction, and moderating materials should be
confirmed with the engineering drawings of the packaging or the specified design criteria. The range of
material specifications should be used to select parameters that produce the highest kff value consistent with
normal and hypothetical accident conditions. For example, the 235U enrichment of the fuel should be
maximized, while the 10B enrichment of a neutron poison component should b: minimized. In practice, the
effect of small variations In dimensions or material specifications may also be considered by determination of a
reactivity allowance that covers the ky change due to the parameter changes under consideration. This
additional reactivity allowance should be positive and Included as an additional element of the calculational
uncertainty (see Sect. 5.4).

For each calculational model, the atom density of any neutron absorber (e.g., boron, cadmium, or gadolinimm)
added to the packaging for criticality control should be limited to 75% of the minimum neutron absorber
content specified in the application. This inimum neutron absorber content should be verified by chemical
analysis, neutron transmission measurements, or other acceptable methods. A percentage of neutron absorber
material greater than 75% may be considered in the analysis only if comprehensive acceptance tests, capable of
verifying the presence and uniformity of the neutron absorber, are implemented. The adequacy of these tests
will be considered on a case-by-case basis. Use of independent tests that verify the presence of the absorber
material and adequate demonstration that the tests have appropriate sensitivity to the quantities of concern
(presence and uniformity of absorber constituents) are issues that should be considered.

Limiting added absorber material credit to 75% without comprehensive tests is based on concerns for potential
IstreamIng" of neutrons due to nonuniformities. It has been shown that boron carbide granules embedded in
aluminum permit channeling of a beam of neutrons between the grains and reduce the effectiveness for neutron
absorption. The experimental work of Refs. 4 and 5 shows that for a monoenergetic neutron beam, the
granulated boron carbide areal density of 0.040 glcrn' of '0B is equivalent to a homogeneous areal density of
0.033 g/cmr of "B. The efficiency of boron as a neutron absorber allows credit for only 75% of the poison to
be a manageable value for most transportation package designs. The 75% value demonstrated by this work is
conservative for several reasons: (1) many neutron poisons tend to be distributed homogeneously through a
component of the packaging and are not distributed in a granular fashion, and (2) the experimental work is
based on the use of a monodirectional beam of neutrons, while in most package designs an isotropic source of
neutrons will be Impinging on the wall (thus reducing the potential for intragranular transmission).
Nevertheless, the 75% value is a prudent value consistent with demonstrated percentages found in experimental
work.

A table should be provided in the application that identifies all of the different material regions in the criticality
safety calculational models. This table should list the following for each region: the material in each rcgion,
the density of the material, the constituents of the material, the weight percent and atom density of each
constituent, the region mass represented by the model, and the actual mass of the region (consistent with the
contents and packaging description discussed in Sect. 2). The materials, densities. and masses pi-widcd in the
sketches should be consistent with the corresponding items in the engineering drawings and should bavr theh
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same numerical values used in the Input of the calculational method. For each sketch representing a portion of
the calculation model, there should be a corresponding subsection discussing the material compositions and
densities of each region shown in the sketch. All density values that are used, whether input by the analyst or
retrieved by the code from a software database, should be reported in the application.

The source of all material density values should be reported. If a density value other than that found in
standard references (e.g., materials or engineering handbook) is used in the calculation, the applicant should
explain why the density is different, how the value was determined, and how the value affects the k.
Compositional differences should also be discussed.

3.1.4 Differences Between the Models and the Actual Package Configuration

The calculational models described in the criticality safety section of the application should be consistent with
the undamaged and damaged package configurations as described In other sections (general, structural,
thermal) of the application. Any differences (e.g., In dimensions, material, geometry) between the
calculational models and the package'configurations should be identified. The applicant should show how these
different values (in dimensions, densities, etc.) were determined and justify the values used in the calculational
models. Also, the applicant should dis&uss and explain how the differences impact the calculated ikff values.

3.2 CONTENTS MODELS

The contents model should provide a detailed description of the packaging contents as they are assumed to be
configured in the single-package and package array calculations. Models that show the contents under normal
conditions of transport and under hypothetical accident conditions should be included in the application. A
contents model representing each of the different loading configurations (full- and partial-load configurations)
should also be provided. A single-contents model that will encompass different loading configurations should
be considered only if the justification is clear and straightforward.

Each contents model should provide a description of the fissile contents of a package in its most reactive
configuration, consistent with its physical and chemical form within the containment vessel under the normal
or hypothetical accident conditions considered by the model. If the contents can vary over some parameter
range (e.g., mass, enrichment, spacing), the criticality safety analysis should demonstrate that the model
describes and uses the parameter specification that irovides the maximum kff value under normal and
hypothetical accident conditions. In designing the calculational models, tolerances that tend to add
conservatism (i.e., produce higher k,4 values) should be Included. Any assumed fissile material distribution
that limits the maximum kff of the package contents should be justified.

The contents models for packages that transport loose pellets should ensure that variations in pellet size and
spacing are considered in determining the configuration that produces the maximum kff value. The maximum
pellet enrichment should be considered In the criticality safety evaluation. Fuel elements should consider the
actual fuel pin spacing provided by the element.

At this tine, the NRC does not accept bumup credit for spent fuel transportation packages. Therefore.
unburned (fresh) fuel isotopics should be considered in the evaluation of packages containing spent fuel;
however, no credit should be taken for any fixed burnable absorbers in the fuel when the fuel has beet]
irradiated.

-
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Otier fissile materials should assume a particle spacing that results In maximum reactivity. Packages that
transport isotopic waste containing fissile material should ensure that the limiting concentration and/or mix of

! fisstle material is used in the safety analysis. Contents that are unknown or uncertain must be assumed to have
a value that maximizes k.

3.3 SINGLE-PACKAGE MODELS

Lee single-pachage models, together with the contents model(s), should depict the configuration of the
packaging and contents under normal conditions of transport and under hypothetical accident conditions. These
models should be those used to demonstrate that a single package remains adequately subcritical (see Sect. 5.4)
per the requirements of 10 CFR § 71.55. The calculational model (single-package and contents model) for the
single-package evaluation should consider the following items:

1. The undamaged single-package model should represent the physical condition of a package subjected to the
test specified in 10 CFR § 71.71 (normal conditions of transport).

2. The damaged single-package model should represent the physical condition of a package subjected to the
tests specified in 10 CFR § 71.73 (hypothetical accident conditions).

3. The packaging and contents should be in the most reactive configuration consistent with the chemical and
physical form of the material. Determination of the most reactive configuration should account for the
effects of both the normal and hypothetical accident conditions. In development of the damaged package
models, the applicant should consider (a) the change in internal and external dimensions due to impact; (b)
loss of material, such as neutron shleldor wooden overpack, due to the fire test; (c) rearrangement of
fissile material or neutron absorber material within the containment system due to Impact, fire, or
immersion; and (d) the effects of temperature changes on the package material and/or the neutron
interaction properties.

4. Water moderation should be considered to occur to the most reactive extent possible. Partial flooding or
preferential flooding (i.e., uneven flooding among the regions of a package to the most reactive extert), if
possible, should be considered. If the contents are cladded fuel rods, flooding of the pellet-to-clad-gap
regions should be considered. If fuel rods or pellets are annular, flooding of the annulus should also be
considered, even if the rods or pellets are cladded. Moderation by other packaging materials should also
be considered.

5. The containment system should be reflected closely on all sides by at least 30 cm of water. Package
materials that are present and are better reflectors than water should be considemed. For example. a lead
shield around the containment system may provide more effective reflection than water.

In many cases, one model can be used to envelop both the undamaged and the damaged single-packagc models
If only one model is used in the single-package analysis, the applicant should justify that this model bounds the
most reactive undamaged and damaged configuration of the package.

3.4 PACKAGE ARRAY MODELS

The package array models should depict the arrangements of packages th3t are used in the cal;.;.alir.
Unt esary to fulfill the requirements of ict CFI § 71.5Q. At least two arrav models are nevc-t'L; :r. .:x.X Et
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SN undamaged packages (normal conditions of transport) and an array of 2N camaged packages (hypotbetical
accident conditions). The configuration of the Individual packages (undamaged and damaged) used in the
respective array models should be the worst case for the array of packages, which may not be the same as the
worst case for a single package. The dimensions of the array that provides the limiting subcritical kB value
should be determined as described in Sect. 62. The calculational models for the array analysis should consider
the following items:

1. The applicant should demonstrate that the most reactive array configuration has been considered in the
criticality safety evaluation. The exact LDtice arrangement may be represented by a simplified arrangement
if justification Is provided.

2. Th-e applicant should consider all tpes of array arrangements. Often an array model that provides the
lowest surface-to-volume ratio (typically one with equal dimensions on each side of the array) is a good
initial arrangement because this model should minimize neutron leakage from the array (see Sect. 6.2).

3. The array of packages should be reflected on all sides by a close-fitting water reflector at least 30 cm thick.

4. The following criteria for moderation in the containmemt system should be assessed and separately applied
for normal conditions of transport and hypothetical accident conditions. Optimum moderation is the
condition that produces the highest kff value over the range of moderation conditions. Sources of
moderation in the containment system are water leaking Into the containment system, and the packaging
materials and contents inside th. containment system.

Typically, the analysis for the array of undamaged packages can assume that the packages are dry
internally, provided that there is no water leakage Into the package, including the containment system,
when the package Is subjected to the tests specified in 10 CFR § 71.71.

The analysis for the array of damaged packages should assume water leakage into the containment system
to the most reactive degree. For those cases where water inleakage is not assumed, the application must
adequately demonstrate that water inleakage would not occur under hypothetical accident conditions. The
adequacy of such demonstrations will be assessed on a case-by-case basis. The acceptance criteria for
these demonstrations are bWyond the scope of this report.

Regardless of whether water inleakage Is assumed, Internal moderation provided by the materials and
contents (e.g., plastics, foam, inpurities, or residual moisture in the fuel) in the package should be
considered when determining optimum moderation. If the moder.ion provided by the packaging materials
or contents overmoderates the package contents, and by its physical and chemical form cannot leak from
the containment vessel, then its overmoderating properties can be considered in the model. For example, a
solid moderator which is shown to overmoderate the fissile material can be considered in the calculational
model if its continued presence is demonstrated under normal conditions of transport and hyrmthetical
accident conditions.

5. If there can be leakage of water into the package, tben partial and preferential flooding should ha
considered in determining optimum moderation. For fuel with pellet-to-clad gaps, flooding M the Fr.p

region should be considered.
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6. Optimum interspersed hydrogenous moderation should be determined In the evaluation of arrays of
damaged packages. Optimum interspersed moderation is the degree of hydrogenous moderation between
pwacges that results in the highest kfvalue. In addition to interspersed moderation, moderation in
regions of the package outside the containment system should also be considered if these regions consist of
voids, hydrogenous or other moderating materials, or water-absorbing materials (e.g., foam, wood). The
overmoderaig or lisolating' effect of a packaging material may be considered, provided that the material
remains in place ad maintains its overmoderating or 'isolating' properties under hypothetical accident
conditions. Note that moderation between packages, moderation in regions of the package outside the
containment system, and moderation within the containment system need to be considered concurrently to
the most reactive extent.
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4 METHOD OF ANALYSIS

This section of the report discusses the information that should be supplied on the computer code, nuclear
cross-section data, and technique used to complete the criticality safety evaluation.

4.1 COMPUTER CODE SYSEM

The computer codes used in the safety evaluation should be identified and described in the application or
adequate references should be included. Verification that the software is performing as expected is important.
The applicant should identify all hardware and software (titles, versions, etc.) used in the calculations as well
as pertinent configuration control information. Correct Installation and operation of the computer code should
be demonstrated by performing and reporting (in the application or by reference) the results of the sample
problems or general validation problems provided with the software package. Capabilities and limitations of
the software that are pertinent to die calculational models should be discussed with particular attention to
limitations that may affect the calculated kff value.

Computational methods that fully consider the anisotropic angular terms of the Boltzmann radiation transport
equation are preferred for use in criticality safety analysis. The deterministic discrete-ordinates technique and
the Monte Carlo statistical technique are the most rigorous and flexible techniques available to consider the
anisotropic scattering terms. These techniques solve, respectively, the differential and integral cigenvalue (e.g.,
the Ire value) form of the Boltzmann equation. Monte Carlo analyses are prevalent because these codes can
better model the geometry detail noteded for most criticality safety analyses. Well-documented and well-
validated computational methods, such as those provided in the SCALE code system,3 may require less
description than a limited-use and/or unique computational method. The use of computational methods that
limit or eliminate the angular terms in the Boltzmann equation (e.g., diffusion theory) or use simpler methods
to estimate 1.w should be thoroughly justified.

When using a Monte Carlo code, the applicant should consider the imprecise nature of the Ikff value provided
by the statistical technique. Every kff value should be reported with a standard deviation, a. Typical Monte
Carlo codes provide an estimate of the standard deviation of the calculated k,,. The applicant may wish to
obtain a better estimate for the standard deviation (Monte Carlo code estimates typically underpredict a) by
repeating the calculation with different valid random numbers and using this set of kff values to estimate a,. If
fewer than 20 to 25 kff values are provided In the set, the estimation of a should be calculated using the
student-t distribution formula. Also, because of the statistical nature of Monte Carlo methods, this method
should not be used to determine changes in k1f due to small problem parameter variations. The change in kn
due to a parameter change should be statistically significant (greater than at least 3o) to indicate a trend in kef.

The geometry model limitations of deterministic discrete-ordinates methods typically restrict their applicability
to calculation of bounding, simplified models and investigation of the sensitivity of kl, to changes in system
parameters. These sensitivity analyses can use a model of a specific region of the full problemr (e.g., a fucl pin
or homogenized fissile material unit surrounded by a detailed basket model) to demonstrate changes in
reactivity with small changes in model dimensions or material specification. Applicants should consider such
analyses when necessary to ensure or demonstrate that the full pack-age model has utiliz.ed conservative.
assuniptions relative to calculation of the system kn value. For example, a one-dimensional fuel pin imndcl
mnay be used to dernonstraic the reactivity effect of tolerance in the clad thickness.
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4.2 CROSS SECTIONS AND CROSS-SECTION PROCESSING

ITFhe calculational method consists of both the computer code and the neutron cross-section data used by the
code. The criticality safety evaluation should be performed using cross-section data that are derived from
measured data involving the various neutron interactions (e.g., capture, fission, and scatter). Although not
infallible, unmodified data processed from compendiums of evaluated nuclear data (e.g., the various versions
of the Evaluated Nuclear Data Files in the United States or the Joint European Files) should be considered as
the major sources of such data.

The neutron cross-section data and any codes used to process the data for the criticality safety analyses should
be identified, described, and referenced In the application. The codes used to process the data are subject to
the same recommendations provided in the initial paragraph of Sect. 4.1. The application should identify the
source of the neutron cross-section data (e.g., specific version of an evaluated nuclear data file) and supply
pertinent references Mtat document the content of the cross-section library, the procedure used to generate the
cross-section library, and its range of applicability. Verification that the data library consists of the cross-
section data described and referenced in the application is important. The applicant should demonstrate correct
installation and operation of the data library by performing and reporting the results of any sample problems or
general validation problems provided with the software package. Capabilities and limitations of the data library
that are pertinent to the calculational models should be discussed with particular attention to discussing
limitations that may affect the calculations. For example, the 123-group library once provided in the SCALE
code package did not have resonance data for 2uU. Although not au Lsue for low-enriched, well-moderated
systems that the library was generated to analyze, this lack of data made the library inappropriate for high-
enriched, low-moderation systems.'

Continuous energy and mnultienergy-group (mulfigroup) cross-section libraries are acceptable. The number of
energy groups and the energy boundaries of earh group should be specified for a multigroup library. Known
limitations (e.g., omission or limited range of resonance data, limited order of scattering) that may affect the
analysis should be provided. The temperature range over which the cross-section data are applicable needs to
be considered in the analyses and specified in the application. For multigroup cross sections, the order of
scatter available on the library and applied in the calculation should be indicated. For continuous energy data,
the number of points in the nuclide set should be specified. Computer programs and methods used to perform
functions such as cross-section mixing for problem materials, problem-depe.ndent resonance self-shielding, or
cell-weighting of mixtures to represent heterogeneous configurations should be identified and discussed
consistent with the recommendations of Sect. 4.1.

Any special techniques used In the analysis to improve the adequacy or use of the cross-section data should be
discussed. For example, the SCALE system sequences automatically perform a problem-dependent resonance
calculation for only one type of unit cell within a lattice. If deemed important, resonance-corrected data for
materials outside the lattice, or for other types of unit cells within the lattice, can be calculated separately and
provided via an optional input field.

4.3 CODE INPUT

All major code input parameters or options used in the criticality safety analysis should be idcntified and
discussed in the application. This identification and discussion of code input should be provided in addition to
the actual case inputs (or at least a sampling of the inputs for the various types 6f calculational models). For a
Monte Carlo analysis, the applicant should indicate, among other things, the neutron starting distributi0n.. the
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number of histories tracked (number of generations and particles per generation), boundary conditions selected,
order of scatter selected (for multigroup codes), any special reflector treatment, and any special biasing option.
For a discrete-ordinates analysis, the applicant should specify the spatial mesh used in each region, the angular
quadrature used, the order of scatter selected, the boundary conditions selected, and the flux convergence
criteria. Any of these input parameters can Influence the accuracy of the results; therefore, the selection of the
input values should be carefully considered and, to the extent possible, be consistent with the data used in the
validation analyses.

4.4 ADEQUACY OF CALCULATION

The criticality safety section of the application should review and discuss calculational issues that are important
in ensuring an accurate kff value is obtained, Adequate problem-dependent treatment of multigroup cross
sections, use of sufficient cross-section energy groups (multigroup) or data points (continuous energy), and
proper convergence of the numerical results are examples of issues the applicant may need to review and
discuss in the criticality section of the application. To the degree allowed by the code, the applicant should
demonstrate or discuss any checks made to confirm that the calculational model prepared for the criticality
safety analysis is consistent with the code Input. For example, code-generated plots of the geometry models
and outputs of material masses by region may be beneficial in this confirmation process. The statistical nature
of Monte Carlo calculations Is such that there are no fixed rules, criteria, or tests for judging when
calclatlonal convergence has occurred. Thus the applicant should discuss the code output or other measures
used to confirm the adequacy of convergence. For example, many Monte Carlo codes provide output edits that
should be reviewed to determine adequate convergence, including:

1. the kI by generation run,
2. plot of average kby generation run,
3. final kl, edit table by generation skipped,
4. plot of kf by generation skipped, and
5. frequency distribution bar graph.

Other conditions in the output that may indicate a convergence problem should be reviewed, for example,'

1. upward or downward trends in k1:, by generation run over the last half of the total generations,
2. upward or downward trends in k.ff by generation for the first half of generations skipped,
3. sudden changes of greater than one standard deviation in either kff plot,
4. abnormally high or low generation kff (±20% of calculated mean), and
5. a calculated result that is not consistent with expected results based on previous experience (may be

indicative of other problems).

It is also advisable to checi for adequate sampling of isolated fissile regions by examining the printed
regionwise fission event data and associated statistics.

If necessary, the applicant should review the code documentation as well as littrature (such as Refs. 7 and t)
to obtain practical discussions on the uncertainties associated witlh Monte Carlo codes used to calculate k[a a il
advice on output features and trends that should be observed. If convergence problems were encounLered by
the applicant, a discussion of the problem and the steps taken to obtain an adequate kPtR value should he
provided. Por example, calculational convergence may be achieved by selecting a differenr ncintrm sl.ta thin,
distribution or running additional neutron histories. Modern personal romputers and worksitnonc4 al".v :.
significant umiber nf particle histories to be lracked-l a minilmum of 200r 0 histories is nt~cx 1> .at
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As a minimum, portions of output (such as the plot; of Icf by generation run and ke by generation skipped)
from selected cases should be Included in the application. In selecting the output to provide, the applicant
should consider that the goal is to demonstrate that the calculations have been performed as described and nm
to successful completion.
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5 VALIDATION OF CALCULATIONAL METHOD

The application should demonstrate that the calculational method (codes and cross-section data) used to
establish criticality safety has been validated against measured data that can be shown to be applicable to the
package design characteristics. The validation process should provide a basis for the reliability of the
calculational method and should justify that the calculated ten , plus bias and uncertainties, for the necessary
package conditions will ensure an actual package kg s 0.95.

The applicant should comply with the following guidelines9 In performing and documenting the validation
process:

I. bias and uncertainties should be established through comparison with critical experiments that are
applicable to the package design;

2. the range of applicability for the bias and uncertainty should be based on the range of parameter variation
In the experiments;

3. any extension of the range of applicability beyond the experimental parameter field should be based on
trends in the bias and uncertainty as a finction of the parameters and use of independent calculational
methods; and

4. a margin of suberiticality should be included. The NRC currently regards 0.05 Ak as the minimum
administrative margin of subcriticality that should be considered for transportation packages.

Although significant reference material is available to demonstrate the performance of many different criticality
safety codes and cross-section data combinations, the application needs to demonstrate that the specific
calculational method used by the applicant (e.g., code version, cross-section library, and computer platform) is
validated in accordance with the above process. The remainder of this section of the report provides
recommendations on the assumptions that should be made and the information that should be provided in
performing and documenting the validation process.

5.1 SELECTION OF CRITICAL EXPERIENTS

The first phase In the validation process should be to establish an appropriate bias and uncertainty for the
calculational method by using well-defined critical experiments that have parameters (e.g., materials,
geometry, etc.) that are characteristic of the package design. The single-package configuration, the array of
packages, and the normal and hypothetical accident conditions should be considered in selecting the critical
experiments for the validation process. Ideally, the set of experiments should match the package characteristics
that most influence the neutron energy spectmru and reactivity. These characteristics Include:

I. the fissile isotope (233U, 23U, aPu, 29Pu, and ElPu according to the definition of 10 CFR 71), form (e.g.,
homogeneous, heterogeneous, metal, oxide, fluoride), and isotopic composition of the fissile material;

2. hydrogenous moderation, consistent with the normal conditions of transport and hypothetical accident
conditions, in and between packages that results in maximum kx (if substantial amounts of other
moderators such as carbon or beryllium are in the pack-age. these should also be consideredt.

3. the typc (e.g., boron, cadmium). placement (between. within. or outside the comnentsl. anl k al
absorber material and nmaternals of constmction;
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4. the single-package contents configuration (e.g., homogeneous or heterogeneous) and packaging reflector
material (e.g., lead, steel); and

5. the array configuration including spacing, Interstitial material, and number of packages.

Unfortunately, It Is unlikely that the complete combination of package characteristics will be found from
available critical experiments, and critical experiments for large arrays of packages do not currently exist.
Thus the applicant should model a sufficient variety of critical experiments to demonstrate the capability of the
calculational method In predicting k.r for each Individual experiment that has characteristics that are also
judged to be Important to the kae of the package (or array of packages) under normal conditions of transport
and hypothetical accident conditions.

Reference 10 provides general guidance on selecting critical experiments and provides descriptions of a
significant number of critical experiments appropriate for low-enriched lattice systems. The critical
experiments that are selected by the applicant should be briefly described in the application with references
provided for detailed descriptions. The applicant should indicatei any deviation from the reference experiment
des~ription including the basis for the deviation (e.g., discussions with experinenter, experiment log books).
Since validation and supporting documentation may result In a voluminous report, it is acceptable to
summarize the results In the application and reference the validation report for specific information.

S.2 ESTABLISHMENT OF BIAS AN UNCERTAINTY

For validation using critical experiments, the bias In the calculational method is the difference between the
calculated Icevalue of the critical experiment and unity (1.0). Typically, a calculational method is termed to
have a positive bias If It overpredicts the critical condition (i.e., calculated k. > 1.0) and a negative bias if it
underpredicts the critical condition (i.e., calculated ef < 1.0). A calculatlonal methodology should have a
bias that either has no dependence on a characteristic parameter or is a smooth, well-behaved funeilon of
characteristic parameters. The applicant should analyze a sufficient number of critical experiments to determine
if trends may exist with parameters important in the validation process [e.g., hydrogen-to-fissile ratio (H/X),
23"U enrichment, neutron absorber material]. As indicated in Sect. 4.1, the Ic values should change by at least
30 to indicate any type of parametric trend. The bias for a set of criticals should be taken as the difference
between the best fit of the calculated kff data and 1.0. Wiere trends exist, the bias will not be constant over
the parameter range. If no trends exist, the bias will be constant over the range of applicability. For trends to
be recognized, they must be statistically significant.

The applicant should consider three general sources o0, uncertainty: the experimental data or technique, the
calculational method, and the particular analyst and calculational models. Examples of uncertainties in
experimental data are uncertainties reported in rmterial or fabrication data or uncertainties due to an inadequate
description of the experimental layout. Examples of uncertainties in the calculationsa method are uncertainties
in the approximations used to solve the mathematical equations, uncertainties due to solution convergence. and
uncertainties due to cross-section data or data processing. Interpretation of the calculated results, individual
modeling techniques, and selection of code input options are possible sources of uncertainty due to the an Cyst
or calculational model.

In general, all of these sources of uncertainty should bc cumulatively observed in the variabilitv of dhi
calculated An results ohtained for the critical experiments. The variability should include the MIfn;- Crr>.
standard deviation in cach calculated critical experiment l;, value as well as any change in the c.'Iculawd rMhic
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caused by the consideration of experimental uncrtainties. Thus these uncertainties will be included In the bias
and uncertainty in the bias. This variation or uncertainty in the bias should be established by a valid statistical
treatment of the calculated lk values for the critical experiments. Methods exist (see Ref. 10) that allow the
bias and uncertainty In the bias to be evaluated as a function of changes in a selected characteristic parameter.

Calculational models used to analyze the critical experiments should be provided or adequate references to such
discussions should be provided. Input data sets used for the analysis should be provided along with an
indication of whether these data sets were developed by the applicant or obtained from other identified sources
(e.g., published references, data bases). Known uncertainties in the experimental data should be identified,
along with a discussion of how (or if) they were included in the establishment of the overall bias and
uncertainty for the calculationa! method. The statistical treatment used to establish the bias and uncertainty
should be thoroughly discussed in the application with suitable references where appropriate. Relative to
experimental uncertainties, the applicant should provide a discussion on the approach used to model the
experiments (i.e., with nominal dimensions and material compositions or with conservative tolerances, with
simplifications in the geometry and material specifications, etc.).

5.3 ESTABLISHMENT OF RANGE OF APPLICABILM

As in integral part of the code validation effort, the applicant should define the range of applicability for the
established bias and uncertainty. The applicant should demonstrate that, considering both normal and
hypothetical accident conditions, the package is within this range of applicability and/or the applicant should
define the extension of the range necessary to include the package. The range of applicability should be defined
by identifying the range of Important parameters (see Ref. 10 for guidance on identifying important
parameters) and/or characteristics for which the code was (or was not) validated. The procedure or method
used to define the range of applicability should be discussed and justified In the application for approval. For
example, the method of Ref. 10 indicates the range of applicability to be the limits (upper and lower) of the
characteristic parameter used to correlate the bias and uncertainties. The characteristic parameter may be
defined In terms of, for example, the hydrogen-to-fissile ratio (e.g., H/X = 10 to 500), the average energy
causing fission, the ratio of total fissions to thermal fissions (e.g., PO, = 1.0 to 5.0), or the "5U enrichment.

Use of the bias and uncertainty for the evaluation of a package with characteristics beyond the defined range of
applicability Is endorsed by consensus guidance.' This guidance indicates the extension should be based on
trends in the bias as a function of system parameters and, If the extension is large, confirmed by independent
calculational methods. However, the applicant should consider that extrapolation can lead to a poor prediction
of actual behavior. Even interpolation over large ranges with no experimental data can be misleading (see Ref.
6 for an example). The applicant should also consider the fact that comparisons with other calculations]
methods can illuminate a deficiency or provide concurrence; however, given discrepant results from
independent methods, it is not always a simple matter to determine which result is 'correct' in the absence of
experimental data (see Ref. 11 for an illustration).

The applicant should recognize that there is no available guidance on what constitutes a "large" extension, nor
any guidance on how to extend trends in the bias. In fact, it is not just the trend in the bias that the applicant
should consider, but the trend in the uncertainties and bias. The paucity of experimental data near oui, end of a
parameter range may cause the uncertainty to lie larger in that region. (Note: Any extension o(f hlc miectaCitil)
mii.ng ilia method f Ref. 10 should consider the behavior of the uncertainty as a function of the parzn'ei. licit
just the maximnum value of the uncerlainly.) Proper extension of the bias and uncenainty means the appl<;in:
shold delenulmnc and understand the (rcnds in the bias and uncertainty. The applicin shoulIL- j: *:U,:-
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care in extending the range of applicability and provide in the application a detailed justification for the need
for an extension, along with a thorough description of the method and procedure used to estimate the bias and
uncertainty In this extended range.

5.4 ESTABLISHMENT OF ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA

The criticality safety section of the application should demonstrate how the bias and uncertainty determined
from the comparison of the calculatlonal method with critical experiments are used to establish a minimum ken
value [i.e., upper subcritical limit (USL)] su that similar systems with a higher calculated k, are considered to
be critical. The USL should be established with an additional margin of subcriticality (often termed a safety
margin) included.9 The following general relationship (see Ref. 10) for establishing the acceptance criteria
should be used in the application for approval:

k, -Ax 2t k + 2a + Akt,

where
mean value of k1f resulting from the calculation of benchmark critical experiments using a specific
calculational method and data;

Akh= an allowance for the calculational uncertainty;
Ak- a required margin of suberiticallty (minimurn of 0.05 for applications of approval for packaging);

Icn = fthe calculated value obtained for the package or array of packages;
a = is the standard deviation of the kIr value obtained with Monte Carlo analysis.

If the calculational bias P is defined as'P = kA - 1, then the bias is negative if k < 1 and positive if k > 1. Thus
the acceptance criteria may be rewritten as

1.00 + k - Akkn + 2o + 0.05,
or

ke + 2o s 0.95 - Ak + P3.

he maximum USL that should be used for a package evaluation is

USL - 0.95 - Ak + P .

The uncertainty, Ak., will always be greater than or equal to zero, whereas the bias, P, can be positive or
negative. However, a positive bias is not recommended; therefore, the equation should be revised to

USL = 0.95 -Ak+ 11

where if
O. if > 0 .

The applicant should consider that the value foe Ak,, (=0.05) may need to be increased by an arhitrarv amnunt
if there is a lack of sufficient critical data io adequately determine the calculational bias and unccrtaintv 'I he
statistical method of Ref. 10 provides a technique to estimate Akt, and Akin based on available d1ta. ! h;
estimate for Akin can be used to demonstrate that the value of 0.05 for thlr margin of subcriticilit- is ailqa c
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for the given set of critical experiments used in the validation. A paucity of critical experiment data or the need
to extend beyond the range of applicability may indicate the applicant should consider the adequacy of the 0.05
value. Also, for high-reactivity worth systems where the value of k1 is particularly sensitive to parameter
changes In the package, a margin of subcrlticality greater than 0.05 Ak shouild be considered by the applicant.
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6 CRITICALITY CALCULATIONS AND RESULTS

IThis section of the report describes the criticality calculations that should be performed and documented in the
criticality safety section of the application for approval of a package. The criticality safety evaluation should
demonstrate the subcriticality of a single package and an array of packages during normal conditions of
transport and hypothetical accident conditions, and determine the TI for criticality control of a shipment. For
the purposes of this evaluation, the applicant should consider the term £subcriticalityr to mean that the
calculated kff value (including any Monte Carlo standard deviation) is less than the USL defined by Sect. 5.4.

The calculations that the applicant should include in the criticality safety section will depend on the various
parameter changes and conditions that should be considered, the packaging design and features, the contents.
and the damaged condition of the package. The calculated results should be presented in a tabular form with a
case identifier, a brief description of the conditions for each case, and the cawse results. Values of kOf obtained
from Monte Carlo codes should always Indicate the estimated standard deviat on. Additional Information
should be included in the table if It supports and simplifies the description in the text. The case description
should be clearly presented in the tables to permit easy cross-reference between the table and the text. Tables
1 and 2 show an example of the format desired to summarize the results of single-package and package array
calculations.

The following subsections present a logical, generic approach to the calculational effort that should be
described in the application for approval. Two series of calculational cases should be performed: (1) a series
of slngle-package cases and (2) a series of array cases. Both series should consider normal and hypothetical
accident conditions. Subsets of the array series for different size arrays or different package arrangements may
also be necessary. Each array series should include calculations to determine the number of undamaged
packages that will ensure subcriticality of an array under normal conditions of transport, as well as calculations
to determine the number of damaged packages that ensure subcritlcality of an array under hypothetical accident
conditions. A TI for criticality control should be derived (see Sect. 6.3) from these array sizes based on the
prescription of 10 CFR § 71.59.

6.1 SINGLE PACKAGE

The applicant should perform a series of calculations to demonstrate that the single package remains subcritical
under normal conditions of transport and hypothetical accident conditions (per the requirements of
10 CFrZ § 71.55).

The single-package calculations also provide useful pohits of reference for subsequent calculations involving
variations of certain parameters.

The single-package series of calculations must consider a model of the single containmeni vessel fiully reflecied
by water (a 30-cm-thick region of full-density water is recommended). The containment vessel should he
optimally moderated with the fissile content in its most reactive credible configuration. This water-reflectel.
optimally moderated containment vessel analysis should be compared with one where the water reflector rs
replaced by the package material (including water flooding in voids) that surrounds the containmcnit sv:ieni
Package niatcrials such as lead may provide better reflection of the containment system than water.
Demonstration that these two single. undamaged cases are adetquately subcritical safisfics Vie rmjairclnvtinl- .

10 C}FR § 71.55(t).
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Table 1 Example format of table for single-package calculations

Water Internal
Case reflected' moderationb _ Cyr

SUl No 0.0
SU2 Yes 0.0
SW3 Yes 0.001
SU4 Yes 0.o03

SUx Yes 1.0
SUy No 1.0
*When fully reflected, water should be at least 30-cm thick on all faces.
Internal moderation is the specific gravity water equivalent of hydrogenous

content within all void spaces inside the package, including the containment vessel.
la Is one standard deviation-of the calculated Monte Carlo result.

Table 2 Example format of table for array calculations

Array Internal Interspersed
Cased size modcrationb moderation' k a d o

IAl Infinite 0.0 0.0
1A2 Infinite 0.0 0.001
1A3 Infinite 0.0 0.003

IAx Infinite 0.0 1.0

PA1 7 x 7 x 7
FA2 7 x 7 x 7
PA3 7 x 7 X 7

PAlO 5 x 5 x 5
FAll 5 x 5 x 5

I

'Case identifier IA represents infinito arrays and FA represents finite arrays; all finite
arrays should be reflected by at least 30 cm of water on all faces.

'intcrnal moderation is the -pecific gravity water equivalcnt of hydrogenous tonmenn
within all void spaces inside the package, including the containment vessel.

interspersed moderation is thlc specifc gravity wate& equivalent of hydrogenous
content between packages.

dnci is one standard cleviation of thre calculited Maoin Cuari resIlt
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The remaining single-package cases provided In the application should systematically investigate progressive
states of water flooding and package reflection representative of the normal and hypothetical accident
conditions. If the hypothetical accident conditions cause damage to the contents or packaging, the damaged
configuration of the package should be considered. If a package has multiple void regions, including regions
within the containment system, flooding each region independently and consecutively should be considered.
Variations in the flooding sequence should be considered by the applicant [e.g., partial flooding, variations
caused by the package lying in horizontal or vertical orientations, flooding (moderation) at less than full-
density water, progressively flooding regions from the inside out]. Water flooding of cladded fuel rod gap
regions should be considered. The final case of this single-package series should represent a package
completely water-flooded and water-reflected. The primary objectives of the single-package cases should be

1. to demonstrate that a single package is subcritical when subjected to the normal conditions of transport and
hypothetical accident conditions as specified by 10 CPR § 71.55, and

2. to identify the specific conditions that produce the highest kr value.

For packages with different fissile material loading configurations (including partial-load configurations), the
applicant should use a similar approach for each different loading, unless a limiting-contents model is
devqloped and demonstrated in the application to provide a bounding reactivity for the different loadings. The
results of the single-package calculations can influence the approach and the number of calculations required
for the array series calculations, particularly If there are different content loading configurations.

6.2 EVALUATION OF PACKAGE ARRAYS

) The applicant should perform the package array calculations to obtain the information needed to determine the
TI for criticality control as prescribed by 10 CER § 71.59. The applicant may consider beginning the array
calculations with an infinite array model because, If the infinite array is adequately subcritical under normal
and hypothetical accident conditions, no additional array calculations should be necessary. If the infinite array
under normal and hypothetical accident conditions !s shown to be above the USL, a large (number of packages)
finite array should be selected and all cases recalculated. Successively smaller finite arrays may be required
until the array sizes for normal and hypothetical accident conditions are found to be below the USL. As an
alternative, an applicant may initiate the analyses using any array size-for example, one that is based upon the
number of packages planned to be shipped on a vehicle.

Care should be taken so that the most reactive array configuration of packages has been considered in the
criticality safety assessment. In investigating different array arrangements, the competing effects of leakage
from the array system and of interaction between packages In the array should be considered. Array
arrangements that minimize the surface-to-volume ratio decrease leakage and should, in simplistic terms,
maximize kffr. Preferential geometric arrangement of the packages in the array should be considered. For
example, consider packages where the fissile material is loaded off-center. In this case, the need to optimizv-
the interaction may mean that an array is more reactive when packages are grouped in a single or double layer
The effect of the external water reflector also needs to be considered. For some array cases there may be little
moderator present within the array, so increasing the surface area may lead to more moderation and possibly
higher reactivity. The exact package arrangement may be represented by z simplified arrangement if adcqu3!c
justification is provided. For example, Appendix A demonstrates a case where a triangular-pitch arrang;1etnz
of packages can, in simple cases, be represented by using an appropriately modified package model withn a
sqcuarc-pitch lattice arrangement. In more compl, cases, the effect of having a triangular pitchl in-.\ h-
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important, since interaction between three triangularly pitched packages could be a dominating factor. Because
there are so many competing effects, any simplificatlons made In the assessment need to be justified; something
that is obvious from the point of view of array'leakage may not be as obvious from the point of view of
package Interaction. AU finite arrays of packages should be reflected on all sides by a close-fitting, full-density
water reflector at least 30 cm thick.

Each array model for undamaged packages is not required to Include interspersed moderation; however,
moderation built into the packaging (e.g., due to hydrogenous packaging materials) or added to the packaging
due to normal conditions of transport (e.g., the spray test) should be included to the most reactive extent
possible under normal conditions. For damaged packages, varying amounts of hydrogenous moderation should
be added in all regions that can be flooded within (see discussion of Sect. 6.1 for single package) and between
the packages (Ie., interspersed moderation) by varying the density of water In these regions. If water in-
leakage is considered (see Sect. 3.4), then the water density should be varied from zero to full density in
increments such that the optimum moderator density is determined. The applicant should provide a plot of the
k~ff value as a function of the moderator density to demonstrate the trend and the location of the highest kff
value.

As an interspersed moderator is added to the region between packages, the spacing of the packages may
become importani because of the amount of moderator that may be present. For this reason, it is sometimes
convenient to model an Infinite array of packages using an array unit cell consisting of the individual package
and a tight-fitting repeating boundary. If the k.f, response to increasing Interspersed moderator density for this
array with the units in contact has an upward trend (positive slope) at fil-density moderation, the applicant
should consider increasing the size of the unit cell and recalculating a as a function of moderation density.
Increasing the size of the unit cell provides an Increased edge-to-edge spacing between packages and makes
more volume available for the Interspersed moderator. The applicant should stop this procedure only after
confirming that the packages are isolated and that added interstitial space is only providing additional water
reflection.

To illustrate this recommended procedure, consider a cylindrical shipping package with a diameter of one unit
and a height (or length) of two units. With a tight-fitting cuboid around the cylinder, 21.5 % of the cubold's
volume Is outside the package and is available for an interspersed moderator. By increasing the cubold's
dimensions so that the edge-to-edge spacing between the packages in all directions is 10% of the package
diameter, then 38.2% of the cuboid's volume is outside the package and is available for an interspersed
moderator. This small increase in edge-to-edge spacing corresponds to a i26% increase in volume available
for the interspersed moderator. Therefore, If the k.f value Is Increasing at full water density with the packages
in contact, then increasing the packaging spacing to permit additional interspersed moderation may he
necessary.

The applicant should consider combinations of density and spacing variation (consistent with normal and
hyprothetical accident conditions) that may cause a higher k.f value to be calculated and should provide a
discussion in the application that demonstrates the maximum krf value has beun determined. Figure I dcpici~.
some typical plots of ken versus interspersed water moderator density illustrating the moderation, abhsr 1rniion.
and reflection characteristics that may be encountered in packaging safety evaluations' Thcese CU!%-c% :VCI.FI'llt
changes in array moderation for a fixed package spacing. Curves A, B, and C represent arrave foi: \Ad hi.4:
array of packages at the sclecicd spacing is overmoderated and incresing water moderation one Ih:.;'
(eUrvcs B and C) or has no effcct (curve A) on the ky, value. Curves D. E. and r repr'slcn! a!. . ., *.*i'. I

(lhe array is undermoderatcd at P.cro water dcnsity, and incrcasinr the moderatr deit l bu *';* :.' :.:
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incase. Then as the water density increases further, neutron absorption comes into effect, neutron interaction
between packages decreases, and the Icfvalue levels out (curve D) or decreases (curves E and F). The
applicant should consider that peaking effects such as seen In curves E and F frequently occur at very low
moderator density (e.g., 0.001 to 0.1 fraction of full density). Therefore, the applicant should exercise care
when selecting the values of interspersed moderator density to calculate in the search for the maxinmm 1
value.

As indicated above, optimum moderation conditions for the array of packages represented by curves D, E, and
F have been obtained; and the only mechanism that could make the kd, value of curve D, E, or F rise above
the value at full-density water is increased reactivity due to increased reflection provided by more interspersed
water (I.e., additional spacing between packages). If the array kIr at fill-density moderation is less than the kf
of the flooded and reflected single unit, the edge-to-edge spacing of the packages Is not sufficient to permit full
reflection.

However, for responses such as those illustrated in curves D, E, and F, there is no need to increase spacing
and recalculate the array 1cf because the mximnm k.f of the array will be that of the reflected single unit, or
the kr of the optimally moderated array (i.e., the first local maxima of curves D, E, and F), whichever is
larger. For curves A through F, the packages in the array are essentially isolated at full-density moderation
and the corresponding kf will typically be the same (within statistical limits) as the flooded and reflected
single-unit case.

Curve G represents an array where the optimum array moderator density has not been achieved even with full-
density water, and the maximum kff has not been determined. For this situation, the applicant should increase
die center-to-center spacing of the packages in the array and all cases should be recalculated. The center-to-
center spacing must be sufficiently large for the curve to reach a plateau (like curve D) or to peak and then
decrease (like curves E and F).

The treatment of array moderation can be easy or complex, depending on the placement of the materials of
construction and their susceptibility to damage from hypothetical accident conditions. For all of these
conditions and combinations of conditions, the applicant should carefully investigate the optimum degree of
internal and interspersed moderation consistent with the chemical and physical form of the material and the
packaging, and should demonstrate that suberiticality Is maintained. The applicant should consider the
numerous conditions for which the effects of moderation must be investigated, such as

1. moderation from packing materials that ar. inside the primary containment system,
2. moderation due to preferential flooding of different re sons in the packages,
3. moderation from hydrogenous materials of construction (e.g., thermal insulation and neutron shielding),

and
4. interspersed moderation in the region between the packages in an array.

In determining the TI of an array of packages under normal conditions of transport, the applicant should
consider only the possible ranges of hydrogenous (or other) moderators present in the package [items (I) and
(3) above and, if applicable, item (2) above]; interspersed moderation between packages [item (4) above] from
conditions such as mist, rain, snow, or flooding need not be considered (per the specifications of 10 CFR §
71.59). In determining the TI of an array of damaged packages, the applicant should carefully consider all
four of the above conditions, including how each form of moderation can change under hypothetical accidenr
conditions. As an example, consider a package with thermally degradable insulation. The applicant should
evaluate tie array with the insulation for the nornal conditions of transport. For the hypothetical accidmt
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conditions, the applicant should investigate moderation effects caused by changes in the insulation due to the
thermal tests. The applicant shoud carefully evaluate the varying degrees of Internal moderation in the
containment.

6.3 RELATING ANALYSES TO TRANSPORT INDEX

The TI for criticality control should be determined 'y the applicant using the information from the array
analyses on the number of packages that will remain subcritical (below the USL) under normal and -
hypothetical accident conditions. The USL should be determined using the criteria discussed in Sect. 5.4.
Table 3 illustrates the tabular form that the applicant should use to summarize the results on the limiting
number of packages shown to be subcritical in the analysis of the package arrays. The value N in the table can
be defined so that

N = maximum number of packages per shipment for a nonexclusive use shipment, where .5 < N .
2N = maximum number of packages per shipment for an exclusive use shipment, where 0.5 sN N5.

Table 3 Requirements of 10 CFR § 71.59

No. of fissile packages
Case that must be subcritical

Undamaged SN with nothing between packages

Damaged 2N with optimum interspersed moderation
.}

With the Information provided In Table 3, the applicant can determine the TI for criticality control using the
expression

TI - 50 N .

27 .



7 SUMMARY

Tils report provides recommendations on the information that should be included in the criticality safety
section of an application for approval of a transportation package. The emphasis has been on the design
information, analysis models, and computational results and discussion that should be in the application.
However, the applicant should recognize that the recommendations may not be exhaustive and that additional
information or analyses may be needed for selected applications.

Section 2 of the report discusses the design Information that the applicant should include in the criticality safety
section of the application. Specification of the contents (e.g., form, type, mnass, composition) considered in the
application should be provided, including any anticipated variations and uncertainties.

Section 3 of the report reviews the description and figures that should be included in the application to
adequately explain the calculational models. In preparing these models, the applicant should limit the use of
fixed neutron absorbers to 75% of the composition, unless adequate (see Sect. 3.1.3) consideration is made for
testing the presence and uniformity of the absorber. Fixed, burnable poisons should not be considered in spent
fuel packages. And, until the NRC provides direction on use of spent fuel isotopics, It is recommended that
unburned (fresh) fuel Isotopics be assumed in applications for spent fuel packages. Water moderation and
reflectionl specifications based on the normal and accident conditions of 10 CFR Part 71 must be considered in
the developmnent of the analysis models.

Sections 4-5 of the report recommend the information that should be considered by the applicant In selecting
and using an appropriate analysis method (code and nuclear data) for determination of the neutron
multiplication factor. Codes that adequately model the kinematics of neutron transport, Including angular
scattering, are needed to provide the best estimate of 1k. The codes and data used in the application should be
validated against critical experiments appropriate for the package conditions and contents. This validation
provides a basis for development of a USL that considers bias and uncertainties (determined from the
validation), the statisticdl nature of the analysis method, and a margin of subcriticality. The minimum margin
of subcriticality accepted by the NRC for transportation packages is 0.05 A.

Section 6 of the report discusses the analyses that should be considered to demonstrate that the requirements of
10 CFR § 71.55 and 71.59 are met. This section provides practical Information on bow to proceed with the
analyses, the single-package and array conditions that should be considered, and a process for determination of
the TI for criticality control. Development and analysis of the array models should carefully consider the
various conditions that could lead to an Increased k1 , value. Optimum moderation of the packages according to
the normal and accident conditions, package arrangement and spacing for optimum interaction between
packages, and proper water reflection of the array should be considered.

b la 1 i i '1 . '
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APPENDIX A

EXAMPLE OF CALCULATIONAL MODELS AND RESULTS

This appendix uses a simple example of a fictitious transport package to Illustrate many of the recommenda-
tions provided in this report regarding the content of the criticality safety section of the application for a
transport package. This example package and analysis have not been approved by the NRC, and there has been
no assessment as to whether the package would meet all of the requirements for approval. The descriptions
provided herein do not include all the Information that would be necessary for an actual package evaluation;
rather they provide an illustrative sampling of the type of Information discussed in this report.

The following sections provide information as if it were imbedded as the criticality section of the application.
However, since this is intended to be an illustrative example, only that information pertinent to developing the
calculational models is included. The dimensional and material specifications provided are the minimum to
support the calc rations in this appendix and do not represent certified container loadings or configurations.
Also, the descriptions, calculations, and justifications presented here may not be complete or acceptable to the
NRC.

A.1 GENERAL DESCRIPTION (Example)

The transport package uses a 55-gal steel drum overpack [22.5-in.(57.15-cm) inside diam by 40.5-in. (102.87-
cm) inside height]. The drum body and bottom are fabricated from a 16-gauge [0.064-in. (0.16-cm)] low
carbon steel sheet. The drum lid (head) is fabricated frem a 14-gauge [0.080-in. (0.20-cm)] low-carbon steel
sheet. Two approximately equally spaced, rolling hoops are swaged into the drum body. The removable head
is closed by means of a bolt-locking ring.

The inner container (containment vessel) Is the containment boundary. The inner container is fabricated from a
0.25-in. (0.64-cm)-thick carbon steel plate. The inner container [12.0-in. (30.48-cm) inside diam by 28.0-in.
(71 .12-cmn) Inside height] has a welded bottom plate and welded cover plate.

The 55-gal drum is filled between the drum wall and Inner container with insulating fiber board that provides
thermal insulation and vibration and shock isolation, and centers the inner container within the drum. The
insulating fiber board provides a thickness between the inner container and drum of 5.0 in. (12.7 cm) radially
and 5.0 in. (12.7 cm) axially (top and bottom).

The package shall be used to transport unirradiated uranium dioxide (UO2) pellets of 0.325-in. (0.83-cm)
nominal outside diameter. The contents are not to exceed 116.16 kg of U0 2 pellets at an enrichment in thc 235U
isotope of 4.01%.

A.2 PACKAGE DESCRIPTION

Sections A.2.1 and A.2.2 describe the package contents and packaging, specifically the dimensions and
material components that influence kff.

Preceding page blank
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ApEndix A

A.2.1 CONTENTS

The package shall be used to transport right cylindrical UO, pellets of 10.40 g/cmn oxide density. The pellets
have a 0.325-In. (0.83-cm) nonInal outside diameter and height and a maximum enrichment of 4.01 wt %
"'U. The uranium isotopic distribution Is-given in Table A.1.

Table A. 1 Uranium isotopic distribution

Isotope wt %

a~u 0.02

235U 4.01

236U 0.02

=DU 95.95

A.2.2 PACKAGING

The packaging consists of the inner container assembly (DWG-X12G64) comprising 316 stainless steel tubes
that accommodate the fuel pellets, the inner container or containment vessel (DWG.D184K), plywood board,
insulating fiber board, and the 55-gal drum (DWG-4201V).

A.2.2.1 Inner Container Assembly

Pellets and end plugs are contained in 27.75-in. (70.49-cm}*long stainless steel tubes of 0.350-In. (0.89-cm)
inside and 0.366-in. (0.93-cm) cutside diam. Each of the 316 tubes is filled with 80 pellets. The composition
and atom densities of the 304-stainless steel tubes and other package materials are given in Table A.2. Tle
tube ends are sealed with 0.350-in. (0.89-cm)-diam, 1.0-in. (2.54-cm)-long top and 0.75-in. (1.91-cm)-long
bottom stainless steel plugs that are welded in place. The tube bottoms are welded into 0.75-in. (l.91-cm)-deep
recesses on a 0.528-in. (1.34-cm)-square pitch of a 1.0-in. (2.54-cm)-thick, 12.0-in. (30.48-cm)-dlam stainless
steel bottom plate. The tube tops extend through 0.375-in. (0.95-cm)-diam holes to the top of a 1.0-in. (2.54-
cm)-thick, 12.0-in. (30.48-cm)-diam stainless steel top plate. Rubber o-rings between the tubes and plate holes
provide a tight tube-to-top-plate fit. The top plate Is connected by four 26.0-in. (66.04-cm)-Iong, 0.667-in.
(1.69-cm)-diam stainless steel support rods to the bottom plate. The structural evaluation has shown that the
inner container assembly remains Intact, and the pellets remain inside the tubes, under normal conditions of
transport and hypothetical accident conditions.

A.2.2.2 Inner Container

The inner container is fabricated fronm 0.25-in. (0.635-cm)-thick carbon steel plate. The inper containcr [12.0-
in. (30.48-cm)-inside diameter by 28.0-in. (71.12-cm) inside height] has a welded 0.25 in. (0.63-crn', mThick
bottom plate with a welded 0.2.5-in. (0.635-cm)-thick- cover plate.

N!
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Material (g/ca

304 stainless steel 7.92

Insulating fiber board 0.24

Plywood 0.45

Water 0.991

Carbon steel 7.82:

e A.2 Material specifications

Ity
a) Constituent

Fe

Cr

Nu

Mn

H

. C

I 0

H

C

0

n2 H

0

!1 C

Fe

!1 C

H

Ca

S

. 0

Si

Atomic density
(atomslb-cn)

5.935e-2

1.742&e-2

7.7188e-3

1.7363e-3

8.914e-3

5.348c-3

4.457e3

1.671e-2

1.003e-2

8.357e-3

6.675e-2

3.338e-2

3.9250e-3

8.3498e-2

3.8414e-2

5.1298c-2

2.2627e-3

4.2182ec

1.0988e-2

8.4972e.5

.i

Rubber 1.32:
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A.2.2.3 Drum

The transport package uses a 55-gal steel drum overpack [22.5-in. (57.15-cm) inside diameter by 40.5-in.
*(102.87-cm) inside height]. The drum body and bottom are fabricated from a 16-gauge [0.064-3n. (0.163-cm)]
low-carbon steel sheet. The drum lid (head) Is fabricated from a 14-gauge [0.080-in. (0.20-cm)] low-carbon
steel sheet. Two approximately equally spaced, rolling hoops are swaged into the dram body. The removable
head is closed by means of a bolt-locking ring.

The 55-gal drum is filled between the drum wall and inner container with insulating fiber board that provides
thermal insulation and vibration and shock Isolation, and centers the inner container within the drum. The
drum is loaded top-to-bottom with (1) a 5.0-in. (12.7-cm)-thick, 22.5-in. (57.15.cm)-diam imsulating fiber
board block, (2) a I.0-in. (2.54-cm)thick, 22.5-in. (57.15-cm)-diam plywood load bearing plate, (3) the inner
container assembly, centered, and surrounded by a 22.5-in. (57.15-cm)-outer-diam, 12.5-in. (31.75-cm)-inner-
diani, 13.75-in. (34.93-cm)-thick insulating fiber board ring, followed by a 1.0-in. (2.54-cn)-thlck, 22.5-in.
(57.15-cm)-outer-diam, 12.5-In. (31.75-cm)-inner-diam plywood support ring, followed by a 22.5-in. (57.15-
cm)-outer-dlam, 12.5-in. (31.75-c)-inner-diam, 13.75-In. (34.93-cm)-thiek insulating fiber board ring, (4) a
1.0-in. (2.44-cm)-thick, 22.5-in. (57.15- cm)-diam plywood load-bearing plate, and (5) a 5.0-in. (12.7-cm)-
thick, 22.5-in. (57.15-cm)diam.insulatlng fiber board block.

A.3 CRITICALITY SAFETY ANALYSIS MODELS

Section A.3.1.1 provides dimensioned sketches of a modeled package. The material specifications for regions
of the sketches in Sect. A.3.1.1 are given in Sect. A.3.1.2. Section A.3.1 identifies differences between the
models and actual package configurations. Section A.3.2 describes the contents models representing each of the
different loading configurations. Models depicting the configuration of packaging and contents of a single
package under normal and accident conditions are discussed in Sect. A.3.3. Section A.3.4 contains a
discussion on the package array models.

A.3.1 GENERAL MODEL

A.3.1.1 Dimensions

Figure A. 1 represents the vertical elevations of the package seen along the vertical centerline of the package. A
cross section of the package along A-A uf Fig. A.1 is displayed in Fig. A.2. The figures' dimensions were
used in the calculations.

Note: Although not included in this example, a real application should not a prior! use nominal dimensions,
but instead should address dimensional tolerances of the package that tend to add conservatism to the models.

A.3.1.2 Materials

Figures A I and A.2 show cross sections of the single-package calculational model. Table A.3 identifies the
regions. materials, material densities, and masses as used in the calculations, and the actual masses.

Nose: Although not included in this emampla, a real application should not a priori use nomnini . It; i;3l
specifications, but instead should address maximum and minimum fissile. neutron-absorbing m: .itu; AriPa
struct-iral materials paranieter values ;hat produce conservative 1<,: results withir the allow.l'e t.;len-:e
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Table A.3 Material specifications for Figs. A.1 and A.2

Material No. Material Density (glcn?) Model mass (kg) Actual mass (kg)

0 U0 2  10.40 116.19 116.16

1 SS-304 7.92' 41.87 42.12

2 Carbon steel 7.8212" 73.37 77.23

3 Insulating 0.24 46.42 44.29
fiber board

4 Plywood 0.45 5.860 8.796
'SCALE Standard Composition Library values.

A.3.1.3 Modes-Achtal Package Differences

The single-package calculational model of the 55-gal drum differs from the actual drum in the treatment of the
drum wall. In the model, the drum wall is a straight wall cylinder without the rolling hoops. The drmn model
does not have the top and bottom inset into the drum wall, bolts, locking rings, etc.

The rubber o-ring fittings around the tubes in the top plate of the inner container assembly were treated as
stainless steel, the surrounding material. The change constitutes such a small change in stainless steel mass in
the positive axial direction relative to the fuel region that the impact on k;f would be negligible. To simplify
the modeling, the center plywood support ring was modeled as insulating fiber board, the surrounding
material. The exchange of materials would have a negligible effect on k.e because the constituents of the two
materials are identical and the thickness of the region is small relative to the radial surface of the containment
vessel (i.e., -4% of the surface available for radial neutron leakage).

A.3.2 CONTENTS MODEL

Figure A.2 shows the package contents (pellets in tubes) configured for both the single-package and package-
array calculations. Each tube is physically restricted to a maximum loading of 80 pellets. Partial-loading
(varlable-mass) configurations are allowed, as are variations in pellet enrichment (up to 4.01 wt % 231U).
However, partial loadings must be from the inner tubes outward with only the last loaded tube containing less
than 80 pellets (see Chapter 1). Because of this restriction and the fixed tube spacing, partial loadings do not
require further analysis because they are bounded by the more reactive configuration of full loading. Chapter 2
of the application for approval has shown that the tube spacing remains at 1.34 cm (0.528 in.), and that the
pellets remain inside the tubes, under normal conditions of transport and hypothetical accident conditions.

A.3.3 SINGLE PACKAGES

To meet the general requirements for fissile material packages, 10 CFR § 71.55, a packpae must be designed
and its contents so limited that it would be subcritical under tde most reactive configuration of tih m^aerite
optimum moderation, and close reflection of the containment system by water on all sides or surrounding
materials of thtc packaging. Models of both reflective colnditions have been considered. The pactcag. ::t
siibjuctcel to the test- specified in 10 CFR § 71.71. Normal Conditions of Transport. and. as repo. .. ' ill
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Chapters 2 and 3, the geometric form of the package was not substantially altered, no water leakage into the
containment occurred, and no substantial reduction In the effectiveness of the packaging was observed. In
short, the damage incurred will not affect the technical evaluation, and the package contents under normal
conditions of transport will be less reactive than the contents under the aforementioned general requirements.
requiring no further analysis.

To address the requirement of 10 CFR § 71.55(e), a single package was analyzed with optimum internal
moderation and a 30cm water reflector on all sides. The damaged package experienced a 4.7% reduction in
diameter due to Impact testing (see Chapter 2, Structural Evaluation). The packaging diameter reduction is to
be analyzed as a reduction in insula:ing fiber board and plywood thicknesses while conserving the carbon steel
drum, insulating fiber board, and plywood masses. Limited material loss occurred as a result of fire testing
(see Chapter 3, Thermal Evaluation). The outer 0.8 in. (2.03 cm) of insulating fiber board (axially and
radially) and plywood (radially) exhibited charring and off-gassing during the fire test. The regions were
modeled as residual carbon and water (immersion test). The water from the immersion test optimally moderates
the inner containment. The minimal damage resulting from crush and puncture tests (see Chapter 2, Structural
Evaluation) will not influence the reactivity of the packages.

A3.4 PACKAGE ARRAYS

Cylindrical transport packages such as this example package may be shipped in a tightly packed triangular-
pitch configuration (or may be shifted to that configuration because of hypothetical accident conditions). This
arrangement may provide a more reactive configuration than a square-pitch arrangement because the triangular
pitch provides absolute minimum center-to-center spacing of the fissile contents, the maximum density of
fissile units, and thus the greatest potential for increased neutron interaction between fissile contents. To avoid
the complex modeling required to analyze triangular-pitch arrays with the computational method used In this
application, a square-pitch array model with a modified single-package model was developed to emulate the
effects of a triangular-pitch package array. The single-package modification involved a reduction of the drum
diameter by 7% to produce an array density In a square-pitch lattice equal to the array density of a triangular-
pitch lattice of packages with the fIll-diameter package. If the mass of steel of the drum and the mass of the
insulating fiber board are conserved, the neutron reaction rates within the array are essentially Identical. To
conserve the mass of steel in this example, the drum wall density was increased; and to conserve the mass of
te insulating fiber board in this example, the insulating fiber board density was Increased. The diameter
reduction was applied only to regions of the array package model,' not the 'contents model.'

The justification for the 7% diameter reduction is seen in the following derivation. Consider three full-
diameter packages in contact on triangular pitch and four reduced-diameter packages in contact on square
pitch. The equivalent array density of each configuration is

3(m16) m

(-I J3( 2 d) 8'(h) ~2)V-2 h
;1Xp 1

4(nz/4) m

N IZP ;1 1 'I' -5Cib I *1 '
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% Where
the -subscripts I and s indicate triangular and square pitch, respectively,
d is the package diameter,
h is the package height (same for both packages), and
m is the fissile material mass (same for both packages).

If p8 is set equal to p, and d, is calculated in terms of d, the diameter of a square pitch Is 0.9306 that of the
triangular pitch, to produce the equivalent array density. If a constant mass of materials Is maintained outside
the fissile unit (i.e., the thermal insulation and steel outer drum), the neutron reaction rates between fissile
units remain constant. Because the drum Is smaller in diameter, the mass of thermal insulation is conserved by
increasing the density, and the mass of steel in the outer drum is conserved by increasing the steel density.

Two array model types are Included in the evaluation. The first model type consists of an infinite array of
close-packed, triangular-pitch, undamaged packages consistent with the normal conditions of transport. From
10 CFR § 71.59, standards for arrays of fissile material packages, undamaged package arrays are evaluated
with void between the packages. The second model type consists of various size finite arrays of close-packed
triangular-pItch, damaged packages. As required by 10 CFR § 71.59, the damaged packages are evaluated as If
each package was subjected to the tests specified in 10 CFR § 71.73, Hypothetical Accident Conditions, with
optimum interspersed hydrogenous moderation. Further, the finite array of packages must be reflected by 30
cm of water on all sides.

Various finite array sizes had to be investigated in order to ascertain the number of subcritical packages under
hypothetical accident conditions The condition of each damaged package in the array is that described in Sect.
A.3.3 for the single package.

A.4 METHOD OF ANALYSIS

Sections A.4.1 and A.4.2 describe the sequences and modules of the SCALE4.3 system used in the analysis of
these computational models. Section A.4.3 identifies all major code input parameters. Section A.4.4 discusses
the adequacy of the calculations.

All calculations were performed on CAC2 and CA29, IBM RS16000 workstations in the Computational Physics
and Engineering Division at ORNL with SCALE version 4.3 (116197 production date) and the 44-group
ENDF/B-V cross-section library.

A.4.A COMPUTER CODE SYSTEM

SCALE is a computational system consisting of a set of well-established codes and data libraries suitable for
analyses of nuclear fuel facilityand package designs in the areas of criticality safety, radiation shielding,
source-term characterization, and heat transfer. The codes are compiled In a modular fashion and are called by
control modules that provide automated sequences for standard system analyses in each area. The CSAS
control module contains automated sequences that performr problem-dependent cross-section pro.-essinga :nd
tb rec-dimensional (3-D) Monte Carlo calculations of neutron multiplication.

l1,N0 V.u, a 3-D multigroup Monte Carlo criticality code, determines the effective multiplic:atioui 'ccr WUior~

Itiii til prob)lei-depiceident cross-section data andi tli user-slpecifiled eometr- caN. Ot-er cl::i
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KENO V.a quantities Include average neutron lifetime and generation time, energy-dependent leakages,
energy- and region-dependent absorptions, fissions, fluxes, and fission densities.

A.4.2 CROSS SECTIONS AND CROSS-SECTION PROCESSING

All neutronic control sequences use the SCALE Material Information Processor to calculate material number
densities, prepare geometry data for resonance self-shielding and optional flux-weighting cell calculations, and
create data input files for the cross-section processing codes. The BONAMI and NITAWL-U codes are then
used to perform problem-specific (resonance- and temperature-corrected) cross-section processing. BONAMI
applies the Bondarenko method of resonance self-shielding for nuclides that have Bondarenko data included in
the cross-section library. NITAWL-U1 uses the Nordheim integral treatment to perform resonance self-
shielding corrections for nuclides that have resonance parameters. included with their cross-section data.

The analyses discussed In this evaluation wemI performed using the broad-structure, 44-group neutron cross-
section library. The 44-group library was chosen because the evaluated package contents have many
similarities (e.g., form, enrichment) to light-water-reactor (LWR) fuel, and the 44-group library has
demonstrated markedly improved performance in LWR-type fuel analyses over the ENDF/B-IV 27-group
library. The reason: the 44-group neutron cross-section library was collapsed from the 238-group AMPX
master-format neutron cross-section library contains data for all the nuclides available in ENDF/B-V, and the
44-group library was collapsed using a fuel cell spectrum based on a 17 x 17 Westinghouse pressurized-water-
reactor (PWR) fuel assembly.

Additionally, the broad-group structure was designed to accommodate two windows in the oxygen cross-
section spectrum, a window in the Iron cross-section spectrum, the Maxwellian peak in the thermal range, and
the 0.3-eV resonance in 239Pu (which, because of low energy and lack of resonance data, cannot be modeled by
the Nordheim integral treatment in NITAWL-TI).

A.4.3 CODE INPUT

All problems were started with a flat initial neutron distribution over the system, in fissile material only. All
problems were run for 305 generations of 400 neutrons per generation, skipuing the first five generations, for
a total of 120,000 histories. Mirror image reflection was applied to the orthogonal-plane boundaries of the
single-package model to simulate infinite array-package models. A 12-in. (30.48-cm) water differential albedo
with four incident angles was applied to the outer boundary of the single-package models and finite-array
models to simulate tight, full-density water reflection. Biasing options were not applied.

Figures A.3(a) and A.3(b) are sample input files. The files correspond to cases f-2 4 and f-2_4a, a 4 X 4 X I

array of optimally moderated, damaged packages in square, with diameter correction factor of Sect. A.3.4, asls'
triangular-pitch arrays.

A.4.4 CONVERGENCE OF CALCULATIONS

U0 2 mass data for each problem were checked against KENO V.a output. The input geometries 'vcmn chtckc (
by examining the 2-D plots generated by KENO V.a. Problem convergence was determined by- c%;:n.nuill
plots of k(ff by generation run and skipped, as well as the fina, 1;fk edit tables. No trends wcr --, e.vc-o cidu t

in kff by generation run over the last half ot total generations or. correspond'ingl%, in k1; b1w &en;-r.,ii.k pp :i
over ffic first half of total generations. No sudden changes of greater than one standard dev,'i. in *;,. trw

NURFMCN-S061 I I
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-csas25
XlNO-V.a, dx4xl array, optimally moderated damaged
packaqes squaare pitch, 4.1. and 79 dtameter reduction

4'2 1 0.S99 2931 2235 4.01 92234 0.02 92236 0.02 92238
15.- and

h2o 2 1.0 end
zJ304 3 1.0 end
c 4 0 3.9250*-3 and
Se 4 0 8.349ae-2 and
b 5 0 1. 293-2 *nd
c 50 3 c-a end
a 5 0 6.464*-3 end
b 6 0 2.12S -2 emd
c 6 0 1.271e-2 and
* E 0 2.064e-2 Sad
c 7 0 4.550e-3 and
le 7 0 9.411e-2 end
h t 0 1.135e-2 *nd
C t0 6.809*-3 and
0 t 0 5 614e-3 end
c I 0 7.757e-3 end
h2o 9 0.001 and
c 10 0 6.10g4-3 and
V2 o 10 0.001 end
h2c 1.2 1.0 end

squareptch 1.34 0.9255 1 2 0.9296 3 0.989 12 end
Cead pars nun-yea pit-no gen-305 npg-40D nsk-5 end parm
read ron
unit
cylinder 1 1 0.4123 2p33.02
cylinder 2 1 0.4445 2p3.02
cyllnder 3 1 0.4648 2p33.02
cubold 2 1 4pO.670 2p33.02
unit 2
cylinder 3 1 O.Fc7 2p

3
3.02

cubold 2 1 4; 0 2p33.02
unit 3
array 2 -4.02 0 .a.02
unit 4
array 3 -6.7 0 -33.02
unit S
array 4 0 -4.02 -33.02
Unit 6
array S 0 -6.7 -33.32
unit 7
array 1 -10.12 -10.72 -33.02
cylinder 2 1 15-24 2p

33
.02

hole 6 10.72 0 0
bole 6 -12.06 0 0
hole S 12.06 0 0

hoto5V360 I §ha:45 0142 72
lol4 3 O 12.06 0
hole 3 0 -13.41 0
reflector 3 1 0 2x2.54 1
reflector 4 1 3r0.635 1
reflector b 1 7.4165 2r0 I
rerlector 9 1 2.032 2rO 1
reflector 6 1 0 2r2.54 1
retloctor 0 1 0 2r10.668 1
reflector 10 1 0 2r2.032 1
reflector 7 1 0.1626 0.2032 0.1626 1
cuboid 0 1 4p2

5
.4062 51.6383 -51.5911

g1rbal unit a
array 6 360.O
end gram
zead array
are-I nux:l6 nu6-16 nuz-l fill 2 14rl 2 224r1 2 ltrl 2
end I11l
ara-z nux-C nuy-l nuz-1 fill 6rl end fill
aro-3 nux-10 nuy-l nuz-l r111 10rl end fill
ara-4 Pux-l nuy-6 nuz-l f 11 6rl and fill
aramS nux-l nuy-lQ nuz-1 fill 10rl end till
aran- nux-4 nuy-4 tuz-- fill 16r7 end fill
end array
rc.d bnds all-b2o end bnd3
*no datn

Snd

IFisure A.3a. Sample inpolt file f-2_4

8csa126
CENO-VI. 4x4xl array, optimally modarated damaged
packagesl triangular p tch, 4.1% dlam. reduction
4n ltt
uo2 1 0.9489 293 92235 4.01 92234 0.02 92236 0.02 92238
95.95 end
h2o 2 1.0 end
asa304 3 1.0 end
o 4 0 3.9250e-3 endre 4 0 0.34909-2 end
h 5 0 1.029e-2 and
c 5 0 6.173e-3 end
o 5 0 5.144e-3 end
h 6 0 1.41.-2 end
C 6 0 1.105e-2 end
o 6 0 9.207*-3 end
c 7 0 4.167e-3 end

o 1 0 e.864&-2 end
h I 0 9.821e-3 end
c I 0 5.892e-3 and
* t 0 4.910e-3 end
c 9 0 6.173e-3 end
h2a 9 0.001 end
c 10 0 5.892e-3 end
h2o 10 0.001 end
h2o 11 1.0 and
end comp
aquarepitch 1.34 0.8255 1 2 0.9296 3 0.889 11 end
read prar run-yes pit-no gen-305 nap-400 nsk-S end parm
read leom
unit I
cylonder 10 0.4128 

2
p33.02

cylonder 20 0.4445 2p
3 3

.
0

2
cylioder 30 0.4648 2p33.02
cuboid 40 OpO.6

7
0 2p33.02

media 1 1 10
media 2 1 20 -10
media 3 1 30 -20 -10
media 2 1 40 -30 -20 -10
boundary 40
unit 2
cylinder 10 0.667 

2
p
3
3.02

cuboId 20 4p0.670 
2
p3

3
.02

media 3 1 10
media 2 1 20 -10
boundary 20
unit a
cuboid 10 4pO.6

7
0 2p33.02

media 2 1 10
boundary 10
unt 4

cylinder 10 15.24 2p
3
3.02

artay 1 10 place 12 12 1 -0.67 -0.67 0
cyl nder 20 15.24 2p3S.56
cyll ndar 30 15.875 2p36.19

5

cylinder 40 25.1922 2p36.195
cyliader 50 27.2242 2p36.195
cylinder 60 21.2241 2p38.135
cylinder IC 21.2242 2p4

9
.403

cylinder B0 21.12 224 2 551.435
cyltnder 90 27 .388 51.6382 -51.5976
hisyrlm 100 21.3869 51.6383 -51.5917

3 120 -10
media 4 1 30 -20
media S 1 40 -30
media 9 1 50 -40
media 6 1 60 -SO
edite * 70 -60

meda 10 1 80 -70
mediaI I90 -80
medic 0 1 100 -90
boundary 100
unit 5
hexprian 10 21.3B69 51.6383 -51.5911
medla 2 1 10
boundary 10
global unit 6
cylinder 10 le9.14 51.6393 -51.5971
array 2 10 place S S 1 -21.3869 -27.3869 0
cylinder 20 225. 2p82.
media 2 1 20 -10
boundary 20
nnd geom
read array
*ra-l nux-24 mry-24 r.uz-1 fill 4er3 9r3 Srl n3 .:1 .'
7r3 4r3 2 l4rl 2 4r3 4r3 lrl 4r3 1q24 3-3 16:1 *q:Yt
2r3 20rl 2r3 5q24 3r3 18.l 3r3 Iq24 4r3 lerl r43 :--
2 14: 2 4r3 7r3 1OrI 7r3 SrO 6rl Qr3 *e:3 c.d i:!!
ara-2 tyUt"i nux-l0 nuy-l0 nuz-: fIll 30r!. 4re I 1 .
3r5 4r4 ArS 3r5 4r4 3r5 2rS tr4 4:5 30:5 enz :::
end array
end data
end

Figure A.331 Sainplc. nput fil f-'4:!
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generation run or skipped, resulting from an abnormal kcff generation, were found. Frequency distribution bar
graphs appear to approximate normal distribution with single peaks and no significant outlying values.

A.5 VALIDATION OF CALCULATION MEETHOD

For thejpurpose of this example, a negative value of 0.01 will be assumed for the bias and uncertainty
(k,, - P) associated with using SCALE-4.3 and the 44-group cross-section library. This is consistent with.
published information on validation of this computational method using low-enriched lattice criticals.'"2 ' Note:
The applicant should demonstrate the justification for the bias and uncertainty in the application for approval.

Using the general equation for he USL from Sect. 5.4 and the requirements of 10 CFR 71, it can be found
that for the calculations to be considered subcritical, the following condition should be satisfied:

k,, + 2a 0.95 -Ak, ,
ke + 2a x 0.94.

A.6 CRITICALITY CALCULATIONS AND RESULTS

This evaluation demonstrates the subcriticality of a single package (Sect. A.6.1) and an array of packages
(Sect. A.6.2) during normal conditions of transport and hypothetical accident conditions. The determined TI
for criticality control of a damaged and undamaged shipment is given in Sect. A.6.3.

A.6.1 SINGLE PACKAGE

Calculations show that a single package remains subcritical under general requirements for fissile material
packages under normal conditions of transport and under hypothetical accident conditions. To meet the general
requirements for fissile material packages, 10 CFR § 71.55, a package must be designed and its contents so
limited that it would be subcritical under the most reactive configuration of the material, optimum moderation,
and close reflection of the containment system by water on all sides or surrounding materials of the packaging.
Case s-0 of Table A.4 represents the optimally moderated inner containment reflected on all sides by 30 cm of
water. For case s-1, the container reflection Is provided by the surrounding materials of the packaging and 30
cm of water. In both cases, the gap region between the tubes and pellets are completely flooded with full-
density water, as is the void region in the inner container (Region A of Fig. A.2). Full-density water Is
optimum in both regions because the fissile content of.the package is slightly undermoderated at a tube pitch of
1.34 cm (see Fig. A.4). The highest single-packzge kff of 0.8942 ± 0.0019 is considered subcritical (i.e.,
0.8942 + 2 - 0.0019 = 0.8980 < 0.94).

Case s-2 in Table A.4 is the result for a single damaged package with internal water flooding and 30 cm of
water reflection on all sides. As with the undamaged cat s, the reported kfr is less than the established USL of
0.94. The results for a reflected, damaged containment system would have been identical to the undamagcd
case (case s-0) because the configurations of the containment system or contents did not change under
.ypothetical accident conditions.

All calculations (Qimaged and undamaged) were performed at the maximum allowable 2"'k) Cenrihriu.'nit
(4.G,a wt %) to ensure maximum reactivity and eliminate the need for calculatk.ns at lower nF-IZ

enrichments.

'1 4
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Table A.4 Single-package calculations

Case Description kff t a

s-a Optimally moderated, reflected undamaged containment 0.8942 ± 0.0019

s-i Optimally moderated, reflected undamaged package 0.8798 ± 0.0019

s-2 Optimally moderated, reflected damaged package 0.8820 ± 0.0018

1.38

1.35

,, 1.34

1.33

1.32
1.

i i I I I I i I

.25 1.3 1.35 1.4
pitch (cm)

1.45 1.5

Figure A.4 k. vs, pitch for 4.01 wt % 233U U0 2 pellets

A.6.2 PACKAGE ARRAYS

The calculational results of Table A.5 show that an infinite array of packages is adequately subcritical under
normal conditions of transport. Case 1-l, an infinite, triangular-pitch array of dry packages under normal
conditions, calculates at a kf of 0.5343 ± 0.0012. An infinite array of packages under hypothetical accident
conditions, however, is not subcritical. Case 1-2_7 represents an infinite array of close-packed, tritngular-pitch
(diameter reduction factor), flooded packages with optimum moderated contents, a 4.7% reduction in dia-ncter,
effects due to charring and off-gassing, and optimum interspersed moderation. The kfr for case i-2_7 is 0.9755
± 0.0021, which exceeds the subcritical limit (i.e., 0.9755 + 2 0.0021 0.9797 > 0.94). Since the infinite
array under hypothetical accident conditions calculates above the USL, finite array calculations are necessarv.

Cases 1-3 1 through i-3 3 are variants of i-27 that investigate flooding of the insulating fiber board ch:erred
region. The optimally moderated package array i-3_2 has full-dcnsity water inside the paclage coniinn;c:rl.
h:.s 0.001 g H20/cm? in the charred region of the packaging, and has void between paekages.
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Table A.5 Results for triangular-pitch array calculations
I

Cm

1-I

f-I

1-2_1

1-2.4

1-2_3

1-2_S

1-2_7

1-2 7

1-3_1

1-3_2

Interspersed
H20
denity (glcm2)

0

0.9982

0.95

0.5

0.1

0.01

0.001

0Y

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

-

Description

Infinite army, nvnmal conditions of transport

1 x I x 1 amy, hypothetical accident conditions

Infinite, hypothetical ucident conditions

Infinite, hypothetical accident conditions

Infinite, hypothetical accident conditions

Infinite, hypothetical accident conditions

Infinite, hypothetical accident condtions

Infinite, hypothetical accident conditions

Infinite, hypothetical accident conditions

Infinite, hypothetica1 accident conditions,
0 g HIO/cI chanred region

Infinite, hypothetical accident conditions,
0.01' H1Ofcni charred region

Infinite hypothetical accident conditions,
0.01 B h0c charred region

2x2x1 array, hypothetical accident conditions

2x2x2 array, hypothetical accident conditions

3 x3 X I array, hypothetical accident conditions

4 x4 xI array, hypothetical accident conditions

4x4x1 array, hypothetical accident conditions

3 x3 x2 aray, hypothetical &ccident conditions

S x5 xl array, hypothetical accident conditions

3 x3 x3 array, hypothetical accident conditions

4 x4 x2 array, hypothetical accident conditions

0.5343 :t 0.0012

0.8820 i 0.0018

0.9238 i 0.0021

0.9237 * 0.0021

0.9297 0 0.0023

0.9618 ±0.0025

0.9716 i 0.0024

0.9718 i 0.0024

0.9755 ± 0.0021

0.9755 ± 0.0021

0.9772 0 0.0027

0.9759 i 0.0022

0.9103 ± 0.0018

0.9158 + 0.0018

0.9270 i 0.0017

0.9369 i 00019

0.9335 i 0.0028

0.9306 0.0017

0.9284 i 0.0019

0.9405 ± 0.0023

0.9359 ± 0.0017

)
(-2_1

f-2_2

1-2_3

f-2_4

f-2 S

1-2_6

f-2 7

f-2 8
"aDte.ned to be near optimum interstitial moderation via C'SAS4 seauch.
bDetermined to be new optimum moderation via CSAS4 search
tKENO-VJ calculation.

NUJK VC1(;Icil-5S6(1 J6
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Cases f-2_1 through f-2_8 are variants of case 1-3 2 and represent finite arrays of close-packed, triangular-
pitch packages (diameter reduction factor) that have optimally moderated contents, a reduced diameter by
4.7%, charred insulating fiber board, varying interstitial moderation, and 30 cm of full-density water reflection
tightly fit on the array boundary. The finite array of 4 X 4 X 2 (case f-2_8) packages is considered just
subcritical because 0.9359 + 2 0.0017 = 0.9393 falls below the USL of 0.94.

Case f-2_4a is equivalent to case f-2_4a except that f-2_4a was modeled with KENO-VI, which allows explicit
modeling of triangular-pitch arrays and does not require the use of the drum diameter reduction factor of
Sect. A.3.4. The calculational results of f-2 4 and f-2_4a are statistically :he same, attesting to the correctness
of the diameter reduction factor.

A.6.3 TRANSPORTATION INDEX

The TI for criticality control is determined by the number of packages that remain below the USL. For normal
conditions of transport, an infinite array of packages Is subcritical. However, under hypothetical accident
conditions, only up to 32 damaged packages would remain subcritical. Thus a maximum of 16 packages may
be shipped for a nonexclusive shipment, and the TI - 3.

Note: The example presented in this appendix is for illustrative purposes only. The fictitious transport
package used in this example has not been approved by the NRC, and no assessment has been made as to
whether the package would meet the requirements for NRC approval. Also, the descriptions, calculations, and
justifications presented in this example have not been fully reviewed by the NRC, and may not be complete or
acceptable to the NRC. -
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B&P becomes the first industry producer of BORAL
3rooks & Perkins has just become the first commercial

supplier of Boral. This is a new material. It is used as a
neutron shield in atomic energy installations and atomic
power plants.

Boral is said to offer as much neutron shielding protection
as 26 inches of concrete where the neutrons are of thermal
energies. It does not shield against the passing of gamma
rays.

The Atomic Energy Commission developed Boral at their
Oak Ridge Plant, where it has been produced by the
Government in limited amounts only. The product consists
of a core of boron carbide uniformly dispersed in aluminum,
clad on both sides with commercially pure aluminum. Boral
can be produced with the core material having various
concentrations of boron carbide.

Now that atomic power plants are operating in sub.
marines and in an experimental airplane, and several
industrial power plants are in the development stage, it has

become advisable to have a commercial supplier of Boral.
B&P is highly qualified, primarily because of its successful
pioneering of methods for working some of the newer
metals, including zirconium; also the fact that it operates
a rolling mill at nearby Livonia. Here B&P has just in-
stalled a new 3000 cycle ultra high frequency induction
furnace, now used for the production of the Boral core
material.

The grade of Boral offered by B&P has a 35% concentra-
tion of boron carbide. The Boral plate is rolled 8'" and
A4' thick. Standard sizes offered arc 30" x 96', 30' x 48',
15" x 96', and 15' x 48'. The approximate weight per
square foot of A4' thick 35%o Boral plate is 3.4 pounds.

Boral and zirconium are, in a sense, companion products.
Both are used in atomic applications. B&P has been deep-
drawing zirconium for the past two years. Unlike Boral,
zirconium is transparent to the passage of neutrons while
acting as the container of the atomic fuel.

I
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1.0 Abstract

A technique has been de^;.ojled for makinx large sheets or
castings of B4C and alirxi complex for absorption of thermal
neutrons without production of hard gamm radiation. The sheet
has the follaving properties:

Boron Content: 50% B4C (or IiO% B) by Tolue
0.91 B B/ca3 or 0.58 g B/Cu2 of *t sheet.

Thermal Neutron Attenuation of 101i. in w- (based on

100 cea-).

Density: 2.53 g/cm3 or 1 f/ft 2

Cost: 15-20 */it2

Tensile Streadth: 5500 Psi (10 timea concrete, 1/10 mild
steel, about equal best plastics).

T.hcrmal Conductivity: SoBehat better than steel (rore
precise measurements in progress).

Can be shce oaz , saved; welded, ponchedL, drilled, tapped, rolled,
and bot-pressed. Sheeta 7' by 33' by k are in preparation for shearing
to 5' s 6'.test sheets.

It Is felt that this material will have same uses where a large
thermal, eutron flux =at be absorbed vithout production of hard gaase.,
e.B. inner section of reactor shield., shutters for thermal col-s,
instrumentation.
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2.0 Introduction

The absorption of thermal neutrons without production of hard

ga=za radiation can be a very important function. For example, if

the radiation impinging upon a shield is ouch that the thernal neutrons

outnumber the quanta of hard gama-s by a factor of 100, and these

thermal neutrons are absorbed in the shield to produce hard gammas

(the usual result), then the incident gama flux .vhich must be

shielded has been effectively increa3ed by this factor, l.e., an

additional 26" of concrete (or equivalent) must be added to-the

shield. If instead, these Incident thermal neutrons vere absorbed

vithout hard gamBa production (ehg. in a thin film of boron), the

26" of hypothetical concrete could be removed. E. Creutz of Carnegie

Institute of Technology estimates that a comparable thickness of

concrete added to the CIT-cyclotron sbield woulA have cost over $20,000

in materials and floor space. In a stationary reactor ibleld it might

cost ten times this amount. It misht tip the balance of feasibility

In a mobile reactor shield.

The BlO(i;,.)L17 reaction Is uniquely suited for such a func-

tion. Watural.poron, containing 18.8% B1 0, has a cross-section of

703 barns for this reaction at thermal energy, fIlling off as 1/v

to about 0.1 barn at 1 MeY vhere the function becomes irregular. The

residual activity Is negligible and the 0.42 MeV gama, which is emitted

'after 93% of the captures, is soft enough to be essily aboorbed. Cad-

mium, by contrast, emits a 6 MeV gama and leaves four unstable isotopes

after irradiation.

.':
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Boron can be bought in many forms: Nearly pure crystalline

boron at $200 - 300 per pound, amorphous boron at $15 per pound,

and B4C in various grades and prices starting near $7 per pound.

The crystalline B in quite pure, the amorphous B 60-80%, the

4C 75-0 B. B4C is not only the cheapest form of highly

concentrated boron, It is also exceedingly refractory, chemically

inert, mechanically hard, and atomically dense; in each of theet

properties it exceeds almost all other known materials. For $8 to

10 per pound, it can be obtained quite pure.

Being difficult to work;, it seems desirable to bind the B4C

with a more docile material for handling. Aluminum appears to be

the most promising cementing agent: it has a low cross-section for

the production of hard capture-gammas, it is ductile and easily

fabricated, has high thermal conductivity, is inexpensive, light

weight, and corrosion resistant.

The question of radiation damage naturally arise. Since

aluminum is the continuous phase, it should not suffer from destruc-

tion of the embedded B4C particles. Radiation damage studies on

aluminum show that, with the possible exception of warpage, no dele-

terious effects should be expected. The diffusion of helium (from

the n,o reaction) through the aluminum is expected to take place

without dAemage. Irradiation tests vill be made.

3.0 Early Experiments

The objective wan to achieve as high a fraction as possible of

B4C. In addition it was felt that no B4C should be exposed at the .

surface and no loose B4C should exist within the sheet. In this way

-... . ,_ . .. - .. _ .. .... .. _ - .. -. I I.
.... . . .... __ . ,_ ,. , -,,
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it wan hoped to minimize the possibility of escape of B4C from the

sheet due to blistering during operation or machining during fabri-

cation. Arbitrarily a 1:lratio by volume of B4C to aluminmr Vas

chosen. For a {" sheet, this in sufficient to give a 1010 attenuation

of thermal neutrons, ass ng a macroscopic cross-section for ;boron

e of 100 cal or for boral, 40 cm- 1 . Actually a 1:1 veight ratio wan

used for the unclad material, giving a volume ration of 2.7 BDC : 2.45 Al,

but this is compensated for by the cladding on both sides which occupies

a total of 16% of the thickness. It was found that a significantly

larger fraction of *B4C could Pot be obtained without serlously impair-

ing the meceanical- and therral properties of the material. In the

rare cases where greater quantities of boron are needed, a thicker

sheet can more easily be used.

* Experimental work was started in December 1918 under Frank Nerze

of the Englneering Materials Section and vas shortly thereafter moved

to the new T-12 facilities of the Shielding Group.

3.1 Foi and Powder Method (See Figure 1)

\/ BC powder vas spinkled in'thin layers between ten .005"

aluminum fols, around which vas a wrapper of .o64- 2S aluminum sheet.

This van hot-rolled at 11300P, reducing the laminated asseebly .050"

each pass through the rolls until the laminate had been reduced to
-.;;

P. The results of this experinent were unsatisfactory because only

a small amount of the B4C embedaed Itself in the alsminum foil, leaving

0st of the powder loose between the laminations. The loose B4 C pre-

vented the bonding of the layers of foil ana a considerable anount of

powder blew out during rolling, preventing bonding of the outside

vrapper. Figure 1 shows a oheared section of the finished sheet. Note

that the laminations are not bonded to each.other.

†* . . ..-
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3.2 Two-Powder Method. (See Figures 2 and 3)

A mixture of E14C and Al poder was placed In an envelope of.

'Al foil (to prevent dusting during rolling) and this mixture uas:

fitted carefully into an aluminum "picture frame". The frame ias

covered top and bottom with a single 1/8" wrapper sheet, andthe

assembly was then soaked at 130"? for one hour. It was rolled at

this temperature, being heated 10 minutes between passes, and re-

duced to .-

The first attempts (see Figure 2) were fairly satisfactor?,

but several serious difficulties arose. The picture frame generally .

4.1*44-. ,bnded to the wrapper on the first pass, trapping air In the poider-y ..

-. ,mix inside., To minimlize this, the envelope containing the powder .

-v, ,as pressed within the-picture frame on a 100 psi Studebaker pneumat$o . .

:. : ress, before heating and rolling. In spite of. a large .1±ster .b-or 'he ......... .......... this, a. -'.er*;;-

was formed and a vent hole bad to be drilled through the v apper. j : .
9; ~ ~ ~ ~ - -- . ' "-'>;!g';., - .>- : ~ - * ., . *. ;,; , .>

WA hen the finished sheet was examined, it was found that thefvrajpjr . ;.

- 'YB not bonded to the inner material and there vat considerabler loose

; .W; -.: :BILC apparent. In an attempt to improve upon this, several sheetsv. re

- made; varying the aluminum particle size from approximately. 20 .mesh>
; * . . S > .~~, e. ; . , . . . *;*-**--'*,- -e1~

_ to '" chips, and the B4C from 100 mesh to 18 mesh. These gave no ....

S . signifcant picont. f (e i 3

'.A larger sheet was tried by this method, starting with a

9 Jw x 9j" x l (inside dimensions picture frame (see Figure
..

', i> In addition to the above difficulties, the wrapper became quite sort

:- .. .at the soaking temperature, and handling the large asseibly proved

CA quite difficult. It was decided at that time that large satisfactory

F h .

_ t.a
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sheets could not be rolled unless the B4C and aluminum were in the

form of a rigid structure during rolling.

* 3.3 Cast Ingot Method (Figure 4)

; Several small-scale attempts were made to mix B4C powder uith

molten aluminum. The aluminum did not uet the B4C and the resultant

mix when cooled was crumbly and incohesive. Preheating the B4C,

precipitating B203 or A120 3 on the B4C surface, and varying the

temperature range, had little effect. Attempts to make an ingot

from B4C and aluminum powder were equally unsuccessful. A non-

* -~;; . oxidizing atmosphere seemed to make little difference.

-.. iiiaya successfuAi ngot vas made as follows: (Figure 4j

- Hal of the aiuminum, as powder, and all of the B4C, were ixed cold

and added si.nsowly uith stirring to the remaining aluminum which was . -

molten.The temperaturej which see a t l230°F f20.

Theresuitant.ingot was somewhat porous (density 2.25 g/cc), but very
- ,* ,;$ 6 ts. \ o.; .:

.strong.;and homogeneous. The porosity uas nearly eliminated during

ro..n eslilting in. a sheet with a density of 2.53 g/cc.. his e

A' ~
was -refined and aste basis' of the present fabrication technique,-

.4.0 Present Fabrication T echniQue (Fires 5 and 6)

q . . .. . The: capacity bf the rolling miln at ORNL limits the sheet widt

- to 27" and the bil16 jthlikness (including wrapper) to iI". Therefore

* it. has been decidedt roll a billet i-" x 7" X 12", with an 1/8".
3A-'* ; *,.-**. '4 . , r***- w*.R,

wrapper.on each side, which produces a trimmed sheet 20" x 20" x

I - Since the B4C powder alone stacks to nearly 50% voids, the boral. ingot

.holds B4C particles which are nearly touching, resulting in a very

rigid mass which cannot be poured, even at high temperature. Therefore

* *4

* .1
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it is desirable that the rolling billet be the original casting, and

-M_ not recast from a larger pig. For this orpose, a special furnace

has been built fro two. standard 6" x 12" mzffle furnace elements,

'hich heats a grahiite crucible vith Inside- dimensicas 7" x 12" x

i with 1/16" taper. The temperature is controlled by a Brown electric

37rometer from theruocouple set in the graphite, and the mixed

powders re stirred into the molten aluamim vith a 3/8" steel rod,

an shown in Figure 5. A typical ingot is shown on the furnace. To

* produce Ingot thin size requires 825 grams of 2; alu minum pig.

o* T this a cold mixture of 1650 gra B4C (through 20 on 100 mesh)

and 825 grams of alminum powder (approximtely 20 mesb), is added

gradually wbile stirring in order to vet and suspend the B4C particles

in the molten aluminum. : -.

7 After reoving the ingot from tha crucible mold, it in then

-metal-pra7ed with a thin coat of alumirnS to cover copletely any

exposed pirticles of BDC. A wrapper of 1/8" 2S alwminum sheet, vbich

h.a- been wire-brushed to remaoe excess ozide end dirt to facilitate

* bonding, is placed around the ingot to form a cladding of approximately

* .020" on the 1/4" finished sheet. The assembly is then placed In a

. Lindberg forced-circulation electric furnace and heated to 11300F for

*proxmately one hour and rolled. The billet i reduced approximately

* 10% each p.ec through the rolls. The material retains considerable

ductility at lov. temperatures and vork-beats appreciably during roll-

.ng, so that reheating between passes Is not necessary if the rolling

is carried out at a reasonable pace.

_I , 1 4,jr.� 47al I---' .. -- - .. .. -1;1 --
, �, A.

� � � I.. I .. .,;4 . .,.. I., : - - ... � .--. - 1. - � __ _., . .
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-The first heats were run with only the ingot and.a wrapper

sheet. Since there wvs nothing to confine the edges of the ingot

.during roiling, excessive crumbling, edge-cracking, and unexennefs

iesulted. Present rum exrploy a velded alusiai picture frm to,.

cofine the ingot, wa this technique yields straight dges;',free

fro cracka. The edges of the wrapper sheet are bent over and tack-

welded to the outside of the pictnure frae, which has several Tent

holes drilled thr;ugh It*

5.0 The 250 ft 2 Sheets (.E& s 7 d8) .

As indicated'above, the maxiz width wlhich could be roled at

-. OR1L was 27-. Tbere is a need for several 0" x 1i3" shutters for the

;- O}RL attention facility and several 56' x 66' Sheets for experl-

mental work. .Arrangementp have been rede with the Lukens Steel

- .iof Coatelle, Pe-ylvania, to roll two sheets 841 z 396" x

fo.m- - . wbich ten 56" x 66- sheets nd four 40" x 330 shutters can be cut.

Two ingo t x 6" Z 36" x 32", weighing 450 pounds each, vii be cast and,
;. .!s W ; :-:' i*.. .. .

-wrapped at T-12, then shipped to Lukens for rolling. The expenses for

thls Job are being partly borne by DEPA, ana the bee~es will be used

:for the joint MWLR A shield tests in the OREL attenuation facility.

.. ..The method of wrapping is essentially that described Ib pse-

graph 4.0 and is shown in detail in Figure 7. The special fw mace for

* casting the ingots (Figure 8) is scaled up from that shown in Figure 5,

except that a non-tapered steel crucible Is being used. A separate

report, OEMM-243, covering this project, will be written as soon as

the sheet6 are rolled.

. K.... .*. .. ' '
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6.0 Physical Properties

6.1 Data

1. Composition (for sheet, including .020" Al cladding on each side).

50Tol) B4C, 50% Al.

V ._mg-mol/cm
3  Lc-m 3

B 36.0 . 84.2 0.911 0.578
Al. 55.1 51.7 1-394 o.886
C 8.9 18.7 .225 0.143

* This is sufficient to give 1010 attenuation of thermal neutrons

2. Dinslty: 2.53 g/cc-
0.09 lb/in3

'3 *h/ft 2 . for sheet.

3- Strength

- . a) Tensile 5,500 pai
bj Elongation . .4
JShear. :8,237 psi

,) Welded tensile specizens did not faill at weld . :

'Thr P',roprties

. a): Conductivity: sevbat better than steei (e precise- .

S.reasurements In progress).

b) Specific eat: 0.175 Btu/lb x oF or g-cal/g X CC.

c) Melting Point: Maintains mechanical strength up to 15000 .(800°C),-

*. s.: a. bove whicb oxidation is excessive.

Beat Generation from' nO(Reaction: 7.4 x 10-10 vatts/ft2 x unit
-. therml neutron flux. .

. L5. Cost: 15-20 $fft2 for sheet.

6. workability: Can 'e sheared, saved, velded, punched, drilled,
* tapped, rolled, bot-formed, and exerimentally die-cast.

~- . .,

.
_-- � ... - V�-4.1.�.t�&.-.AO�.-,&--�.�,�.--�WVW-�--�
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Fig. 9-Boral sawed, welded, punched, and drilled.
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6.2 Testing and Calculation Methods

1 Colaition

Calculitlono are based on 1:1 (Vol) B4C : Al composition.

Densities assumed are 2.45 and 2.70 g/cc respectively.

2. DensiUt Is based on groas volma measuremertt rtd also Yater dis-

placement, vith no significant difference.

3. Tensile strength on 8 normal and 3 welded specimens, at per

ASTM (e.g. B209-4.0r 19.46 ed, Part-IB, p 572, fig. 1).

Sheer strength on three l" x 2" x 8" strips, in nmoified

Johnson Shear Tool (ASTM C102-36, 1946 ed., Part II, p 228, fig. 1)

.4. Thermal Conductivity vas made by comparing temperature drops through

- * ; ;s. . .;. . .. | . .); ..................................... a. . .l r.

. -Alrod, Al discs, and boral discs, through which a constant heat

.- -- . - r .C .. mp .* ; : iso-.. .n

:flux flows- axially (see Figure 9) Comparison of the Al rod and
s. m. .Jr : . . . . . ... 

. ..... : 

. . . . ; : . -- ' . ..... , . . -I;. , .a... s;:. {-.j ,.{

:.discs gived an anproximation of the temperature drop through the

' brazed interfaces of discs, and this correction, applied to the

boral disco, gives the drop through boral compared to drop tLfough

, ' . .A s heat 1fltx. Precision was poor and precise tests are

'being made on e equipm.ent.,.

"Beat Generation 5 .MevO(In capture x 929 t se .A i1 eV

5. Cost: *22/ftP f or B40C, $o.40 for Al, $1 for rolling.

. . .;

* # .
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7.0 Analyses of Raw Materials for Boral

Al Powder Laige Al rig Small Al Pig Boral

. Ag <.04% T --
Al 1.l0 Vs Vs Vs
B . *015 V- __ s
Be , <.004 __ __ . 0_

ta .-- .
Cd .15
Co. <.08 - '
Cr. <.15 T- .
Cu ' .08 w W *
Fe : '. .15 _ .
In <.OaCC0
Y g- .04 U -5
M n .0* T . * .w

MO <015 T C; :

- .~ TP . * i08 ' - .

- ;:. Z:c ---- . . CC - ; -. 2-,.. -Zn . 1 . .

Y r < . 1 * xbZEsXx ;o;zr*
-i V :.: .4 .I { , , ,>-~sto,^<^. .;.*s,... i;,.; , ..

*Chemical eseing made :. . .;.:

ibolsn fr secatrographic analyses: VS very strong -- . .
./ 8 strong -

* ,, medium

.- ~,. ~ .~ - U I. ea k

* * ~ '.' - , .r c ,' ''-

' * \.

-L not detected

* - . t j . .

Ana 'ver'a ade for all elements listed :

Vrapper. sheet and spray-metal being analyzed .- *..

. - . * s . . ' I 7

L . ,:
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ABSTRACT

I

The technique for making large sheots of boral described In ORNL-242, vhich

consists of nmxing B4 C vith aluminum has been modified and simplified. Recoi-

mendations are given for casting and rolling ingots into sheets.

Additional physical property data are includei. Tensile strength toasure-

ments or boral indicate no serious damage upon Irradiazion vith a total o -

2.6 x lol9 nvt in the ORNL reactor. Thermal conductivity for the 50-50 mixture

fas found to be 25.0 Btu/hr-ft 2 -°F/ft at 200 OF and 19.0 Btu/br-:t 2 ^_P/ft at

500 0?..

A method for measuring thermal conductivities is described.

- In order to make boral available to other sites, ORWI has agreed to- accept

urgent requests for small amounts of boral as sheots not larger than

21". X 96" x 1/4" or .1/8", other program commitments pesitlniog. Requeste or

purchase orders for zhbet stock or simple fabrication parts may be submitted,,

directly to OR1LU, giving detailed requirements. ;

I .
..
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INTRODUCTION

.4 -:--:--- .--

- .1, . -:- ... I..

Boral, as described in ORNL-242, is an engineering material for the

absorption of thermal neutrons.

| moral is a mixture of boron carbide (B4 C) and aluminum in whlch t)•e

'boron carbide is suspended in molten aluminum and the resultant product

alloved to solidify into a form suitable for rolling. It i useful because

of its light weight, its high boron content for the absorption of thermal

neutrons without production of hard ga-as, its good heat conductivity mnd ito

thermal stability, u to the melting point of alu-inum.

In OML-242, "Boral: A 1ev..Thermal Neutron Shield", McKinney and

Rockwell adequately discuss the history, development, and fabrication of

boral and establish a procedure for producing large quantities of this

material. Hovever, they were unable to conclude their program for the

production of large sheets of boral. -This report simmarizes tbe work done"

in concluding the irogram Initiated by McKinney and Rockwvll. Additional
. Ls F ; -- *, !. S-w;yb .1'.

physical-property data and information relative to the availability enad.
. I . . . : .@ SO t;;i

fabrication of large quantities of boral are included. ;d

In ORINL-242, McKinney and Pockvell reported that -mAll scale attempts

to mix B4C powder with molten aluminum were unuccessful. The alminum- did not

AB'- *'36

AECD-3625 .F ; 2-
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vet the BDjC and the resultant mix when cooled was crumbly and incohesive.

Preheating the 4C, coating the B4C with 203 or A1203 and varying the

temperature bad little effect. A successful ingot vas finally made by

stirring a mixture of 81luMIM powder and B14C into olten aluminum, keep-

in tihe temperature at 1230 °F + 200. This method v therefore established

as the standard procedure for casting ingots.

-'E DDEVM1: PROG, -.

.; Aditions to make Alumimm vet .. .
'. ,. . L:f.lt '

In the OKiDnneY;BRockwe1 procedure, tt is difficult to unarstnd and

"iterpret the action of the alurinu powder In causing the molten alunum i

to vet the B4C. In an effort to nderetand the iechanisms involved, a series'
I; ''Ct :,. t. ................... . ., :. . ;s ^ : , . t .i .; ;: *-,^., ;,~w ' -, ,

of exo eri"tsa performed in which varying percentages of A103 l were
Cxa.dC:C.C CCv . - .C : .;fl. . .:. * , - < . a -i *.,. . s

su.bstttuted for pert of the aluminum powder and added to the ten e l

w.th :ithe DC.B The results were negative; the B4C floated on top of the..
i lte * * '*- ,'*- :: - .Z.-, ,f

molten uin1 ..ta.l '. .

In a second series of teists, arying percentages of B203 were mixed with

r the M4C and added to the mn1ten aluminum, omitting the use of aluminum Powder.

Good workable mixes vere obtained resulting in strong hogeneous ingots.

The B2P3 content varied from 5-50% of the weight of the B21C. During the

addition of the V03 -B4 C mixtureto the volten metal, a black smoke was

given off and green flames ppped on the surface of the pmelt. ThIzsae
.. I . .

reaction was obserred in the Mcinney-Rockrell process. ,

N: .. .__ ' .

'CC,. C..

� *-.1

**1*--
CCC,�

d.C.

�C �

* x�C

CCC
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Since the addition of B203 caused the alumimm to v'et the B4C, a B203

ooating vaB placed on the carbide by oxidizing it for one hour in a fle

ftrnace. The oxidized carbide was then addled to the molten l Good

:vrkable mixes and perfect ingots vere obtained. No black ske_ or s wen flameB

*ere evident. Thic mcthod.is now the basis of the present fabrication

technique.

The recbanilm of bov the Bz03 influences the ett 4.ng of N4C by the

al*mim= is still not knoWn. Mie B2 03 probably acts as a fluxing agent and B

such helps to minimize the absorption of gases and the oxidation of the

A3;'itm. Since inert atsptheres above the =lts made no difference their

use wa disoontimed. h:lthmgh either the oxidized arbide or D2 03 and *,carbI

canble sadded frey o6 the mlt~en altuminum, the oxidized carbide la preferred

Tf Efct Of ture ;Rng MiXg Of BC into A:.umint

he .e.te ature at 'hich the oxidized 33.C vas added to the xolten

alxdinu was wt critical as ' W a.A. it vas below that at Vh thi.

o al. -mim became severe. No apparent i l obsese ihn oxIdiz:
B vus added. to molten al.in at 140013-1.456'F; hwe4er the t t w

.umum klpt at 1300P-23500? and the B4C. v-s added at a rate which did not reduce
j~~~~~th n2 ¶~:~ . .A.,;...iI, ,.. .;l., ., .. ,,

the e a of the molten a.3nimxm by ore big1s

of carbide to the melt cased the mix to cool as uch as 4oo0'i and. reslmted in a

loss of time required to reheat the mixture. Then the required tpeatur W

again reached, zore B w as added, and onlyv occasionfly vhen the mix var cooled

..too inch tbro1u1 the addition of larger doises of carbide it 8as impossible to

remelt the mixture vithaut excessive oxidation of the al3uminzm., I ,, y

. .4 . ..
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T*ENIQE FOR CASTING INGOTS

; The capacity of the ORL rolling mill limitea the sheet width to 2I"

t na the billet thickness to 1 1/2" including covers. For this reason it

vas decided to roll ingots, 1, x 20" x 24" with 1/" cover plates on each

.sie, which produced a trimed sheet, 21. " x 108 "z 1/i". A 150 KW Ohio

Cranxkshaft Coay "!Tocco" tilting type induction furnace Yas use4 to heat

a graphite crucible 9" in diamter with 1" vall thickbess. The temperature

vas controlled by a Microc= electric pyroater from a thermcouple set in

the graphite. The pre-oxld ize d at 1000 ° for one hour) was
zed C oxiiz. atj00

stirred into the mlten alumimm by haM irlth.stainleas steel paddles, Md
a.> ''. -,' - r; - ..t'. L,';' ' a'

-the mix vasthen allowed to stand for 10-15 mnte -in order to attain. ..

au~niform temerature. j*,

'bl e the = cati d w ,t . . mlntay
JWhilered itnto tee ltren ali)a graphite ml,

20" x " x 1 wa hested electricafl yto between 800 -O0P. One .
'a >.s ;. _s a. S \;';-' , i e<''~" '

continuous pour was then rade into the heated mld; the residual ilx in

the crucible vas Incorporated into the next pour.e

During cooling, the ingot shrunk sufficiently for0easy remval from

the mold. It was then propered for rofling according to the procedure outlined.

in ORlI-242 except that the operation of mtal spraying vith lzinum van

[..

* - a~* .c*.q .. . .
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To produce an ingot, 20" x 24" x 1" containing 35% B4C by weight,

13.5 lbs B4C and 24.5 lbs 2S aluminum pig were required. The B4C content

vas decreased from 50%, the percentage used by McUinney and Rbckwell,.

to 35% to facilitate rolling-and fabrication of the sheet stock. Thlc

phase of the work is more Tully discussed in the section entfiled,

"Rolling at Lukens Steel Company.'

Proposed Changes for Casting Ingots

Minor changes which will lover costs and simplify the operation are

being.incorporated in the aforementioned ingot-casting procedure. Instead
'~~~~~~~~~~ . . - . . . ................ - . : ' : '-''-,' ;*. 7'*:

of pouring the boron carbide Into the mixture by band, it uill nfow, at a
. . .: ..- .. .; . .

. controlled rate, by gravity from an electrically heated hopper. After

oxidation in a muffle furnace, the carbide will be transferred to the

.
hopper and kept at a temperature, probably between 800° 10000?,

'. .- '. * :l ' ' '*'' ': .< 7.'- :.-. .7w, '' 7..5 -1;
peormitting it to flow freely. This will minimize the temperature drop of

.7. .7 .-
the melt during the addition of the carbide and reduce the temperature

* gradient betv'en the top and bottom of the crucible. . ::. :

-It in also planned that mecbanical stirring vill replace the mannral
*7 * -. 7.- 7=~e~ * ,S~~**W'-

operation, and the casting mold wlli be cooled from the bottom by forced air
. . : 7... ... ............;.-.,.>,r ..-

circulation, allowing the entrapped gases to escape from the top. K'

Advantages of the Nev Casting Technique over McKinney-Rockwell Method

1) Ten to twelve ingots can be mixed before replacing the crucible

and mold. In the Mctinney-Rockwell procedure, one crucible per ingot

was expended.

'!..;Unix.. . "
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2) Eliminition of.the aluminum powder minimizes the oxidation

of the molten aluminum. . - . -

3) Elimination of the metal spraying operation prior to

cladding the Ingots and the use of nitrogen during mixing

lowers the cost of the finished sheet.

BOLLING BORAL ITGOTS INTO LARGE SEEBTS

: Rolling at Lukenn Steel Copany.

Unsuccessful attempts at large-scale experimental rolling were made

by Lukens Bteel Ccmpeny, Coatenville, Pennsylvania. Two ingots,

.27" X 36" x 6", containing 50% B4 C by weight and prepared according to

the procedure outlined in ORNL-242, were scheduled for rolling into

1so66/2" z 6 1/2" F36. Pailure of the rolling attempt was

attributed to rough handling of the ingots during rolling. Greater care

4 < . could not be used because the mill designed primarily for steel Ingots

could not be s1oi down to the desiied speed and the rolls could notbe ~ j 8' -
. . : . .-;-S .. *** ''* ;** s,* $,i *:a 5  r.41i-t

- | lubricated with kerosene, . . . . . . - .. .

* Upon examination of the damaged aheets there was evidqtnce of in-

sufficlent cauminv2 to toat ll the B4C in the 50-50 mixture. It Is

possible that this defect, which apparently was not too important when

I rolling small ingote, became more prominent in rolling the larger ones and

I contributed to the unsuccessful rolling attempt. It was therefore decided

- I to lover the B4C content in an effort to improve the rolling characteristics.

* .. '- F @ ' . ' ',

,'';

. .. 4

. .*-**d . . -
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'Even at the lower BTC concentration, sufficient attenuation of thermal

Deutrons can be obtained for more applications without using eicessively

thick sheets.

Polling at Republic Steel Comrnny

A successful rolling was accomplished at the South Diviaibn Plant

of the Republic Steol Company in Canton, Ohio. Republic was chosen for

this experiment because it had hand-fed or jobber rolling mills which

-were more suited.for the rolling of boral. Tvo ingots, 23 x 14" Z 2",

c in8 3 XBC by oight, were prepared, placed in 2" auinm....

_ 'frames ia-coveroed with -1/2"-sheet 25 aluminun. These ingots vh-rertban .

"' 4--Z-4. heted to 1100 °F, reducod 50,.reatd to 1000 CJ, and rolled to ooe a

52 -. 5 de 1 and 3/16" thick, the mini= attainable thickness.on.

the rolls. Cold rolls, frequently'lubricated with kerosene vere sed. u -

__ After few more airge scale oxperimental rollings, boral could be suppliedgo sca 3/16 thick, th'piimednr.

c c in t 10' 3/" if this Is warrante,'cmerilyn shv;s;gxS e; itsr 5 Z rt, X 8S .

` I:. .-- tho imal quantities required to meet pesent c Witment

.borIl was rolled in the ORML rolling mill. Since the capacity of this' mill*
4^t e * .~.*. .. 

.* 
: 

.4 
-. 

4,; 
;.s .............. c >: 

-; .. .ti' t;. )e

-limitod the maximim width of the finished sheet to 2 4", s beet8 24 n z 84" 96" x 1/4"
e.t4to.4 . 4sheets424

_ ,*. . - .- j; 4,, ' '. , - .' - 4S~'-

or 1/,8" Yere rolled, and wider sheets were fabricated by Joining several
S .M3.>- w:, ;t... >:: \ ..,.-. . 4 -- ..........................,

smaller ones. Ingots'vere prepared according.to the procedure outlined in Use

section entitled, "Technique for Casting IngA", pls in 1" frames and clad

with 1/4" aluminum. The rolling procedure essentially the sae as the one

s3ed at Republic.

: 
.N . ' : ..
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M ESICA POPECIES

1) Cpositio (for :LA" sheet Including Ai cMwing cn eaob 41de)

* Banavich J4~terial Sandvlh Material
~~I CbL Velgo t 'Th 4C W I Ve rt

B . 25 22.4 342.

C 1 37166.02 100. a'
Al. 80.0 1303.0 71~ 1103.5

Dorao v th j~C coztezts ary ng r m10. - 50o% In the core cam be suppliod.

InteX10pl or lii.nbu vt m:o daamge

) Weeks cC Mcpozue Total nit Tensile eftregth (pail

50D0*O'

63 .101 6 33

8 _ _Ji 8 1Z 1 7500

30 1 z 0 19  56 o

M&itlonfalB1e are mv being exposed in the Hanfora piles -

no results are availabe at this t.i"

b) lm ~gmtU = -'o.1& (aEKL2~2)

C) .a -8,237 WsI (cM1-2ki2)

.N
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3) nhema Properties - 50BC by veigbt

a) Tlrenal Condnftivity (Btu/hr-ft-0 F)

Tep. (°F) 200 150 500 -

k 25 19.2 19.0

The above values arm being rechecked and additional

values for pre BhC an for boral with varying B4C content

are being obtained.

b) Heat Content: .115 Btu/lb-F (0ML22 2)

i) DenitT 2.5 g/cc .e< .

5) Cost: 5417/ft2 for mterial containing 35% 3Eh4C In the core

6) Yor.b.I:tr

. r. ',' ethds for worxn borbal ae sriearlng An .
.. > . .. :'- ' '.'............. '. ,........... **'. , - ' :'j .,... '': t .1 ',;

o t B >J i35% D B4C can be'swed at i speeds ith Do a

welding ast be donle vfth beliarcm oral tubes can be hat turned

..or pressed, . . . . -

7) vailablit7 ..

In order to.-Ie borel available to other sites, OM bas .mi.ed

- to accep;t uxent requefsts for am' amts of boral-as sheets mot la'ge;

than 2!i x 96" x I/,W or 1/8", other prograz co tizntu p itting.

Requests or purchane order5 for sheet stock or simle fabricated parts

my be sbitted directly to MLR, giving detil requdets.

I
"^- .. 7----- -
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8) Other Applications:

Boral can be sprayed onto mild steels. However, the bond

between the sprayed material and the base needs improve-

ment.

ACiOl!DD4ON
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Principe of Proposed Method for Determinfrg Therml Conduzctirities.

.longitu~ bnal t flov through a specimen va measured by the tatipera-

ture riBse of a metered. amumt of water passing througb a heat exchanger

located at the base of the sample. The temperature drop across tie

speeimen was measured with thermcouples enbedded in the sample a kvn

distance apart. Radiation, conduction and convection losses vere.
.,4*-a : '', . .! :, . , , , - ..

ii . . ninized by emloying an electrical heeted guard ring tem in wich

the cavity between the saple and the vall3 of the guard ring van filled

v:;. ith a povdered therml insulation, S4l-O-Cel. Under these conditions,
. ~ ~~~~ ~ ..|: . .7 ,. S *. t- * * ,); . 2 - ! . .*,-, A-;

- the tbemal condutivIty was comzpted b mans of the relationship

o -F; < ~P (e' ) L .- i . . ',* -. : *.*;***a- D -1

V ., 
,'sg.t.';@,''-~ 

''4 ,.77

km. .tbrl co B F-uctivity, Btu/hr-ft-0 p *''

,., .p Specf best of water, .tu/h-r-:lb

. L~rwv te~X5tUZr rise in ry, 7 - r:

. : L=divstance between thermocouples embedded in sas3le, ft.

A -a=Bos-sectional area of sample, ft < * 5*'

(4T)5 = t e 1 °F --op In saMle,, P. ,

V.N. 
, - 2 .. . - .-

S *.'. . . .

. ,. ,.7.'.. ',.,

.' ;. , * 

*

* ff m -- _-'' z&t__l._

, , , | | ; ~~~-- '..'''t -
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A*plication of Proposed Vetod for Determini!& Therml Conductivity

* In an effort to siu±lte experimentallJ- the method set forth in

the section entitled, "Principle of Proposed Method for Determinin8

tier.1 Cconfttivity,U the apparatus diagrs~ticaly shoim in

.igare 1 was set-up, The Specimen (D), 2 cm In diameter and5 c

in length vas sandwiched betveen a heat source (A) and a heat

exchanger (C) and the coMlete assembly wb held tigitly together by

a sDng Ioaed, cla (3)) to asure thenl COntat cot the

T. Iri n aCes. 'Ihe o of the beat source a solid

** cyri4naer of' copper woumd lith high resistance nichrome wire w *

co .trolled by a. varlac. The heat exchanger vas also rade of copper

.iath 1ar flolbg -in a baffled path as the beat exchange mftU=.
. we rats, the quantity, fba en conductedva

-oa pt6d from the rise in the wter. A thermopile ude of

.. , . . containing six o-coutantisn ther couples vas used to

-~~~~- Ali E. .. <

wit en The' !st mulator or gm=A assc8l (7)'. a bow tue *

-e the s te riserature wtepi te la . 5 ct

<^=^e~rop ts Baz d r be81tt h and (B)O@*tt

- he e Writh ybet h tand sO=l3etor 1Jw vas sel vioe

w sderea. Sil-e.e to minlate ort lossesr.d Data (,a brer ass tum tt u
'1' t. , S . '., '.,

i"rWZ'"' i ' \ I .' ' '. '

* I - .~rls

51tareached steaay state. j
:;; .. -

r.-.
s , . * *)

;1
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¶ ~Other ?ertn and calculat-ion Methods

i) Density - gross volum usre cts

2) Tensle Stresigtb - AMh 3209 1 1&T 19216 Ed, Patis, p 57

3) ter-AM M02-36j, 19116 Ed., PStrt U1, lp 228

41-
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DRAWING HOL 10574

UNCLASSIFIED
* . .* V

SAMPLE H EATER
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HEAT EXCIA ,;Ea
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THERHOPILC
SIMULATOR MALANCINI NtATO
UPPER a LOVER REFLECTORS
ISULATING CERAMIC SUORT IO
NEATER CLAMP a SPRING
CLAMP SAN
COOLINc COL
INLET * OUTLET TO NtAT EXCHAMM

UATER. LEADS 1o VAR IAO Pon CONM
LEADS FROM THRMtOGCUPLS St

RECORDINS IMSTR*MERTS

*.-- .. -'.'.

IIUULKTDR*'-

OUT

SIMU.ATORt
war In

. .

Fig. 1-Thermal conductivity apparatus.
I
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RESULTS OF A SURVEY ON THE USE OF BORAL IfN SHIELDING

Before disuisslng the results of the Boral survey, l want to imake sure that everyope
knows what Bordl Is. .-For the benefit of new members and' gustsheretoday w6 li&.ay
not be familiar with Boral, I want to describe very briefly whatf It s.

Boral is an engineering shielding material that is used to absorb tliermai ner".
Essentially it Is a mixture of boron carbide (B4C) and aluminum, rolled. intb-'sleet.
The mixture is not used bare in this form, however. 'it is clad with co i mer"'illy
pure aluminum.

Figure No.' 1 shows schematically how ORNL produces Boral. There are 'no'techni-
cal details in this sketch, because I only want to show the principle oF 'Bc&'ral con-

*struction. To make this sketch correct, I would have to show the picture fra-mie clad-
ding around the edges.

Figure 1

FLOW CHART FOR MAKING BORAL AT ORNL
(SEE ORNL981 AND ORNL242)

MAY 1954

1
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You may not .be interested In fhe detfailed engineering propertiesof.Bo~ral .I-! do think
you ,would like to' know how Boradl cofpares with other fami Hlrnie6 als. . Figre No.
2 shows relative properties of Borol,_Al uminum, Copper,' lron-ahd Stainless Steel.

PROPERTY

TENSILE STRENGTH
(PSI)

'ELONGATION
(PERCENT)

THERMAL CON2DUC1VTY

(AT 200 F)

SPECIFIC HEAT
BT#LVVf

DENS TlY
. (GMS/CM3 )

SORAL AWMINUM COPPER
(ANNEALED) KN(A~EALED)

5,000 13,000 '32,500

0.4 a 4S

25 1509

.175 8 5.226

. 37

2,700
0 9I 0 X

.09

IRON
(ANNEALED)

38,500

45

' 743

.14426 9

.126 .

(A4NNALEb)"

4;-. $ .

55

* 200

..150

8.02.5 2.7 8.9 7.8

Figure 2

PROPERTIES OF BORAL COMPARED TO
SEVERAL COMMON METALS

MAY 1954

* You can see that Borol has low strength; it Is brittle; the thermal conductivity is very
low - in fact you might icy It has high insulating value (k for concrete is abtiot 12;-
'wood is in the range 0.5 to 1.5).

Specific heat orheat capacityof'Boral Isinbetween the valuesforJron and Aluminum.
* Its low density has advantages that may have more significance in aircraft shielding
than land based reactors.

Figure-No. 3 summarizes the results of our survey. The questions we asked are across
the'top of the chart. The replies received are listed under each column heading.

Most people visualize the use of Boral for stationary reactors component to.the con-
crete shield. Mounting Boralagalnst aflat concretewall greatly mininiizesthe manu-
facturing-problems. I have'somedesignideas toshowyou in the tllustrationto follow.I Several aircraft companies indicate that If Boral could be formed into contour shapes,
considerable quantitlesmight be used overthe long range future. Specific suggested
uses include the use of Boral In the form of fabricated boxes to enclose electronic
equipment andother radlationsensitive devices. Aside' from the reactor shield, some
people believe ultimate use of Boral will be made to shield easily activated compo-
nents of aircraft, particularly the engine.

2
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COMPANIES AflUCATION MINIMUM
AND AGAINST FABRICATED BOLON

ORGANIZATIONS WALL INTO CONCENTLAIION
.QUERIED VESSELS GMS/CM

MINIMEJM
TENSI I.

.SI.NT

SELF SUPPORTING

PRFERERED
WIDTH
AND

LE NGT H

4.XI.

2-4' X I'
2

2

X

X

X

.18

.04

.10

* COMMENTSPREFEttED . 'ON
THICKNESS QUANTITY, PRICE,

ETC..*

11- SMALL OUANITITES

1/ B'- V4' 3-4,00 SO. FT. Mft REACTOR

1/4- SHOULD IE tMltiVE 70 _
LEAD EQUIVALENT ,

1A-, wSS PER SO. FT. -.JXALL 4.
DEMAND _4.

THIN AS POSSIE -

I' - 2-15 PER SO. FT. - SMALL

4 , X

5 X

* X

7 X

* X

SEEP SUFOtTING 4'X61

X .10 STIONGERXHII*MI NOT IMPOITANT

.25 VJ 2*,004X

.25 NOT IMPORTANT 4*X1'

.23 NOT IMPORTANT "MALLWSEAMS
PERMISSIBLE

DEMAND
1/4' SMALL DEMAND

V4- 500 SO. FT. OE REACTOR
NOT LARGE MARKET

10

X

X

.11 hMNIMUM -

.5 NOT EFFICIENT
.11 TO PERMIT

jNO0MAL HANDUNG

J'XB' THIN AS POSSIBLE SMALL DEMAND

2'XS' 1/8'-1OOAITN. INAVLATIONSHIELDFOX
V4'- 10,W0O AlEN. ACCESSORIES AND ENGINE

X

Figure 3

RESULT OF MAY 1954 BORAL SURVEY

The minimum concentration of Boron believed necessary was quite well agreed upon.
Most values were in the range 0.10 to 0.25 grams/cc. As a means of comparison,
Boral containing 35% of B4C by weight of 1/4" total thickness will contain approx!-
mately 0.254 gns/cc.

. The surveyshowed thatas long asBoral willsupport Itself against a wall,and not.fall
apart during nonial handling, potential users are satisfied.

The dimensions of the sheet are more important. to the manufacturer than to you..'I
-will only say that most survey replies stated that panels should be about 4' x 8' and
1/4'" thick.

The conclusion I draw from the surveyls that the physical and mechanical properties
.of Boral. are satisfactory for stationary land base reactor shielding'. For aircraft re-
actors-your Indications were that It would be desirable to improve the mechanical
properties so that Boral could be formed into simple and.seiicomplexshapes. For
use In shipboard reactors, Boral would not only have to be formed into c'omplex
shapes, but It would.have to possess high shock resistance.

The most overwhelming agreement from replies to the survey was on the prediction of
Boral's future. All except one company'could not see a very .bright future for Boral.
The basis for, redictlon was the number of reactors that might be built in the future.
I will agree tht reactors are not going to be mass produced -in the next 5 or 10 yrs.
But after that It Is anyone's guess. It is my opinion that Boral has not :been fully
*considered in the light of newfabricatIon techniques common toalumrnnum technology
today.

3
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, want to show youseveradlit ustrotlom of recent developments in the aluminum industry.
Idon't have shield designs incorporatIng these new aluminum develo p' wns with
BOraI. My only reason for. bringing them up at this meeting is to stir up ideas 'that
someday you may recall .

I - .*.. .

Figure 4

-TAPERED ALUMINUM SHEET -

MAY 1954

SFigure No. 4.shows tapered sheet that the aluminum industry has been called to pro-
duce for high'speed lets. N.otice we outlined in the wing of a plane to give you an

-idea of how the sheettapersintwodirectlons. This product will bemanufacturedona
high production basis using a taper rolling technique.

Why d6l bring it up here? Because here Is a possibilityfor obtaining variable Boron
concentration to meet cosine flux distribution. '-if Boral can-be hot rolled, we ought
to be able to convert ifirnto tapered sheet. The cladding problem might be to h
but not insurmmountable. Perhaps you may have a problem someday that will mae
tapered Bora! sheet look promising.-

Figure No. 5 was made from a sketch presented by Helmer Enlund of the Detroit
Edison Company. Mr. Enlund cautions against the use of Boral In flat contact with
the bulk shield if heat removal Is a problem.

I hope Mr. -Enlund willcorrect me if I have incorrectlyinterpreted his reason for not
wanting direct contact. Due to the irregularity of the concrete and Possible ineffi-
cient-bonding of the Boral to the concrete, cooling of the shield-would be difficult.

4
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At bny tte', these two designs'are good dieas for gettin around the cooling'prob-
lem. -

I don't know myself how the heat developed .in the bulk shield, due to primaryga-
mas, compares to the heat resulting from secondaryneutroncapture gamnos. I.vtsdld
think the answerto that question Is.important, because it tells us whether BoI .,is
effective in suppressing a portion of shield-heat. .. .2

NO. I

Figure 5

SUGGESTED BORAL SHIELD DESIGNS -

FOR DEPRESSION OF HEAT INDUCED BY T-r HEATING

SUBMITTED BY H.L.F. ENLUND, DETROIT EDISON CO.

MAY 1954

Figure, 6 is a schematic chart depicting the principle of a new product called heat
transfer sheet,. The principle ought to lend itself very nicely to Boral.

What we do here is print a circuit on one sheet of aluminum using an anti-weld or
non-b>onding agent. Our newest facility now under-construction will use'the silk
screen printing process for higher production.

Next, we lay another sheet over the first. Tack it around the edges - spot. welding
is satisfactory. Then we hot roll the two sheets to the finished size.

Where the circuit Is printed the two sheets do not bond. The last step is to insert an
air nozzle in one end of the circuit and expand.

5



*Prin Circuit on sheet Cover with second sheet
wing .ant eid or tngning

cigint

Hot toll to desired __Expanj unbnded circuit'

Figure 6

METHOD OF MANUFACTURING tiEAT.TFiANSFER PLATES

(ROLL BONDED AND EXPANDED)

MAY 1954

The net result is sheet with built.-in cooling coils ready for.use.

FIgures 7 and 8 show what can be done for stiffened sheet. Figure No. 7 is called
integrally stiffenei sheet. As.you can see, It Is first extruded into a ube. TVh tube

* is then slit longitudinally and straightened. -The flattenesection isabout 30" wide.
We lhave to extrude in the tube form first, because the largest extrusion presses today
will only take shape within a 12" circwmscribed circle.

Figure No. 8 illustrates the.varlous roll passes necessary to produce rolled ribbed
-sheet. Both applications are stiffened aircraft skin.

To sum up, I think our survey shows that there is a definite place for Boral as an
*.engineering materialforshielding. It serves as a 'rotector against high energy cap-

ture gamma ray generation. It will.a t 'e same ti me provide protection against in-
duced activation.

6
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I believe more might be done with Borol if its fabricating and forming properties'are:
evaluated more fully. More fmiliaritywith new techniques in aluminum techn6logy .
-might lend impetus to design usefulness of Boral.

The relativelyhigh cost of Boral can be broughtdown in proportionto the extent that
its need grows. The futu'reof reactorproductlonand, therefore, the demand for neu-

*tron shields is bright. Just how bright and how far away that future is, we. don't
know.

I I want to thank everyone who kindly took the time to answer our survey. To those
interested people who I didn't contact, I sincerelyhope you will report any comments
or experience you have had with Bora I, either in the. discussion today or by letter
at a later date.

.7
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How Channeling between Chunks Raises
Neutron Transmission through Boral
By WALTER R. BURRUS
Lockheed Aircraft Corp.
Marietta, Georgia

t.g.'

Boral is a mixture of boron carbide
and aluminum encased between two
thin layers oftaluminum. Since boron
carbide has a large B13(n,a)Li cross
section at thermal-neutron energies and
the accompanying gamma ray is only
0.42 Mev, boral is valuable for use in
nuclear shields where a large thermal
flux must be absorbed without the pro-
duction of bard gammas.

However, conventional calculations
of the absorption of boral do not con-
sider the channeling of neutrons
through the spaces between the boron-
carbide chunks. The results of a cal-
culation for the transmission of }i-in.
and %in. boral that considers the
channeling effect are in much better
agreement with experimental data
than earlier calculations neglecting
channeling.

Calculation
The transmission of a slab consisting

of randomly distributed chunks of
average chord 1 (normally incident( imonoenergetic radiation) is given by

T.- (1 -VF'

where T is fractional transmission, V is
the volume fraction of the slab occupied
by chunks, F is the average absorption
of a single chunk, t is the thickness of
the slabI and I is the average chord of
a chunk.

The average transmission of one
layer of the slab of thickness lis 1 - VF.
Since the chunks are assumed to be
randomly placed, adjacent layers are
statistically independent, and the over-
all transmission is the product of the
transmission of t/l sublayers.

If the chunks are nearly spherical (1)

Fe 2
(2rZ)2

(2r2:)2 - 1 + (I + 2r2)e-2rz]

* PEsssrT ADDRESS: Physics Depart-
ment. Ohio State University. Columbus,
Ohio.

TABLE 1-Size Distribution for B4C Chunks * t

Average particle . I (- r)
Mesh diameter (in.) (in.) Volume fraction

20-30 0.038 0.0253 17%
36-46 0.024 0.0160 11%
60-70 0.016 0.0107 6%
80-120 0.009 0.0060 . ' 6%

where ; is the linear attenuation coeffi- If *VF.<<I, ,'ibe 'trarnsmission, is
cient of chunk material and r is the approximately T a,,e-'b' ,a -
radius of a sphere (or equivalent radius From the equations foi F. and 1 we can
on the basis of volume). verify that for the limits of opaque and

For a chunk of any shape without almost transparent chunks 'Z.,-
cavities a theorem due to Gauss states F/I Ps 1/1 if 12 >> 1 and Z." ! F/i
that the average chord I is given by 2 if 1 << 1. . It should be noted that
1 - 4v/s, where v is the volume of the the effective linear attenuation coeffi-
chunk and a is its total surface area. cient for opaque chunks is .1/1 and does
For a sphere this gives 1 Sr. not depend on Z since all the traps

TABLE 2-Theoretical and Experimental Neutron Transmission through Borl .*

S7.

Experi- . Channel- *. Coen.v
mental ing tional

Neutron tran-., calcu- . calcu-
Sample source etector mission lation lation .Ref.

34-in. Alcoa Collimated
(two samples) beam from

ORNL
graphite
reactor

%4-in. Alcoa

Jp-in. Brooks. Water
and Perkins thermal

column of
ORNL
graphite
reactor

3)-in. ORNL
ES-in. Brooks i
and Perkins
Odin. ORNL

Current
detector
(LiI xtal
Cd diffe-
ence)

7.0 X 10-1 9.6 X 10-
±40%

(preliminary
value)

1.3 X 01O-''5

4.B X O-' 9.

. �:l

. r . . ;

I I t

t.- . ..

:: ... i..
: '.." 't

"d 5.0 x 1o- 7.7 X 10-
*(preliminary

Thin
indium foi

value)
7.0 X 4e=P 2.7 X 10-2 2.0 X 10-'

Il .. 10--2: - ..... ..:
.4

10-2 .- ' ' '' - .
" 9.4 X =aa 2.7 X 10-' 2.0 X 10- 4
4" 5.6 X 10-4 1.7 X lo-a. 4.5 X 10- 4

di 7.6 X 1-4 -1.7 X 10'- 4.5 X 10- 4 -

I_..

I-...^'

* Since the first two samples were measured with a different neutron source and detector.
there is no direct comparison with the others.

L.- ** There my be some more errors in-this Table, but
the figures 1 2, 2and 3 appear to be correct.

-6- -. . ..
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v} nitted radiation channels around the
4x chunks. 0.3

n If the chunks consist of several
groups with average chords it, 12,

' (and corresponding VI, Vs, .n. , /
2, .the transmission can be gen- p
eralized to give T - exp - (V*24111 + ,/ I

X V"Z~n2 + . ..), where V* - VJ/(l - 01 . -
!A volume fraction of all larger chunks). ;/
eh It is necessary to multiply l't by

1/(1 - volume fraction of all larger
0 go M chunks) to account for the crowding .05 0L t E om oeous
4 2 together of the smaller chunks by the love. chums) opprklrdan

M :P larger ones. * I * * I s . .. X
0
D *. es This equation treats the distribution 0.003 0.01 Om 0.1 0.3

h of chunks-as if the chunks of various E nery (I'
sizes were in separate layers. The FIG. 1. Channeling computation de-

4 Mresult is always too -smsll since it ports from homogenehus approxima-
Can ....... . tion of low energies. Computations

o o ignores voids that would be present in are for Hjen. boral with typical 20-100-
:0 4$ . a layer if the larger chunks were sepa- mesh B4C distribution

, ° rated out. Nevertheless,*the result is
d OD correct for limiting cases of opaque and

'C transparent chunks and is qualitatively Experimental Verification
m 9 X correct in any case. Experiments performed to test boral

, 9 s To calculate the transmission of have been gross-transmission measure-
, H-in. boral, it was assumed that the ments using various neutron detectors.
e] ' chunks of boron carbide were spherical. It is possible to compare the results

W The size distribution shorwn in Table I with calculations only if the angle and
[, 4i is typical (2) of 20-100-mesh boron energy distribution of incident neu-

* 0 carbide usually used in boral. Other trons and the angle and energy sensi-
; - E parameters used for the calculation are tivity of the detector are known. The

M o 2 190.5 in.-' at 2,200 m/sec (8) table on page 91 attempts to compare
) 5 s(neglecting attenuation in aluminum), the calculations with several experi-

g - 0.085 in. (not including aluminum ments performed at ORNL
clading), V - 40% (not including For the calculations it was assumed

t i aluminum cladding) " 25% over all. that the thermal-neutron spectrum
.5 4. ' The resulting transmission from the was Maxwellian and that the angular

'ns last equation is plotted against energy distribution from the thermal column
j o in Fig. 1. (It is 'assumed that 2: is was of the Fermi type (7). Effective

: ,% proportional to 1/velocity.) lThe con- temperature of the neutrons was taken
;a ventional calculation, assuming no as room temperature, 293.6° K. The
I n channeling, is shown for comparison. channeling calculations are an average

.e't0 Note that the transmission approaches of the results of Figs. 2 and 3 over the
to the opaque-chunk limit at the low- Maxwellian spectrum for the appropri-
H energy end of the scale; ate detector. The conventional calcu-
0 Since the chunks were assumed to be lations are based on the thermal-neu-
* randomly distributed, there is no pre- tron absorption coefficients discussed
. U ferred direction for transmission. The by Zahn and Laporte (8). These coeffi-

o E transmission for Neutrons incident at cients take into account both spectrum
. . an angle 9 with the normal can be found hardening and angular distribution.

i § by replacing I by I/cos 9, the slant pene- In the table the channeling calcula-
n tration. -Figure .2 shows the trans- tion is too great in most cases by a fac-
$4 0 mission averaged over incident angles tor of 2 or 3. 'The result of the conven-

N f : or an isotropic incident -flux. .. WRec. . tional calculation is too small by more
(. t i_ th"-&z- than a factor of 10 for }X-in. samples.

\\ _i A considerable difficulty in accur-
&.1, *Im vTied ately comparing experiment and calcu-

ouLiewb- e. Fig- lation is the lack of standardization of
ure 3 shows the results for Yj-in. boral. boral.. After initial development, lab-

A-more extensive description of the rication was standardized, but the
method is given in an ORNL report ingot size, cladding-thickness, fraction
now being published (6). of boron carbide; and particle-size dis-

v

0.3

=0.9

-I.0I
e00

Perpendkular

Isotropic Hqde_ -/

c n dteteeor,
, . .,r . .1111t§ 1 I I . 11.

0.00 C09 0.03 0.1 0.3
Eferay fev)

FIG, 2. Transmission of Jf-ln. borol
with perpendicular Incidence compared
with current and flux from Isotropic
Inddence

0.03

E 0.0t

0I

0.oo

Peepondlculor
Ircldence--.

h Istropic hicidence -
current detector~I.%

deecots,"

0.003 0.0 0C3 0C1 0.3
S neray We)

.1

j

FIG. 3. Computations of Fig. 2 produce
these results for ji-in. boral

tribution have not been rigorously
fixed. In comparing experiments and
calculations one must determine or
guess the fractional weight of boron
carbide, cladding thickness, and the
size distribution.

Thi; work was iniiated at the Lid Tank
Shielding Pacility, of the Oak Ridge National

Laboratory while ths author was on loan from
the Wright Air Deeclopment Center Materials
Laboratory. TM author would like to cc-
knowledge the assistanc, of B. W. Peelle and
J. R. Smolen at ORNL and the cooperation
of Alan Liebschuts at Lockheed and Stanesy
Sawlewicd at Wright Air Development
Center. The basic method emptosed nakes
use of ruggestions proposed-byr R. R. Coeruyou
and N. Mf. .9mith'at ORNL in 1947.
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:TRODUCTION.

Boral, a mixture of boron carbide and aluminum encased between two thin
layers of aluminum, has many.uses as a thermal neutron shielding material.

* Since the Bl0(na) Li7 reaction has such a large cross section of 735 barns
at thermal energies and the accompanying gamma ray is only 0.42 14evs, boral:
-is uniquely suitable for shields where a large thermal.neutron..flux must be
absorbed without production of hard gammas, e.g., inner section of reactor
shields, shutters for thermal columns, and instrumentation.

Figures 1 and 2 are dark field illuminated magnified.photogriphs of a.
cross section of sample boral manufactured by the Oak Ridge IVational Laboratory.
Figures 3 and 4 are photographs of a sample.manufactured by-Brooks and Perkins
in an attempt to improve on the quality of this material. Since the boron
carbide is heterogeneously dispersed throughout the aluminum, the gamma ray
linear attenuation coefficient and the thermal neutron absorption cross sec-

tion are a function of the amount of boron carbide content, itsparticle size,
and the degree of dispersion. 'This investigation is concerned with the ex-
perimential determination of the attenuation characteristics of these two
samples, and an attempt to theoretically predict, using a Monte Carlo type
calculation, the effective macroscopic thermal neutron cross section. ,

: . -ff e c i.e* .. ,a.o;
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PROCEDURE

Gamma Bay Attenuation

The garma ray linear attenuation coefficient, v, was determined by meas-
uring the attenuation of the 0.661 mev ga~ma rays from a ten curie cesium-137
source for various' thicknesses of'the two samples. Readings were taken on an
-ion chamber at distances of 10, 15, and 20 cm from the top of the source con-
tainer, and p determined as the slope of a plot of the log of the counter
reading versus plate thickness.

An indication of the effect of non-homogenity of the boral on 7 ray
attenuation was obtained by taking x-rays of the two samples.

N.eutron Attenuation

Experimental:

The attenuation of thermal neutrons was experimentally determined by
activating indium foils secured to both sides of a boral sample placed in the
rater thermal column of the CRUTL graphite reactor. A removal cross section,
i, was defined by the equation I = I e-EX, where I and I0 are the upward
neutron eurrents-measured by the indium foils. Only upward moving neutrons
.ere detected since the foils were backed with a cadmium cover to remove any
thermal neutrons diffusing dornward.

Theoretical:

The activation of an indium foil placed in back of an irradiated sample
ray be determined by sblving the integral,

. _ .

z =

P( )1 Ccos U)
(1 . .e . .I .

JdA . . .

neutro6s/se-cin absorbed by foil.-hrhere Z =

.F , L) thermal neutrdns/unit solid angle, .sec.

* bx
p

YLb

=

. . . : ' -: I .

thickness of B4C seen by a neutron.

= macroscopic total thiorLr,) cross 'section for

Z -= macroscopic total thermal cross section fora

boron carbide.

aluminum.

E =. macroscopic total thermal cross section for indium.

nL -. unit vecter in direction of neutron velocity.

I . . .

. . .

.:

.. . .

. : . . . -
, . . . . ,. .. .. _ .... _ . _
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t, = thickness of boral plate.
p
tf = thickness of' indlium foil.

I

.I1
''I

.r

.I

I
I

, - angle the neutron path makes with the normal to the plate.

A - area of the plate.

This integral was solved by random sampling of the variables 0.and A, -
ana actually measuring x4 (o,.A) using a magnified picture of an 1/8" ORNL
sample cross section.

The activation of the foil without'the plate was analytically calculated
from the expression.

- Eftf/cos O
Z = F (23(1 - e f ) adL .

,I The ratio of Z/Z = R should be the ratio of the foil readings and an
effective cross section may be determined byR = eR x.

A complete description of the method followed in using this procedure
along with the derivation of an expression for F(.rL) is given in the
Appendix.

. i

RESULTS

The.results'of the experimeutal 'determination of the'.gamma ray linear
.attenuation'coefficient gave a p of.0.185 cm-l for the Brooks and Perkins
sample and a ft of 0.193 cm- 1 for the ORUNL.sam'ple. For pure 2S aluminum, a'
*coefficient of 0.202 cm-l was obtained.

X-ray'pictures of the two samples are shown in.Figures 5 through 8 .
wdhere B C particles are shown white. . ,

The results of the.experimental determination of an effective neutron
removal cross section are shown in Table I.
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TABLE I

. c .

Sample 'eo cmv
. . ~remova

i/8" Brooks and Perkins 15.6

1/8" OR1L 14.7

1/4" Brooks and Perkins 11.8

1/4" ORL ' 11.3

The calculated removal cross section f6r the 1/8" ORlIL sample using the
V"onte Carlo technique gave E ° 3

removal o 34cz~-
'rem ' for a homogeneous nixtuje of boron carbide and aluminum con-

taining q) C by volume is 18.9 cm

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

Since the neutron attenuation experiments were not conducted in' "good
aetry", the current does not fall off at an exponential rate given by,
I0 e;E5C. This is due to the neutrons entering the boral at all different

aes; thus the average neutron will pass through an amount of boral greater
-than just'the thickness, x. This is indicated in the results by a Zremoval
for.theil/8" sample larger than that for a 1/4" sample. The first 1/8" of
a boral 'sheet is clearly more effective in removing neutrons than the next
'/8". This effective removal cross section, although it does not have a
,precise physical significance may be used, however, to obtain an indication
of neutron attenuation. A good estimate of the true thermal neutron cross

..may -be obtained by linear extrapolation of. the results of the .1/8" anl 1/4"
'.tbick samples to zero thickness. This gives a value of Z = 18.1 cm- for
the' QRNL boral and za = 19.4 cm'l for the Brooks and Perksns sample, both in.

-*good agreement with the Z obtained by :homogenization.

The good' agreement.betveen' the experimental remo'aj of 147' and Mote.
Carlo calculated value of.13.4 cm-1 for the 1/8" OURIL sample demonstrates
that these removal cross sections may be predicted fairly accurately' by this

'procedure. The Monte Carlo type calculation has'its disadvantages' however'.,
*in that it is tedious and time'consuming, and electronic computers are of
little' help. The measurement of 4, the-.distance a neutrons "sees", 'must be
'determined visually.

Robert 0. Maak

* :, Blynn E. Prince

Peter C. Rykemeer ('
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APPENDIX'

A. Angular Distribution of Neutrons from Thermal Column (6)

An expression is derived below for F(-CL), the angular distribution of
.neutrons from the top of the graphite thermal column. The derived distri-.
.bution should closely approximate the physical case, and can be readily
applied in a hand Monte Carlo calculation (Appendix B).

The graphite thermal column is shonr schematically in Figure 9. The'.
boral sample is placed in close proximity to the top of the column and will'
'be assumed to be at w = 0. The thermal neutron flux in the column is well
represented by an exponential decrease in the'vertical direction and a cosine

. variation in the horizontal x, y plane (2). Since the center of the column
is several diffusion lengths from the x} y boundaries, leakage in these

. directions will be neglected, i.e., the column is assumed infinite .in the
x, y plane. Then.,

Ff 95 ek u 1
* 0=Oe

: where k is determined experimentally and 0 is the flux at'the top
of the'fuel region.

. . The scattering collision density in the graphite is.,

k W .3
.= 0 e collisions/cm -sec (2)

* , Then the n-mber of scattering collisions per' sec in the volume elemrent, '
dV, is R (v) dvf. If the scattering is assumed isotropic,.the scattered 'neutrons

, *ill leave dV equally in all directions. The number crossing unit area of a
.sphere of radius r about dV is: . '

.; ' ,1(w) d~V e~ neutrons/cm2 -sec (3)
. he r *. : ..

' The corresponding number'crossing unit area in the x, y plane about the
. origin and moving in the direction _rL is given by multiplying (3) by cos 0.

Integration over the volume of the graphite results in the total outward neutron
current S

S dV H(T)e cosO .
: ' .'f°'r2  neutrons/cm -see (4)

If the neutron current were isotropic, the angular distribution would be
given by: '

.. - (neutrons per cm2-sec. moving in.the (5)
F direction XL' per unit solid angle)

-j' .* I * . . ' .* ,.* .. ,, ., : .
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I 'The actual distribution from the column follows by writing the contribution to
F."..') from dV:

*5

dF(Q) e H(1) e COs 0
1 4'1hr2

X(A' - " Q') dV
211- (6)

= (neutrons per cm -sec from dV going in the
direction XrL ' per unit solid angle)

r2
In spherical coordinates dV = r sin O dO do dr

(F I ). = fdr |. -~LH)e r

r _n

= 2
= r dr drL . Thus.,

cos 9 0C (:a- -Q I2 ) (7)

The Dirac delta function has the property (1),

.1.

and -0- -4 dQ = l

* (8)

(9)

. . i.

. . :.

. . .

':'

.;1

.. ..

where the' integration variable 5Q_ ranges over I'.

In spherical coordinates (9)'becomes, .

Rewri

J f cfos 0 cos olif(0 -0') sin' o

ting (7) explicitly, noting w - r cos Q.,

.1 /COS )Os -k(d.
. dr.

a 0 do = 1- (io)

- r cos
I I .

o) -Er

cod O sin 0P(cos 0 - cos o'),1 ( ) - 0') *(11)

O* 'Q' &'i/2 0, s f� ' ni

or,

K -" (2'( ,/V 00
F(:JL' I do dp dr 82

w ,>0 = '0 0o *8I

w.here ji = cos 0 '

-k(d-ri)e

.-E .

t, 4
F(P - t"40.

.(12')

* ,1.1
.. ...

..4
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I

performing the integration over.r,

I F (, ') do atdp-o
(e -d/p - e i)pa ( I t)s - 0_)

(13)

The integral over p and 0 follovs.from the definition of the delta function (1)I

F(az2) Zsfo eEd/P - e*) ,,
r 2 . kgI' - * (14).

.Equation (14) can be
the parameters , kn,

further simplified by noting the
and d (Appendix D). : .

relative magnitudes of

Z = 0.533 cm . k =* 0.0312 cm d = .308 cm

Thus F(l)* vtill be closely approximated by neglecting the first term in .
comparison to the second.

F Q:) = F (Q) I
so 1ed cos O'

i;172- A -ok Cos Q'
(is)

.Note that F(4 I-) is independent of azimuth, as expected from symmetry consid-
erations. . . .

. I

:j

Consider next the neutron, distribution in polar angle f(O). In the sub-
sequent application of the Monte Carlo method (Appendix B), interpretation of

'the folloving will be simplified if use is made of probability density func-
tions (5). Define.f (x)dx as the probability that x lies in the interval dx
at x. -Then f(x) is the probability density function for x. Let the interval
of x be. (-oo, +coo). *Since the point x must lie within the interval,

.i
-,f f(x) dx -1

probability that x is between -,o and x is,..
0

.The

P6') = £6') dx

. , . . I^ -w

. . .

. . .

.. .. .

.. . .

.. . ..
. . .

.

. .

. .. . . . . .

. . . ..

.. . . .

coordinates is dropped in theThe primed symbol on the angular
of this section. '

remainder
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-it. is next shown t'hat the neutron angular
,probdbility density functions.

distributions can be interpreted as

F F(LL) d- nj = S '

Define the normalized distribution F'(!Q:) by.

FJ(s) 6S.. = .

(16)

(17)

thus,

0

F (_CI.)

f27'r

(i8)

the aximuthalThe denominator of Equation (18) is evaluated as
symmetry, dXf = 277sin 0 dQ. Thus,

IF dr -~- e co!

follows. From

-, 27rsin d0

.T-s O O1
= 4 7r

ti dp~

Zc
.=

t),
(19) ' .'.

. . %.. . : _YL . .
. . .

.

:Equation (18) becomes, .

Ft 't . Q) Cos -

F'(0) 2.7r(E In )Z (£o) cos .

From the form of. (17), F' (S1) can be interpreted as the .probability density
function (p.d.f.) fbrf _. The corresponding p.d.f. in polar angle 0 follows
-from (17)3by noting. . .

,7112

id
-f (0) do =, 1

. . I
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I Revriting Equation (17),

r Ft(n) an =
I77 _ _

M12J o
F'(Q) 2 77sin 0 dO

Thus,

or,

f(O) t 27TF'(O)sin o

=1 cos Q sin O
where N E - k cos 0

where N1 " (-2l E1

.(22)

(23)

(24)

Iu the application of the-Monte Carlo method, the integrated
* i(o), is necessary.

probability curve,

0

r(o) = f(9,) dQT J cos GI sin 0' do' .
N , E - H cos Gf

N1
= Nf in _ _ _ _ _ __co () + Cos O :1 1

Ic - k
: . (25)

where the normalization factor, N, is given by Equation (24)

This curve is plotted in Figure 10.for the parameters of the graphite column
' listed in Appendix D.

B. Monte Carlo Procedure for Theoretical Determination of Neutron Attenuation
by Boral(.

A mathematical model is given below expressing the attenuation of theiwal
neutrons by a boral plate. It is then shovn how the.Nonte Carlo procedure can: -

be applied to this modei to obtain numerically the attenuation and effective
absorption cross section of Boral..

In Figure lla.a thin absorbing foil is shown representing the indium .:
exposed to the thermal neutrons from the column. -.The saturated activity of
the foil per unit area, Z0 , is derived from first principles. 'The differential
activity, dZo, from absorption of F( L) dAd12L neutrons, which cross dA nt A
in the direction range dJL about _.J2 is-

-.. .
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0 - F (a)

12
(1:ZetfbCO8 Q) d--d

I F.(a) (1'-- e-F'ftf/cos. 9 ) d=a dA .

zo =

fdA
(26)

Since the foil is 'homogeneous, the 'integral over A will not -affect.the
result. This will not be true, however, 'for the case. of a foil backed by the
heterogeneous boral plate (Figure llb). The differential foil activity, dZ,
is now given by,

. eutrons crossing dA at\ *robabilitygo~ robability .
dZ A n the direction range) penetrating rof absorption)

about .. tj. plate / by foil.

.Since the boroncarbide bas-a large absorption cross section? (E
.72.2 cm-1 ) (Appendix D), the assumption is made that any neutrons scatter'ng
in the plate- are changed in direction and effectively absorbed by the boron.
*Iet Xb (ILA) and ,r8(42.,A) be the respective thicknesses "seen" by a neutron
.cross~ng AL at A inpthe direction range d-ri at (2L . The probability or
-fraction of neutrons penetrating the plate is,

_ Ib £ xa)
. p*a p

*,xp(I.,A) is related to x (:a.A? by:

*x'xp (Gf2A) ,= tp/cos
- p p

.,.then,

dZ F =(Leb (-.Aa(t~p/COQ cI,) le~t/

(27)

0 , d ..)d a

. ', '..
. .. . .

.

.. .

. . .

;: . .

. '' .. .' '-'.' ' .
.. . .

. . . . .

.

dA ' - '.''.. - .

: . :.

- . .:

: } : ,- .

. '-: ' :'..

the. average activity per .unit area indi~ced in the.fo± Iis, -

__ Xb<>A- (tp/cos:O~xp(J&,A)(l-e ZFf /c
jA Z . .L dzna fdA F a~bP( ~ )

Z
J. d .1 . .

kk~o)
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`Saince the boron carbide particles are distributed in random sizes and positions.
'.-ithin the aluminum matrix, analytical solution of this integral is not possible.
*Unstead, it is proposed to apply the.Monte Carlo procedure to obtain an approx-
: .inate solution. Interpretation of the remainder of this section will be simpli-
'fied if Equation (28) is rewritten in terms of probability density functions
(Appendix A). Define:'

g(A) '(29)
frdA . o ,. .

.-where A is the total area of the plate exposed to the neutron'beam. Thea,
0.

f g(A) dA (30).

0*

.'.Thus g(A) is the probability density function in position A. Physically Equa-.
tibn (29) states that the neutrons are randomly incident over the plate area,

.'-A, i.e., for one incident neutron the probability g(A)dA of striking dA is
'.the fraction of the total area A , represented by dA.

From Appendix A, F(-L).) is related to the probability distribution, f (Q)

f(0)dQ_ .F(-.)aQ '27T F(O) sin (31).
S S~0 0

-where.F(_-.)- . F(O)
.- .:-:k:8"idptdn e. .az .. t. . .h.

,.Assuming that, on the average, x (!,A)ii indepeudett Of azimuth, the
; Integral (28) can now be rewritten: . . . . .:. '.

!Z Jof dA :( ;dA (32).-

.ere;. . - xp-(QA)_£a(t/cos Cos b
*(x 0 . : . (.-. . ) (33)

In Equation (33), Z(oA) can 6e interpreted as the foil activity per unit.
-area induced by S neutrons per cm incident on the boral plate at A in the.

0
*:direction 0. The weighted average with respect to the probability distributions
in.Q and A, of the neutrons from the column gives the average foil activity per
unit area.

The Monte Carlo method consists in solving Equation (32) by sampling of the'
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*tariables 0 and A, and stuoying the individual histories of the neutrons tra-,
R-versing the plate. Let N be the total nuWter of histories. studied, and i be .
.the index for the ith sample neutron. If Z is the estimate of Z obtained from
this procedure.:

A I

. z = F F,- i Q, il (34)

In the method of random selection of the variables i. and A ,.decisions.
___ - -- _a u . - __ n _ ,_ - T_ 4.v I1 - i_ :_ _are maae by means or random numberSo L* 61411. prouflem, raUnom selectZon 01 A

aiad an alternative method of systematic sampling of Qj was used. It is shown
-.in.pp endix C that use of the latter.method reduces the statistical variance
of 2. A description of the sampling procedure is given below.

A random number, y, lying in the interval (O,L) is.a -number equally probable
"to".lie at any point in'that interval. .t is convenient toxrestrict y -to the
-particular interval (0,1). Thus y is. defined by the rectangular distribution
:--unction:

Oy > 1

* 5'gY) =-11.ye l .35).

co
g(y) -dy ! 1 .(36)

In the method of random sampling, the decision for the random number y
*.results from comparing the probability..that .lies between 0 and 0 + dO to
.the -probability that y lies between y and.y .,...dy;.

* (Q)dG g(y) dy ; (37)

* g(A)dA = g(y)dy . . . (38)

rThen.

(2

*. f() do f dy K dy .Y ' (39). :

g(A) dA J g(y) dy - y.()
0 -00
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If the plate area, A0, is normalized to unity, from Equation (29),

.g.I g (Y)

.Ai Yi

T.A'te-natively, if the total area is A,

*1i yAo.

.2 .21.

(41)"

(42)

(43)

-If random selection is also used for Gi,

S.f(G) dO = P (owj t.y

0 . ;

((44)

The alterrative'procedure of :s Istermtic selecticn of 0. is described next.
'he'physical interpretation is that .the0 I's are chosen at the midpoints of
.:small finite intervals which represent equal probability ranges for 0 from

*--zero to 7r/2. The neutron history studied at i is assumed to be the average
*history over the corresponding angular interval.

:Mathimatically, g is selected according to the formula;

0

. i.- V� .. . : - . .

f(Q) 40 -. i = 1i N. W - . . *.-'(45)

In Figure 10, where the integrated probability curve P(o) is shown,
.Equation 45 is interpreted graphically by dividing'the total probability

.r(7y2) *7 1.f(4);. ' dQ.

0 * . . . .

interval,

(46)

lower "':
* Jrto N equal parts.
*bIf the iT interval

-.- and '-upper.limits of

0. is read from the curve,
on the I 'I() axis. Letting
the ith angular. interval;

U....

!!9_0 ) =. £( f( O) dQ =
OL

,coresponding to the midp
Oi and 0 iU represent the

L I_ . .

Y.; .. .:1

0. is betveenprobE Lblt ha n.'-.. probsLbility that
-L . U .'i . . .i ....
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. i

I

i
i
i

determined from Equation (45) -has the property oL0 4o. oU. Thus,

f () dO cc N LO,) bo -- f() do (48)

where it is assumed that N is large.;

-The..procedure for the honte Carlo calculation of' Z is now' coiaplete.
Rewriting Equation (26) in terms of f(G),

, lr/2

z =
oIl

* -E itf/CO5 C
S -i -e

0
) f(O).dQ (49)

.'the thermal neutron etteunation by the boral plate is the ratio of the
:::foil activities, .

-11=
*0 .= (50).

'Vhere it is noted that the magaitude of the total neutron current S will
..cancel from the result. The effect thermal-absorptiofi cross section is.:
-given by, t

R '= e

.rA ._:rnalvnis Of vnarianne (s')

(51)

.-.In this *heRtion a discussion'is :given of the accuracy of the Monte Carlo
cilculation of Z. The reason for the use of systematic sampling of 0 is

* -:hown by proving that the procedure will reduce the variance of Z..
.

*'..The variance of a.siiigle estimate.of.Z.,
*Lto'Sies, .is given by; ' ,

obtained from N neutron his-
z

V = W .
N1

e- 2ZE + V
. . I . .

: i . .
I ... . .

. - I i.I
i'. z2: -2-

N.

*Since. the true value of Z cannot be known
.variance. is given by,

(52):.

aceurately, the best estimate of the ' .-
* J
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A

E z - (

N

... i=l
* f- 1

r1
0a * (53)

where a is the standard deviation of the calculated value

*Suppose the variables 0 and A are selected randomly. Let Zl be the i
of Z obtained from this procedure. 1

.and3. = 1 (z 1(o .

and., V 1
* 1 li(z1,

Z.

estimnate

(54)

. (55)

* NJJr E' ,

Define.the conditional.average,

0zto) fZ(%,A) g(A).dA

*Verbally, z((Jo) is the average value
.quantity to the bracketed term under

f(o) g(A) dO dA (56)

(57)

of Z given O. Add and subtract
the integral of Equation (56).

this

.Algebra

N Jf zZ(ao)4i (vo). g 2 f)g(A) dO d
V .. . . .g .t

cially expanding the bracketed term,

_A) 2 -Z G- j-2 2(Z--(JO)(F( -0000
* / _ ,K.* _ _9 *O

- (58)

(59)

(6o)

(59) bec one s

(6i).. .-
kz-z(j Z( jQ'zj) =.Z Z(jg)-ZZ - z(jQ)' + z('O)Z

Upon integration over A,unoting the definition of Z(Jgj, Equation

: jo)- z(j@z z(o)Z + z(jjz 0 .

e f. .1 e

The factor N -1 eliminates small sa~rple bias6..
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Hence,

= 1ff iT 2 + -O) _ i2 f(o) g(A) dN dA .(62)

1 r1 -,i2 + 1 c,) - 1
=N I. 1111' -I1

L .J.

' N
+( Rg) , E2

11 -. *. (63)

Consider next the case where 0 .is sampled systematically dnd Ai is randomly
-selected. Let the estimate of Z obtained by this procedure be Z

2, N i1 Z2 (oiAi)
i=l*

.The average value.of Z2s given as;

.z2
.1

'N i=1 rf ig
1 N ..

* it~l

where'the averaging is'only done over. the variable Ai
"fixed.. The variance is given by:

V2 Z 2 -Z2)2

*~ ~ 'f1{E(0i2Ai) - Z(a~ii2
* N - 2 2j 2

(64)

since the 0 *values arei. ;

..(65)

. E2 L1E2(OiAi) - 2

* The summation sign can be.'taken outside.the avrerage,'
.uill cancel when averaged. Thus:

;2 1 j. ) -

since all the cross terms

(66)

,. " '.

:

* . , -8

.. . .

. . .. .... . ..
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.From Appendix B; .

1
£ i f(0) d0

.;Hence,

.17 -- 1 09) f (G)
,2 ' N

d9 .;- V~(JO)

. By comparing Equation (68) to (63), it is -seen that the Variance
>'reduced if 0 is selected systematically.

.D) .Nuclear.:Constants

: .(68) -;

Iwill be

. lTABLLE I

- CROSS - SECTIONS

II

,:'.-Element

.. Aliuminumn

*.,.Boron

:CGarbon

*c -on "Carbide

:anaiumni

Absorption Cross
3ection at 2200

m/sec (3)

(cm2 x lO0 27)

.;Average Thernal
. Scattering

Cross Section

(cm2 x 1l44)

Density .(7)
(gms/cm3)

0.230

775
.0.0032.,

.1b

1'5

* . 4 .'
I.

2.70

2.22

.2.45 (4)

7.31..

IMadroscopic
Total Thermal-
Cross Section

0.096

0.533'

72-2
(...)

.1

. . I
. . . - .1

. . I

*fheermal column characi

kc-

- dt n

- bil ;thickness:

teristics:
.. . . .. ..

= .0.0312 cm

=. 308.6 cm

. .

. tf 0.0127 cm i

aAll thermal absorption cross sections are

Activation cross section for 54.1 minute

.: .. I .. . .

1-1axwell-Boltzmann averaged.

Inaiumw-6.
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:E) Sample Calculations

(1) Procedure

Photomicrographs were taken of the 'polished cross section of a 1/8" ORN.
;boral.plate. A single frame from the total field scanned is shown in Figure 1.
The magnification used was 75X. To obtain'a.field of the total cross sectional
area, including the aluminum cladding, single frames were taken of overlapping
*sections, trimmed, and joined'together. This resulted ii a large photograph,
representing a total field of 1/8" x 1/4". A 0.01 mm scale was then photo-
*graphed at the same magnification and superimposed across the top of the

* picture, i.e., the top surface of the'aluminum cladding. In this way,. length
measurements could be made directly in terms of the actual dimensions of the
plate and the boron carbide particles. The total length of the top surface

,..was 0.60 cm, scaled in units of 0.01 mm.

Th'e neutron histories were studied individually by laying a straightedge
* .taci-oss the picture,'with origin at Ai, measured from one end of the top scale,
* .and inclined at the angle 0i from the normal to the top surface. In selecting
LanAi, use was made of a table of random numbers, -generated on Oracle. The
--sampling of A aind 0 is illustrated in the 'calculation of Z1 below. The
'thickness Xb N A) of boron carbide, "seen" by the neutron, was measured '
along the straightedge using the magnified scale.

For each angle Qi, paths clockwise and counterclockwise from the normal
:-were taken and the corresponding distances in..B4C were averaged. Whenever
**wedge effects were eb:6ountered, the point where the neutron path left the side
.-of the film was extrapolated to the opposite side and the path was continued
-I:rat. the same angle.

.: . .. '- .:

'II
I,

* I

* I

. i

.1

v .1

The first random number used *as 0.508600678.

'A' . A D.6 x O.508600678.-i -O.30ol664068-

.; is obtained from Figure 10..

0. . .. c

0-0305 cm'-

(o) .0.01 .005

1+ = 0.105 radians - .o60

b*The'values of x obtained.from the* p

. .

.

. .

. .

* . . .

.. . . .

. . . .

.. . . -

photograph *ere.
. . .
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xp (+QlAi) 0.027 cm

b xp (Olw~) "0.03 1..cm

Xp (Q1 A1 ) 0.0305 cm

The plate thickness measured from the microphotograph was,

tD = -C.326 cm.

.:Substituting the cross sedtions and foil thickness given in Appendix D,

z ts ,0.006561

SZ:

.Similar.sampling of 100.neutron histories Save~the following re'sults:'

.100
E

.irl
zi(gi.'Ai) 'G 0.166

*100

I i2l
z±2 (O VAi .= 8.34 -.x .10~

. t

. i .

^ 100
Z .s= E

i=l

zi
Th.0

= 0.0o1636
. . .

*~. i.- 2 iiz

N.
* . .' . E .

.- V-

.. a =Ar- 2.39 . 10-4

Z - 0.00164 + 0.0'o 24

-The activation of .the foil without
*integration of Equation (26), using the

z O.lC8
Z = 0.108.

.

the boral plate -was. obtainedaby numerical
parameters listed in Appendix D.-

I .. .

. I. t.

.. ....
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(o.164 + o.o04) x 1o2
0.1355

(1.51 + 0.22) x 102

R 8e iB_1.51 O' 022

13.4 cm'

:.-F) .Nomenclature

,;Ao Total area of plate exposed to neutron flux.
0

tdA = Differential area element.

:dV Differential'volume element.

.d - Height of thermal column.

f Neutron angular distribution function JF(r -) is the number .of neutrons
from the thermal column, per unit surface area, moving in the direction

* .11_ per unit solid angle.

F' 3 .='Probability density function in. neutron direction.

-(A),f(x) Probability density function in neutron incident position.

. = Scattering collision density. .

-= Experimentally determined .neutron attenuation coefficient in .thermal column.-

...N -Total number of histories studied.'

.P(o) Integrated probability distribution. .'

-SO ~Total outward neutron current.from -thermal c6lumn. .

= Thickness of boral plate.
p

tf Thickness of indium foil.

-x' (_5.LA) a Thickness of boron carbide "seen" by a neutron going in the.
. direction -aL from the thermal column and incident at position

.'A on the surface of the boral plate. .
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I *V Y Variance.

Z -Activity of indium foil per unit surface area with foil exposed to direct
flux from column.

Average activity of indium foil per unit surface area with foil shielded
by boral plate.

* '
Z = Monte Carlo estimate of Z.

O = Angle betueen neutron velocity and w-axis.

*fL = Unit vector in direction of the neutron velocity.

.- = Macroscopic-total thermal cross section for graphite.

Macroscopic scattering cross section for graphite.

* E . Macroscopic total thermal cross section for boron carbide.

.a Macroscopic total thermal cross section for aluminum. .
2a

.: Ef -1Macroscopic total thermal-cross section for indium.

* **: = Standard deviation of calculated value of Z.

'Thermal neutron flux at any point x, y, w. . .

* .uThermal neutron flux at base of thermal column..

* .j1 .o ...

41 - Linear gamma ray attenuation coefficient.. .

: ,J(JrL. _ _t),J (o - eDirac.delta function.
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ABSTRACT

Shields that consist of randomly distributed absorbing chunks in a

relatively transparent matrix must contain a greater mass of absorber than

homogeneous shields which provide the same attenuation. This is the result

of radiation "channeling" between the absorbing chunks. Channeling is

particularly important for heterogeneous materials when the mean free path

for absorption is comparable to the chunk size. A newly developed method

for calculating the transmission of radiation through such heterogeneous

shields is described. The numerical results of a calculation of the

transmission of thermal neutrons by boral (a B4 C-Al mixture) are given,

including the effects of energy and angular distributions on the

predicted attenuation. The calculated results are in reasonable agree-

ment with available experimental results.

* iii
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INTRMUCMION

1-3One material commonly used as a thermal-neutron shield is boral, a

heterogeneous mixture of commercial-grade boron carbide and aluminum sand-

wiched between aluminum plates. The total sandwich is usually rolled to

a thickness of 1/8 or 1/4 in. Since the mIxture is not uniform, aluminum-

filled regions exist between the chunks of B 4C in the B 4C-Al melt. This

is apparent in the Dark Field Illuminated Photomicrograph of a sample of

the melt in Fig. 1. The dark chunks are B 4C and the light background is

aluminum. i2ae B,,C is, of course, the attenuating material, and, in order

to use boral to at optimim advantage, it is necessary to have a qualitative

understanding of the effects of the BLC sime and distribution on the thermal-

neutron transmission. The sane is true of any other heterogeneous shield

material which consists of "randomly distributed" chunks.

A first approximation cf the transmission of a heterogeneous material

may be obtailne5 by assaming that the absorbing material is uniformly dis-

tributed instead of heterogeneously distributed and using the conventional

theory for homogeneous materials, providing the deznsty of the material

used in the calculc.-vion is reduced to account for the voids. This "reduced

density" is simoly 1

(reduced density) - (true absorbing material density) X V (1)

where V is the -,rolume fraction occutied by the absorbing material. This ap-

proximation will lead to a loner limit fo_ the actual transmission since

nonuniformity. in the material vill tend t-o augnent the transmission. The

j importance of this effect has been demonstrated by experiments which have

1. V. L. McKinney and T. Rockwell, II1, Boral: A Nev Thermal Neutron
Shield, ORNL-242 (1949).

2. -. S. Kitzes and VT. 0. Hullings, Boral: A New Thermal Neutron Shield,
.SupPlement 1, ORNI-931 (1951).

* 3. J. R. Smolen, 0lNLF-56-6-163-(l956) (Classifiedj.
4- R. 0. MIaak, B. E.Prince, end P. C. Rekemeyer, Boral Radiation Attenuation

Cha-acteristics, MIT Enginee-ing ?ractice School, KTE-251 (1956J. T
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* shown that the transmission of thermal neutrons through 1/8-in.-thick boral

is much greater (as much as a factor of 40) than the transmission indicated

by a homogeneous calculation. Therefore, some other method must be used

for computing the transmission through materials such as boral.*

In principle, the transmission of radiation through nonuniform

: heterogeneous materials may be calculated if the location of the absorbing

parts of the material is known. If scattering is neglected, the trans-

mission through a slab of material consisting of a distribution of chunk

sizes is given by:
t

T P(x, tYr(x)dx (2)

0

where

P(x,t)dx = fraction of rays which encounter a thickness of absorbing

material between x and x + dx in traversing a total thick-

ness t of material,

T(x) = fraction of radiation transmitted through a chunk of

material of thickness x.

P(xt) has been calculated for simple geometric shapes with various

orientations (including random) by F. H. Murray,5 J. A. McLennahn, 6 and

P. A. N. .Dirac.' Dirac also developed a general theory for nonuniform media

consisting of arbitrarily shaped chunks. r(x) may be calculated from the

existing theory for the transmission of radiation through homogeneous materials.

| *The absorption of dilute mixtures of strongly absorbing chunks was treated by
IH. Hurwitz and P. F. Zweifel, Nuclear Sci. Eng. 1, 438 (1956), but their
formulation would not apply for a mixture as concentrated as boral.

5. F. H. Murray, Fast Effects, Self-Absorption, Fluctuation of Ion Chamber
Reading, and the Statistical Distribution of Chord Lengths in Finite
Bodies, CP-G-2922 (1945).

6. J. A. McLennan, .APEX-197 (1955) (classified).
7. P. A. M. Dirac, Approximate Rate of 'Neutron Multiplication for a Solid

Arbitrary Shape and Uniform Density, British Report MS-D-5 7nd.).

-'r- 7�T-7 .- - -7-
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N. M. Smith considered the case of randomly distributed chunks from

another viewpoint. He assumed a hypothetical chunk which is physically

similar to actual chunks but mathematically simpler to deal with. The

statistical distribution of the thickness of his hypothetical chunk material

is shown in Fig. 2 for a 20-cm-thick slab having two-thirds of its volume

occupied by chunks which have an average diameter of about 3 cm. 'T(x) is

also shown in Fig. 2 for exponential attenuation with an attenuation length

of 2 cm. It is obvious that the over-all transmission is much greater than

it would be in the homogeneous case, in which all the rays pass through

(2/5) x 20 cm of material. In other words, the rays which statistically

penetrate less than the average material thickness control the over-all

transmission when the transmission T(x) of a chunk is much less than unity.

This geometrical channeling of rays between chunks is known as the "channeling

effect."

R. R. Coveyou 9 has suggested a model to calculate the approximate trans-

mission of radiation through materials in which the channeling effect is

important. The material is considered to be divided into layers that have

a thickness characteristic of the size of the chunks. Each layer is analogous

to a sieve made from attenuating material. Part of the radiation may pass

unattenuated through the holes between the chunk material in a given layer,

and the rest must pass attenuated through the chunk material. The holes in

the layers are assumed to be located statistically independent of holes in

adjacent layers so that the over-all transmission is the product of the trans-

mission of each layer. As the chunks are made more attenuating, the radiation

passing through the holes between the chunks becomes more important.

In the discussion that follows a method of calculation based on the

Coveyou model is presented. The model itself is first discussed and then

8. N. M. Smith, Transmission and Scattering of Radiation in Random Aggregates
of Pebbles. CNL-21, Revise7 n.d.).

9. R. R. Coveyou, Oak Ridge National Laboratory, private communication.

Ii

I.
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extended to include a distribution of various chunk sizes and materials. For

simplicity, it is first assumed that the neutron radiation is monoenergetic

and normally incident on the face of a plane slab. Exponential attenuation

in the chunk material is assumed. The results are then extended to remove

these restrictions. An attempt is made at all stages of the development to

provide an insight into the relations between transmission and the physical

parameters of the chunks involved, and approximations that clarify these

relations are emphasized. Scattering is not considered in the calculation.

The applicability of the proposed method is demonstrated in the last two

sections of the report in which the transmission of thermal neutrons through

a 1/8-in. thickness of boral is calculated, and the results are compared with

the transmission indicated by experiments.

I. METHCD OF CAICUIATION

Formulas. for Materials with Single-Sized Right Cylindrical Chunks

The transmission through a slab consisting of a "random distribution"

of single-sized chunks is computed first because of its simplicity. It is

assumed that the chunks are right cylinders (cubes, circular cylinders, etc.)

with their generators normal to the surface of the slab. Right cylindrical

chunks are chosen because it makes the division into layers easy and because

a ray that passes through a normally oriented right cylinder always passes

through a chunk thickness equal to the cylinder height.

The concept of "random distribution" may be clarified by describing an

artificial procedure which yields such a distribution. Randomly selected

coordinates (in the desired region) are picked for each chunk in the distribu-

tion. If this selection causes two or more chunks to overlap, the selection

is rejected and another random assignment is-made. Eventually, a selection

will be found which is physically realizable. In the simple case of identical

cubic chunks, any volume fraction up to unity may be obtained in this manner, Is

although it will require a large number of trials to achieve a realizable

distiibution as the volume fraction approaches unity.

...... .. 1
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Chunks which are dumped into a container with no preference a's to order

or arrangement can be thought of as "randomly packed" chunks as opposed to

randomly distributed" chunks. Randomly packed chunks are usually in intimate

contact with at:-least two neighboring chunks, whereas randomly distributed

chunks are not likely to be in contact. If spheres are distributed within

a container in the most compact manner, it is possible to obtain volume

fractions of 0.74i. If the spheres are dumped into the container so that

they are "randomly packed," experimental volume fractions of about 0.5 to.

0.6 are obtained., depending on the speed and uniformity of pouring., the

conditions of the surface of the spheres, etc.

As the actual volume fraction of a distribution of chunkd.' increases.,

the packing tends to make the material thickness distribution (Fig. 2) less

skewed, i.e.., with smaller variation in material thickness penetrations.

Packing thus causes the over-all transmission to be smaller than that calculated

by assuming a random distribution. However, the true transmission will always

be bracketed between the random distribution value and the reduced density

value. Materials which consist of discrete chunks which are separated by a

-vehicular medium so that the chunks are not in intimate contact with neighbor-

ing chunks are well represented by a "random distribution." Packing becomes

a consideration when the volume fraction begins to approach the maximum
experimental volume fraction which is about 0.5 for single-sized chunks that

are not too different from spheres or cubes. Even when the chunks are

closely packed, the randomly distributed transmission is expected to be

closer to the true over-all average transmission than the reduczed density

transmission.
'With a randomly distributed mixture of chunks, the transmission mayI vary statistically over the surface of a material, being unity over a small

area (where there is an alignment of voids) and being much smaller than

average (where there is an alignment of chunks). The variations are usually

on a scale comparable with the attenuation of a single chunk, so that this

however, this effect would become more noticeable.

i mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm hnswihaedme noacnanrwt opeeec st re

I.mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmo ragmn a etogto s"admypce"cuk sopsdt
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The slab is considered to be divided into an integral number (N) of
layers of thickness (A ) equal to the height of a cylinder of absorbing
material. This division is made by translating the cylinders vertically
(see Fig. 3) so that the center of a cylinder is moved to the center of the
layer in which it falls. Allowing chunks to protrude beyond the surface is
a fairly good approximation to chunks mixed in a binder if no effort is made
to level off the surfaces after curing. If the chunks are mixed in a die
under pressure, then no chunks will penetrate the surface. This distinction
can be taken into account by noting that those chunks which protrude from
the surface have their centers located within A/2 of the surface. Thus,
the apparent boundary of the slab is located a distance i/2 inside the real
boundary. The method is developed for chunks which may protrude but is
applicable for chunks which do not protrude if the "reduced thickness" is
used, thus accounting for the apparent boundary at such a surface being
A/2 inside the slab.

The transmission through a slab divided in this manner is the same as
the transmission through the undivided slab since every normally incident
ray sees the same thickness of chunk material in either case (as may be seen
in Fig. 3). The probability that a given ray will encounter exactly n chunks
is given by Bernoulli's binomial distribution:

P Vn(l V)N-n cN el N! 5Pn Cn n (N-n(3)

where

V = probability that a ray will encounter a chunk in passing through
a layer (the volume fraction of chunks), x

V = probability that n chunks will be encountered in n specified layers,
probability that the rest of the layers are not occupied by other
chunks,

Cn = number of combinations of N things taken n at a time and is equal
to the number of ways in which the n specified layers could be
selected from N layers.

.I
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If exponential attenuation in the chunk material is assumed, then the

probability that a given ray penetrates the slab is:

-~n
iT(n) = e (4)

where

Y = linear attenuation coefficient for the chunk material,

n = number of chunks encountered,

A = height of a chunk,

n A = total chunk material thickness along this ray.

The over-all average transmission for the slab is:

N

T=L P T(n) (5)
n=o

X1 Vn(l -V) N-n Ce_
n=o

By the binomial theorem, this may be written as:

N-
T = C(Ve (l - V)N~n

n=o

_ d 1N-t./A-

=[ve + 1 - Vj I

Equation 6 has a simple physical interpretation which could have given

Eq. 6 at once. Since V is the probability that a ray will encounter a chunk

at a given layer, (1 - V) is the probability that a ray will miss the chunks

in a layer. Ve is the probability that those rays that hit a chunk will

penetrate the layer. Thus the quantity in brackets is just the average

transmission through one layer. Since the chunks are randomly distributed,
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each layer acts independently and the over-all average transmission T is the

product of the transmission of all N sublayers. Equation 6 was derived with

the assumption that there was an integral number of layers in the slab. When

there is a fractional number of layers, Eq. 6 is still approximately correct

since the transmission of such a slab will unifoikly decrease as its thick-

ness increases (if the volume fraction of chunks is kept constant), in

agreement with the behavior of the equation.

Equation 6 may be written as:

t 1 -
L. In [Ve + 1 - VI

T = e )

This suggests the concept of an effective linear attenuation coefficient

defined by:

TV e efft (8)

Comparing Eq. 7 with Eq. 8 shows that:

A -in [ve + 1 - v]
[eff -

-ln [l- V(1 - e A,)]

VA

Equation 9 may be expanded in a series:

V(1 - e _ +1 V2 (1 -e Z )2
eff = + 2

VF VE r

For small values Of V(l - e .), Eq, 10 reduces to

(9)

(10)

.7 . 1 I!... . .. ".. -- . :: .... : . ... . .
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Z 1- ^ R if La-,di
.eff A

if EA >> 1 (11)

Equation 11 provides a valuable insight into the variation of the efficiency

of a chunk with its size. The transmission approaches the reduced density

value as the chunks become small or less opaque. The transmission of opaque

chunks depends only on A since the radiation that penetrates the slab

channels around the chunks instead of penetrating them.

The case of opaque chunks is of special interest since it represents

the extreme case where all the transmitted radiation channels through the

slab. An opportunity to penetrate the slab exists only when the void spaces

between chunks are lined up so that there is. a direct path through the

slab. In this case Eq. 6 becomes:

T = (1 - V)t/A (12)

If V is small, this can be approximated by:

T e tV/A (13)

It is interesting to note that the Poisson distribution function for the

probability of straight paths through the slab encountering no chunks,

which is only strictly valid when V <44 1 and N > , n ?? 1, gives the

same answer for this approximation.

Formulas for Materials with Right Cylindrical Chunks of Multiple Sizes

The above treatment of a single chunk size is now extended to include

more than one chunk size or material. For two different sized chunks, a

division is made into layers and sublayers characteristic of the larger

chunks and smaller chunks, respectively. The transmission of a layer is
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then found as before except that Eq. 6 is used to determine the transmission

of the area between the large chunks. It is shown that the large chunks

crowd the smaller ones together and hence the effectiveness of small chunks

depends on the volume occupied by larger ones. The effective attenuation

cannot be expressed simply as was the case for single-sized chunks, but it

tcy is possible to approximate the effective volume fraction in certain limiting

r P cases

iue It is assumed first that the chunk distribution is made up of two dif-

ferent sized cylinders (see Fig. 4) with heights A1 and A 2 with

A 1 A . In deriving the apnroximate result it is essuxed that A is a
*1 2' 1

* multiple of A i. The volume fraction of the dhunk is V and the volume

fraction of the A chunk is V. 'The corresponding attenuation coefficients
2 2

,es are Z and Do. The division of the chunks into sublayers is carried out
by further dividing the layers into sublayers as shown in Fig. 4.

Each large (A 1 ) chunk is translated vertically so that -t lies in

the layer in which its centeer las formerly located, just as in the division of

the single chunk size illustrated in Fig. 3. The small chunks are then

I I translated so that each one lies in the s-ublayer in which 'ts center ras

formerly located. Occasionally a small chunk should go into a sublayer

I which is occupied by a large chunk (see the cross-hatched small chunks in

L3) f Fig. 4). In this case, the small chunk is translated vertically and inserted

at random in some vacant spot. Thus, the original randcm distribution is

divided into layers which are statistically independent of one another and

the over-all slab transmission T can be fociu if the average transmission of

one layer is known.

The transmission T of a sirgle layer is given by van extension of

Eq. 4.

eA e- 2 4 V ( A I/2

1 1 1 1

*.*. .. ,,,_. _ _... . ..._~. . ,. .A :.0..'': ':..
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The first term is the transmission through the larger chunks. The second
term is the transmission through the rest of the layer. This second term
is identical in Eq. 6 except that the volume fraction of smaller chunks is
adjusted to account for the space occupied by the larger chunks. For a given
volume fraction of small chunks, the density is larger if there are large
chunks present, since the total volume available for the sma.l chunks is
less. The volume available to the smaller chunks is 1 - V so that V must

. 1 *2
D | be multiplied by 1/(1 - v ) to account for the effect of the larger chunks.M 1'

The over-all transmission of the slab is then:
Co

~ VA2 t/A-
T V e + U 2 + 1 (15)

[v e v]
0

N This formula is applicable to chunks of different materials.
For more than two chunk sizes or materials, the above argument is ex-

tended to consider that sub-sublayers contain the next smaller A chunks,
etc. For three chunk sizes (with A = A 3i )1 A2 3

VlT =,f e ll+ (1- v1 ) (V 2 e V 2o | 
I 1 1 1 V- v

C3
n + I

l ( h -1 V1 V2) } (16)

The extension to an arbitrary number of chunk sizes is evident. The general
formula (with A 4)is:

t 2



T {Vle 1 1 + (-v1 i) (V~ e + Li- v [1L ..... (- n-1)

e tn1An-l /An .6 2/ 3 1/' 2 t /, 1Xvn 1 n ... (17)

V is the volume fraction adjusted for the displacement of all larger chunks.

The volume occupied by the chunks larger than the ith chunk is

( v1 -V 2 -. - v 1 ) hence:

(I - V-V -..... V-, V

Vi= 1 - V - V2 i . -. Vi 1 (18)

V, is the same as VI since there are no chunks with i -> A1  Equation 17

may be used to approximate a continuous distribution by choosing a sufficient

number of discrete sizes in accord with the distribution. The smallest chunk

size may be allowed to go. to zero, so that in the limit, the equation is

applicable to chunks distributed in a uniformly absorbing medium. In this

case, the last bracket in Eq. U becomes:

lim. fV'e n +n 1 - V'} =e n n (19)

It is desirable to find an effective value of the attenuation coefficient

which indicates the effect of the chunk size distribution on the effectiveness

of a particle of a given size. In general, the effectiveness of a chunk of

a given size depends on the parameters of all the other chunk sizes, but

for certain limiting cases, the effective attenuation can be simply obtained

as follows:

I. For all chunks opaque :1 for all
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T1
T = e[A

ln(l - Vj) + L in( - V)
L2

+ ..I' t

(20a)

II. For all chunks almost transparent

-tVA + V2 2 +
T =e

(Z iA i ee I for all

(20b)
... )t

III. For first m chunks opaque and all others almost transparent,

I ~ .Li.l -V *1+ ... + - mo). - V*) -

VIA6 m Vm+l rn-i- j.]

(20c)

17

:ient I

:hunk I

-, i

where

= V/ [1 - (volume fraction of all opaque chunks with A > A i)]

IV. For total volume fraction of all chunk sizes -'- 1,

[V 1 - e11
i Al

T = e

- 2A4
- a 2+ 2 A2 + *...] t

(20d)

All the above limiting cases can be collectively expressed by:.

T=e 1 1 2 2
icient

veness

of

(21)

where

Z * =1- V,
ii

and V = Vi/ [1 - (volume fraction of all opaque chunks with a > A1)]
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Note that is the same as for the single chunk size distributioni eff
as given by Eq. 9. The physical significance of this result is that the

transmission may be approximated in the limiting cases above by the product -

of the transmissions of separate layers containing a single chunk size if

the volume fraction of the chunk in the layer is corrected for the volume

occupied by larger opaque chunks in the slab. Each term of the exponent

in Eq. 21 gives the-transmission of one layer. When none of the approxima-

tions are valid, Eq. 21 gives a transmission which is too small since it

ignores the voids which should be present in a layer when the larger chunks

are separated out. In these cases, Eq. 17 must be used but the approximate

Eq. 21 still is useful in qualitatively interpreting the effect of changing

the chunk size distribution.

Formulas for Materials with Arbitrary Chunk Shapes

The discussion has thus far been restricted to aligned cylinders

because of the simple formulas that resulted. The results can be extended

in an approximate way to arbitrarily shaped chunks with random orientation

by replacing (1 - e ) in the simple formula by F, which represents the

absorption of a single chunk averaged over all orientations, and replacing

the layer thickness A by A , the average chunk thickness. A theorem due to

Gauss shows that for chunks with no concavities,

S.4 (22)

where v is the volume of chunk and S is the total surface area of chunk. F

is related to the collision probability P which is tabulated in Ref. 10 for

many shapes of chunks, i.e.,

F = Z (1 - Pc)(3C=~~-) (23)

10. K. M. Case, F. de RoffImann, and G. Placzek, Introduction to the Theory
of Neutron Diffusion, Vol. I, Section 10, Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory
Rport, Superintendent of Documents (1953).
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i

For large chunks (E >> 1) with smooth edges (Ref. 10),

2

F =[i1 QL0) (24)

2

where 0

(\)

means terms of the order of magnitude of /- )

For large chunks with irregular edges,

For small chunks (ZI z 1),

F = ZA (1 - rl/3 a2)

(25)

(26)

where a is a parameter'- 0.5 for spheres. For spheres (Ref. 10)

F = 2
(2rZ )2 1[(2rLZ) 2 _ 1 + (1 + 2rZ )e 2 (27)

F

for

In terms of F, Eq. 6 for single-sized aligned chunks becomes:

T = [1 - VF] / (28)

The extension to several different types of chunks is straightforward and

)ry
,ratory

; .,
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2 ={V;1 -F1)+ ( - 1) V2( - 2) +[1 _V2j ,

n- n A 2/3 . 1 t/ 1

(l Vn-){Vn(l-Fn) +lVnJ l £ (29)

in analogy with Eq. 17 for aligned cylinders. The generalized form of Eq. 21

remains:

TV* + + *t
T = e l 1^ 1 fiV22 2 ( *0)

where now V = - (volume fraction of all opaque chunks with A> Ai)

X 1i (31)

'.i

Formulas Including Energy and Angular Distributions

All the above discussion assumes a constant linear attenuation coef-

ficient. This assumption is not valid in those cases for which the angular

distribution is not collimated and spectrum hardening effects occur. If

the chunks are randomly oriented, there will be no preferred direction of

transmission in the slab. The transmission for incidence at the angle e may

therefore be calculated by replacing the thickness t by the slant penetration

t/cose in the previous formulas. Then the above formulas may be used to

compute the transmission for a single entrance angle and energy and the result

integrated in accordance with the prescribed neutron distributions. In

general, the transmission including the effects of energy spectra and angular

distribution is given by:
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co 4/2

. (29)

T(t).=/ f T(t/coseE)O(E)-V4(e)dOdE

0 0

where

T(t/coseE) = transmission for a given angle and energy,

O(E) = effective neutron spectral function,

A e) = angular distribution function.

For normal incidence, Eq. 32 simplifies to:

CD

T(t) = T(t,E)O(E)dlE

0

For isotropic incidence, Eq. 32 becomes

(32)

(33)

co

T(t) = E2 (-ln T(t.1E)) (E)dE (flux detectoir)

0

(o

= 2 E3 I-n T(tE) O(E)dlE (current detector)

(34a)

(34b)Llar

,f

?may

ration

result

0

where the neutron spectral function is (for a mavxwell-Boltzmann distribution):

W(E) = J El/2 e-E/KT

O(E) = E 2 e-E/KT (for c

(for l/v detector) (35a)

(35b)
ggular

)onstant efficiency detector)

. - 1 ",



IN
The functions E2 and E are the standard exponential integrals. 1

II. CALCULATION OF NEUTRON TRANSMISSION THROUGH BORAL

The foregoing method has been used to compute the transmission of neutrons

through boral. For the calculation it was assumed that the boral sandwich was

rolled to a thickness of 1/8 in. and that the thickness of the B 4C-Al mixture

was 0.085 in. with 40 vol% boron carbide. This resulted in an over-all

volume fraction of approximately 25% for the absorbing chunks, which were

assumed to be spherical in shape. The chunks were first considered to be

of 11 different sizes between 20 and 100 mesh (this size distribution was

taken from Ref. 12); however, it was found that assuming only four sizes

gave approximately the same results, and only four groups were used there-

after. The four groups were as follows:

Size Avg. Particle A = (4/3)r
Mesh Diameter (in.) (in.) Vol%

20-30 0.038 0.0253 17.0

36-46 0.024 0.0160 11.0

60-70 0.016 0.0107 6.o

80-120 0.009 o.xo60 6.o

40.0

The transmission calculated by this method for normally incident

220Q m/sec (0.0253-ev) neutrons through 1/8-in.-thick boral was 0.076.

This is to be compared with a transmission of 0.0015 calculated for normally

incident 2200-m/sec neutrons by the homogeneous approximation.

The transmission of normally incident neutrons through a 1/8-in.-thick

boral shield as a function of energy is shown in Fig. 5, along with the

11. Case, de Hoffman, and Placzek, op. cit., Appendix A.
12. A Handbook on Boron Carbide Elemental Boron and Other Stable, Boron-

Rich Materials Norton Company 34l7-3PCMX-l0-56 EP 19557

.1
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limit as the chunks become opaque (low energies). The average transmission

over the neutron distribution shown (Maxwrell-Boltzmann distribution at room

temperature) is 0.096 for a constant efficiency detector and 0.084 for a

1/v detector.

The transmission of isotropically incident neutrons through 1/8-in.-

thick boral as a function of energy is shown in Fig. 6. For this case the

average transmissions are 0.024 for a constant efficiency flux detector,

0.021 for a 1/v flux detector, 0.041 for a constant efficiency current

detector, and 0.0334 for a 1/v current detector.

III. COOPARISON OF CALCUIATED AND EXPERIENTAL RESULTS

The calculated results reported above can be compared with the results

of two experiments which have been performed at ORNL to determine the trans-

mission through l/8-in. thicknesses of boral as measured by 1/v detectors.

In the first experiment the radiation consisted of thermal neutrons

escaping from a thermal column on top of the ORNL Graphite Reactor with an

angular distribution of the (1 + a cose) type, 1 3 which is more forwardly

peaked than an isotropic flux. Consequently, the experimental values should

be between the computed values for normal incidence and those for isotropic

incidence. The transmission obtained for a Brooks and Perkins boral -sample

was 0.070, while the transmission for an ORNL sample was 0.094.

In the second experiment the radiation was a collimated beam of

normally incident neutrons from a beam hole at the ORN4L Graphite Reactor. 4
The transmissions obtained for two different Alcoa samples were 0.065 and

0.070, respectively.

13. R. F. Christy et al., Lecture Series in Nuclear Physics, MDDC-1175
(1943; decl. 1ausr C iv

14. G. deSaussure., Oak -Ridge National Laboratory, private communication.
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IV. CONCLUSION

The method proposed in this paper is less elegant than other methods

proposed previously, for example, Smith 's method, but it is more easily

visualized. Furthermore, the degree of agreement between experimental and

calculated results seems reasonably good since experimental details of

particle size, energy, and angular distribution are incompletely known

in each case. It may be concluded that the methods described in this paper

can be used to provide useful estimates of the attenuation of radiation in

heterogeneous media for which channeling between absorbing chunks is an

important process.

(1

4
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ABSTRACT

Experimental observations were made of BORAL plates encased in stainless steel jackets.
Samples were tested dry and with 25 ml distilled water, 70 ml 2000 PPM boron solution,
and 20 ml 2000 PPM boron solution injected within the stainless jacket. Samples were
subjected to gamma and neutron fluxes in the Ford Nuclear Reactor.

Under irradiation fluxes and water conditions expected in a power reactor spent fuel
pool, the BORAL samples exhibited no detectable gas evolution, pressure buildup, or
damage due to temperature or other effects. --

In the presence of a neutron flux, hydrogen and oxygen gas were evolved from the BORAL
samples injected with 2000 PPM boron solution. - -
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' 1. INTRODUCTION -

*1 .1 Purpose

* The purpose of this report is to provide the results of experimental
-observations of BORAL. plates encased in stainless steel jackets under gamma

and neutron flux irradiations.

1.2 Description..

Each BORAL sample was a 9 inch x 9 inch plate of 0.26 inch thickness.
. .. Each plate was encased in a thin, watertight jacket of stainless steel

welded around the edges. A threaded connection was welded in the upper
right comer of the face on one side of the stainless steel jacket. Irradiations

. were conducted in the Ford Nuclear Reactor pool at depths of 12 and 20 feet.
An aluminum tube -was run from the connection to the surface of the reactor

, .pool for pressure measurements and gas collection.

-Prior to testing, each sample plate was baked at 2000C for seven hours in
a vacuum oven to remove moisture.

Each sample was tested to 10 P SIG internal pressure. Experimental pressures
:were limited to 5 P SIG as a reactor safety precaution.

Experimental measurements were made of pressure within each sample. Gas
evolved during the tests was collected and analyzed. It was decided that
temperature would not be measured. Each sample was observed after

i irradiation for damage due to pressure, temperature, or other effects.

Each sample was pressurized momentarily to. 10 P SIG .as it was inserted into
' the reactor pool to. verify watertightness. Once each sample was placed in
its experimental position, a 30 inch Hg vacuum was drawn to evacuate as much,

: a . ir as possible. The starting pressure for :each test was the 30 inch Hg vacuum.

.2 1 *'- .3' . Experimental Conditions . . . .

':The experimentalsequence consisted of twelve-steps derived from a combination
- : ;:of four different sample plates being subjected to three. different irradiation

.conditions.

- Sample 1 was a sealed, ':dry sompl 'vented only throu-gh thebas collection
line the surface of the reactor pool, Sample 2 was identical to Sample I
:6x.cept that25'ml 6f distilled water was-in jected wi hiri'the stainless-steel

J jacket. 'Sarmple 3 and Sarnple 4 were identical to Sample 1 except that 70 ml
and 20 ml, respectively, -of 2000 PPM born -solution-were injected withinthe

1 .stainless steel jacket. The 2000 PPM boron solution was obtained by dissolving
1 :23 grams of boric acid, H3 O3 , in 100 ml of distilled water.

; l ' , * *3
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Initially. in Condition 1, each sample\vas irradiated adjacent to spent
reactor fuel in a gamma flux of 2 x 105 rod/hr. In Condition 2 each
sample was placed in a holder adjacent to the reactor operating at a
power level of 2 MW. The Condition 2 gamma flux was 4 x 10' rad/hr
and thermal neutron flux was approximately 1 x 1012 N/cm2 /sec or
1 x 107 rad/hr. Finally, in Condition 3, each sample was left adjacent
to the reactor core immediately after shutdown. Neutron flux was quite
low, approximately five orders of magnitude below operating levels, while
gamma flux was measured as 1.2 x 106 rach 7r.

The objective in these observations was to simulate conditions in a power
reactor spent fuel pool: --

Description

* Gamma Flux
Neutron Flux
Boron Concentration

in Pool Water

Units

rad/hr
rod/hr
PPM

PWR

1 x 106
Negligible
1800

BWR

1 x 106
Negligible
0

Combinations of Samples 2, 3, and 4 under Condition 3 closely simulate
actual spent fuel-pool conditions.

*i.

*ij

The 70 ml of boron solution placed in Sample 3 virtually-filled the sample
with liquid. It was decided to place a smaller liquid volume in Sample 4,
20 ml, and to thoroughly wet all surfaces with liquid prior to irradiation
under the assumption that radiolysis, the breakdown of water into hydrogen
and oxygen gas under the influence of radiation, would be enhanced by
wetting all surfaces and providing a larger liquid to gas surface area within
the sample.

- i '

[I
I..

I
K..

I

i I .

1.
.. .I .
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2. RESULTS

Table 1 summarizes the observed effects of irradiation conditions on the BORAL
samples. The total hours of irradiation per sample are noted in the array.

No pressure increase or gas evolution was observed under any condition for Sample 1,
the dry sample, or Sample 2, the sample containing 25 ml of distilled water.

Sample 3 and Sample 4, the samples containing brorrsolutions, both generated gas
when subjected to Condition 2, reactor at power and an irradiation flux of gamma
rays and neutrons. Figure 1 is a plot of sample pressure increase as a function of
time and dose. Gas was drawn from each sample-and analyzed with a gas chromato-
graph. The results were:

Sample Gas Constituents (%)

Sample

3
4
4

Hydrogen

6.5
41.1
41.0

Oxygen

20.4
21.6

*21.8

Nitrogen

73.1
37.3
37.2

-3

A *..

1
I

The hydrogen percentage of Sample 3 was lower than might be expected, an
approximate 2:1 hydrogen - oxygen ratio, because Sample 3 was not purged
extensively prior to sampling. The chromatograph analysis results are included as
Tables 2 - 4.

When Sample 3 and Sample 4 were subjected to gamma flux alone, gas was not
evolved and no pressure increase was detected with irradiation-time.

I :
t

I.

I .

.. I.:. -

. .

3 . . . . . . .
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CONDITION 1

. Spent Fuel

By- 2 x 0 'Rad/hr

N - Negligible

'. CONDITION 2.

Reactor at 2 MW

y-:4x10Rad/h'r

N -. I x 107Rad/hr

CONDITION 3

Reactor Shutdown.

Y 1 2.2:x 106.Ra'd/ hr

N'- Negligible.'.

SAMPLE 1. SAMPLE 2 SAMPLE 3 SAMPLE 4

9" x 9" BORAL Plate 9" x 9" BORAL Plate 9" x 9" BORAL Plate 9" x 9" BORAL Plate
.Stainless Steel Jacket Stainless Steel Jacket Stainless Steel Jacket Stainless Steel Jacket

. Dry': 25 ml Distilled Water 70 ml - 2000 PPM Boron 20 ml - 2000 PPM Boron

.42 Hour' *. 25 Hours 19 Hours 4 Hours

'No Detectabl'e Effect No Detectable Effect No Detectable Effect No Detectable Effect

24 Hours . 6 Hours 48 Hours 152 Hours

No Detectable Effect No Detectable Effect Linear pressure increase Linear pressure increase
with irradiation time. with irradiation time.

. Gas Analysis: Gas Analysis:
6.5% Hydrogen 41.1% Hydrogen

. : . . . 20.4% qxygen 21.6% Oxygen

4 Hours . , 4 Hours 12 Hours 96 Hours

No Detectable Effect'eteo Detectable Effect No Detectable Effect No Detectable Effect

.,;. ._...._. .

111`14
1

. _

* ' ' *Table 1

' .Observed Effects of Irradiation Conditions on BORAL Samples
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3. CONCLUSIONS:'

Under irradiation fluxes and waler conditions expected in a power reactor spent fu6l
pool, the BORAL samples tested exhibited no detectable gas evolution, pressure
build-:up, or damage due to temperature or other effects.

In the presence of a neutron flux, hydrogen and oxygen gases were generated from
the samples containing the 2000 PPM boron solution. -Pressure built up in the samples
as a linear function of irradiation time and neutron dose. Appendix I has been
included because it is a report on a similar phenomenon observed in Ford Nuclear
Reactor boron carbide (B4C) powder filled control rods. A similar linear pressure
increase With neutron dose was observed. The te1stswere terminated at a pressure of
60 PSIG out of concern for rupturing the test device. Radiolysis was attributed to
ionization from lithium and helium released by the boron-neutron reaction:

ON I +,51 -o 3Li I+ -He4 (3.1)

ii

A review of Table 1 shows that radiolysis occurred fairly rapidly in a neutron flux,
Condition 2, with 2000 PPM boron solution filled samples, Sample 3 and Sample 4.
Sample 2, under the same conditions, exhibited no detectable radiolysis or pressure
buildup during the time period of observation. However, in Sample 2, the, only
boron exposed to water was around the edges of the BORAL plate. Ionizing lithium
and helium released within the meat of the plate was stopped by aluminum cladding
before reaching the distilled water in the sample.

It is not reasonable to conclude that gas was not generated in the Sample 2 -
Condition 2 experiment just because detectable quantities were not observed during the
short period of the experiment. It is possible that over an extended period pressure
within the jacketed BORAL-plate couild'build up due to radiblysis taking place at

" neng.wrr~
I.1 IiJU'li QIJVVYU5 I .JI*

1*.
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: DEFORP ATION OF THE FNR SHIM-SAFETY RODS

A, INTRODUCTION _.

The Frrd Nuclear Reactor (FNR), located in the Phoenix

'Memorial Laboratory on the North Campus 'of The University of

: michigan. is a one megawatt pool type reactor fueled with NTR type

fuel elements. Control of the reactor is accomplished by the use

of three shim-safety rods and one control rod. These rods move

vertically inside special fue} elements in which guide tubes have

I been inserted in place of the center fuel plates. The shim-safety

rods for the FNR, as their nane implies, serve the dual function of

shim control and safety protection. These rods, worth approximately

3.per cent negative reactivity each, drop into the reactor under the

. influence of gravity when potentially dangerous conditions exist in

the reactor.- This results from an interruption of the currents to

_ electrom~agnets which normally *couple the rods to their respective

drive mechanisms. A shim-safety rod is constructed from an extruded

.aluminum tube welded to appropriate endpieces and filled with boron

carbide powder (see Sketch .I page.2). The powder.is.loaded through'

an aperture.at th'e bottom end of the rod.. Thii h6ie .is.*plugged and

e welde'da.fter the rod. is filled.. * . , ..-

Thhe PNR-was .pit into operation in 'September. of 1957 and, .

after nanitialcalibrations, .was raised -to apower level of 100

,'ioatts-'in- Fbruay.oy 1958. Full p6wer operation at one mgawa-t
3. owtti~: F Lb of.958.

began in Septeirber i958. . .: A

_In.August.of 1960 a potentially hazardous condition arose

i wihen -one of' tie shim-safety rods jammed in its. special fuel element

during a routine start-up of. the reactor. There were no operational
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. consequences in that .the condition was immediately detected and no

further attempt was made-to start the riiadtor. All three shim-

safety rods were removed and examined. The jammed rod appeared to

be deformed. To keep the reactor in operation, three new shim-

safety rods were procured, installed and calibrated. The new rods

were identical to the original set except for.the addition of

cadmium liners. The original shim-safety rods are designated as

1-A, 1-B.and l-C,.and the new rods as 2-A,- 2-B and 2-C. The original

set of rods had.been in the reactor for 2200 megawatt hours before

the jamming incident occurred.

In view of the potentially serious consequences of jammed

shim-safety rods, the new rods were removed from the reactor after

320 megawatt hours for.an accurate dimensional check. All three

rods showed evidence of swelling, and.roda2-C was off-gassing through

the bottom plug weld. One of the original rods (1-C) which was in

good condition, was substituted for rod.2-:C. The shim-safety rods

presently.installed in the FNR are 2-A, 2-B and 1-C, all of which

.undergo daily rod-drop tests and are remoVed from the reactor on a

regular schedule'and measured dimezisi'6nally. . : .. :

The following sections of this.r'eport'describe the jamming

incident..and rod deformations in greater detail, discuss our initial

exploratory investigations,. and.:uggest a program'of investigation

which.imght establish conclusiye y the cause'.6f these.difficulties;

.A final report will be distributed after .the" comipletion of the

program of investigation suggested herein.



* II. DESCRIPTION OF SHIr4-SAFETY ROD INCIDENTS

A. Incident Involving Rods 1-A, .-B and 1-C

During reactor start-up on August 11, 1960, the magnet-

;- . contact light.for shim-safety rod 1-A indicated loss of.contact

when the rods had been raised about ten inches from their. lower

limits. This indicated that rod 1-A had become disengaged from the

electromagnet -whichhad been pulling the rod'out of the reactor core.

Withdrawal.of the rods was immediately stopped. The staff observer

at pool side reported that rod.1-A was still in the raised position

even though magnet current was automatically cut off when the magnet-

contact light on the operating console indicated the loss of the rod.

The special fuel element for rod .1-A was -not dislodged from its

, '. position in.the reactor.core:

At this point the currents to the other two electro-

magnets -were manually cut off. The pool side observer reported

that rods 1-B and .1-C dropped. normally into the core, but rod 1-A

. remained suspended.. The.electronagnets were lowered and '-A magnet-

' :.contact light indicated contact as soon'as the electromagnet struck

. the suspended rod. The-rod was then successfully driven to its

i lower. -limit of.,travel by -it lectromignet and drivei me- -nitm.

'The -reactor was.further secured and:fuel-was removed

from -the lattice along with the.-special- control- element -containing

-i,'safety rod'1-A.' -T he -od-element asserrbly.was moved.to -a-holder in

'the center of the reactor.pooi;' *- grappling tool pulled the rod ,

about ten. inches out of.Lhe, 6ontrol- eleiment before'the rod jammed

again. Inspection showed noticeable sweling of the rod.

' . - . A special tool-was built t-o remove the rod from the -

element. Plate No.- 1, page 5,..is a photograph -of this removal device.'

.:- . ,, . . ..
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During the extraction procedure the fuel element was kept submerged

in.four feet of water for radiation shielding purposes- There was

. no serious galling of the rod during the removal procedure, nor

..was there any off-gassing from the rod.! There was no evidence of

.,corrosion or damage to the external surface of the rod. Also,

-there 'was no apparentdamage to the special fuel element.

The three shim-safety rods had been in the reactor

since the beginning of operation in Septexiber' 1957. The reactor had

. operated at power levels up to one megawatt for a .total of 2200

megawatt-hours. There were no indications prior to the incident

that safety rod 1-A was sticking within the guide tube of the special

fuel element. The rods on the FNR were inspected on several oc-

: casions since .1957 byO removing them from the reactor and visually

inspecting them under about six feet of water. Also, during.that

_ -time, frequent rod-magnet release time measurements were made.

Further, prior.to every start-up rod -drop tests are performed.

None of these indicated potential jamming.

3 . B. Incident Involving Rods 2-A, .2-B and 2-C

'After:the above .incident .a new special fuel element.

_ was.installed .in.the lattice and three new replacement shim-safety

j rods. 2-A, 2-B and -2-C were installed and calibMrated.. On November 25,.

: .1960, these rods.were removed fr6m the reactor for observation and..' 96..-t..s.. .- for -bsrdinn..

. dimensionial checks; 43icrometer .measuremints: showed that .all three

rods had increased:in.thickness:after only 320 -hours at one megawatts '
J . . ............ . ... .... ..... .

_ Furthermore, rod 2-C was off-gassing at the bottom plug wreld. A'

w.iater-filled Erlenmeyer flask was.held.over the submerged rod to

collect. a sample of 'the gas -for :analysis.

I-. .. *- . .. .*
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The cadmium liners in.the new set of rods hindered

operations because of the induced radioactivity which gave a 6

roentgens per hour reading .at the center of the rods. The bottom

; ends of the rods read greater than 25 roentgens per hour. In

contrast, -rods 1-A, 1-B and 1-C, without cadmium liners, read

one-third of a roentgen per hour at the lower end.

* III. INVESTIGATIONS

A. Dimensional Inspection -

.After removal from the reactor a complete.dimensional

inspection was made of rods 1-A, 1-B and 1-C. The thickness and

.width dimensions are shown in Tables I and II respectively (see

. pages 8 and 9). The dimensions of the replacement rods 2-A, 2-B

and 2-C before installation in the 'reactor are also shown in these

* tables. Although no records of the initial dimensions are available

for rods .1-A, 1-B and 1-C, a reasonable indication of the degree of

swelling which tcok place can be obtained by an intercomparison .of

. rod dimensions. However, initial- and final thickness measurements

taken at the middle of the rod are available for rods 2-A, 2-B and

ezit~rfor320megawatt hours.Tes
2-C which bad been in the reactor for 320 These

| measurements are as follows: . - - .;,
_ .:.** . .:*-.. . , .:.:

* -.: .-leasurement -. Shim-Safety Rod

- .2-A . .2-B .

'Initial'. . 0.922 n in.. .0.913 in."'

-Final -. 0 928' 0.921 .: 0.925

Change . 0 0 - :0.031. . . .0.012

i The inside .dimensions of the guide tube of the

special fuel elements are. presented in the last column- of Table I.

a , . -'. ; '' - . '. . - . . - . . : . ' . ' . ' .
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TABLE I - SHIM-SAFETY ROD THICM1IESS DIMENSIONS

Note: The corresponding internal
* diiensioiis' of the guide tube
inside special fuel element 1-A
are given in the last column.

Thicekness

I .. 1-A .II -:-A
0,882

.- 0.925

1.078

1.107

-- 1.103

1.097

: - *1.093

. 1.091

1.087

T.088

1.106

- : i.090.

1.057

. .I. 009

0.875

1-B 1-C 2-A 2-B

.0.880

0.920

0.915

0.916.

0.912

0.915

0.913

0.913

0.914

0.,919

0.915:

.0.917

O. 88...0.88i8

0.865 0.

0.904 0,

0.905 0.

0.905 0,

.0.906 0

0.908 0

0.909 0

0.909 0

0.909.. 0

0.909 0

P0A908 0
0.909 :0

0.909 0

0.67 o

..

.875

* 901-

.910

,915

.920

.922

.922

.922

.922

.923

.921

.922

.917

1.897

* 0.877

0.883

0.883

0.889

0.892

.0.891

0.890

0.890

0.892

0.892-

-O.0.892

.. .
0.8.84

* 0.882

: :0.872

2-C

0.875

0.889.

0.909

0.914

.0.915

0.914

0.913

0.913

0.913

0.914:

0.915

0.915

..0.888

.0.8709

GUIDE
TUBE.

1.100

' 1.100

1.100

1.100

1.100

1.100

1.100.

1.100

1.105

. :1.105

.1.05

'1'05
).8.. I ...__
S. . ". I':. . . ..



. TABLE II - SHIM-SAFET ROD WIDTH DIMiENSIONS

Width

1-A 1-B 1 -c

.2.245

2-A

2.2512.242 2.242
. . . I ,I

. . I

I
I

2.239 2.249 2.246- 2.258

2.175 2.244 2.240 2.255

2.127 2.250 2.247 2.255

2.187 2.247 2.250 2.252

2.184 2.250 2.250 2.251

2.187 2.249 2.250 2.250

2.191 2.248 2.251 2.250

2.184 2.248 . 2.253 2.248

2.183 2.247 .2.253 2.251

2.185 - 2.247' 2.255: "2;252:

2.200* 2 245.:: 2.255 .: ,2.252

2.227 2.251 " 2.247 2.255,

2.246 ,2;25'0'. 2.250' 2.257

2.232. 2; 250

2-B 2-C

2.245 2.248

2.245 2.239

2.232 2.227

2.225 2.225

2.225 2.225

2.225 2.225

2.225 2.226

2.225 2.226

2.225 2.226

2.225 2.227

2.225 2.226

2.225- 2.226

2.230 .2.231

2.245 2.245

.I

*' -

., : . .
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I . B. Radiographic and Dye Penetrant Studies

Complete radiographs were taken to determine the.

conditions inside the rods. The most signi-fficant finding from these

radiographs was the presence of a void above the B4 C powder in the .

rods. This is shown in Plate II on page 11., Dye penetrant tests

. indicated pitting on the surface of the rods but no cracks were

revealed.. -

C. Techniques for Collection of Gas and B C Powder Samples.

'The apparatus shown in.Sketcli-II, page 12,-was set up

. to measure any existing pressure and to collect any gas 'contained

in the rod. The apparatus consisted of a self-sealing puncturing

device with a pressure-vacuum gauge and an evacuated reservoir for

. collecting gas samples from the rod. 'Two rods,.1-A and 1-B, were

punctured-at the top where the .voids were located. After the gas

-samples were removed, both rods were subjected to internal pressures

. of 40 psig while immersed in water.

The rods were-then opened by.cutting out a.section

. on-one side .bf each rod.' -The section.that..was removed is shown in

.Sketch III on -page 13. Care was- taken .to .avoid g6tting :aluminum

shavings'in the BCSpowde.. Samples of the po&der were remo6ved .

from differentpositions along the length of the. rod.'

. . D. Analysis of Contents of.Shim'Rods- '

2 ,. -.- ~~~~Ga's.Ahaltis: y ,;,.

''hen pressure measuremeites:were mnade on th6 two senm-:

safety 3od8; 1-B had a pressure of 20 psi.g while~rbd 1-A, the

deformed rod, was .at. atmcspheric pressure. The- gas.samples fromio

i..-..:-A, 1-B and 2-C'rere analyzed usin' a ma'ss spectrometer

IS ., .- . .,. , ' .,',' '. ' - . .... ,
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| ,The results are as follows:

Gas Analyses

'(in Mole Per Cent.y

;' Rod 1-A Rod wthich jantmed

. Rod 1-B 'Normal rod"

Rod 2-C Rod which off-gassed

' Gas 1-A 1-B 2-C

.. . 36.42 . .786 .39.47

. 0* 36.00 -0.4 .14.98

N2 23.23 15.4 . 44.54

-CO2  1.70 4.6 0.15

A 0.29 .0.35 0.71

' He . 0.0 .0.7 0.0

Note that:.the hydrogen-oxygen concentrations observed in

1-A'and 2-C are in the detonable range.
I . . .

J . Analysis.of B4C Fowder and. Inspectioni of- Rod Interiors

When rod :l-B was opened, the- BEC pcvader. was dry.and .

lightly packed.. the. irterior;'ialjs of the rod were not corroded..

'p The pobder removed forn the lower'portion.of thd rod was radio-.

3 active. and had .a total bgeta-ga Yiia activity.of about'3 mr/hr/gram on-

contact. A ga aspectral a yis.indicated 4gamma specndcaral the .presen'ce o f.14n
765 -. 60-*
-zn ,.and Co . AnD1yses .of. thet`B-C by:emission-,spectroscopy showed

.the most pre'dominant impuriti's to be Al,-.Cu, Fe,-.-Zn..and I-n'.. The:

1 *supplier of the fl4C powder reports 98 .791- .B, 1.08%oC, 0 10%. Si,

.0.02% Se and -0.02% N. . . . . .. .
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The B C in rod 1-A, the deformed rod, was found to4

be in a caked rather than a powdered form as in rod I-B. The hard

. layer was concentrated between the ballast rods along the lower six

inches of the shim rod. This cake had a grayish appearance unlike

. the characteristically black color of B4 C powder. The powder
s4

removed from the lower -portion of rod 1-A was found to contain

approximately.5 weight per cent water. -

Oxidation was prevalent on the interior walls at the

. lower endeof rod 1-A. A crust of A1 2 03 surrounded the lead filled

. aluminum ballast rods.

The water found in rod 1-A indicated'a leak had oc-

;curred. However, 'the 40 psig pressure test before sectioning

failed to show such a leak. Therefore, another attempt was made

to locate a leak in rod 1-A with the powder removed and the inner

* surface cleaned. This was done by replacing and rewelding the

. removed section and pressurizing to 40 psig. Under these conditions

- 'a 30 cc/hr leak was noted at the top of the rod where the endpiece'

j .is welded to the .extruded tube. The gas leaked from a very small

. hole which looked much -like the pits revealed jby the dye penetrant.

.h '.,..testr. drast-al . .

The leakage rat'.%was reduced drdstic.aly by evacuating,.

* , and'then -re-pre'ssurizing the.rod.- It- appeared -that the leak was

j capable of a valve-like actIon wIch',ras dependent oh the-internal:

_ .pressures: f the rod.. -

. IV. POSSIBLE EXPLANATION OF DE:.!ORATION '

: Consideratio& has been given 'to the possible caus'es'of the

swelling of rod 1-A. The deformation .of rbds .2-A, 2-B and .2-C,.

j although not as great as thatof *l-A, was also consideredA. :

.~ ..
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Tne hypotheses are:

A. Ilechanical 'stresses resulting frcm expansion of wet

B4C powder.

D B. Internal gas pressure generated by:

10. .7. io1. B1 (n, a) Li reactions

2. -Chemical reactions between B4 C and H 0
4 2

3.. ... Chemical reactions between Li 7 and H2 0

' - 4. * Radiolysis of H 0 --2

Several experiments and calculations have been made to

. assist -in evaluating these hypotheses.

.A. . The hypothesis that the deformation of the rod was

, a result.of volumetric changes in wetted B4 C powder appears to be

without foundation. Radial measurements of a polyethylene bottle

containing wetted B4C at room temperature showed.no dimensional

changes during an eight week period of observation.

B.-I. It has been .demonstrated that a pressure of .approxi-

n . mately. 110 psig -is required to obtain the degree of deformation.

1 observed for'rod.&-A. .Calculations' indicate -that the generation . .

of this pressur by heiuma s.a.-resalt' f.(n, a.) reactionS 'on-

. boro6n is, extremely doubtful--. Fur'ther,.the gas analysis of rods

_-Wand 2L-B showed' a relatively.l o concentration rof helium.

1.-B-2 .-The hypothesis -involving. a -chemical reauction between.

B *C 'and H 0 has be'en given.i e tt .consideration.since the reaction
.4 .2.

. ratie constant. is small even at.temperatures -of 400 C.. (Reference.'l)

1 ' B-3. Significant, pressures from the Li-H1 0 reacticn are

: unlikely in view of the low- -Ithiumn concentrations from the

I. B1 - (n a) Li? reactions.' .. :
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B-4. Present data strongly indicates that the necessary

pressure to cause the observed rod deformation can be generated

inside the rod by the radiolytic decomposition of water into gaseous

.hydrogen and oxygen. To produce free H and ° this reaction
.2 0 2 1 h s r a t o

*requires free radical scavengers which could well be the B4 C powder

. .itself, .impurities in the powder, impurities in the water or the

component parts of the rod (References 2,'-.,4, 5 and 6). The

generation .of gases.was not the.only prerequisite for.the rod

, deformation. In addition, either the hole which. allowed'water

. to get into the rod and which allowed gas to escape must have

closed off'at some time or, the gas generation rate far exceeded

.the gas leakage rate.

The possibility of having water present..at the time

the rods were sealed in the fabrication process was considered

since a small.amount of water.is capable of causing rod deformation.

This is especially significant since B4 C powder is naturally

, hygroscopic.

* .* . .In.the case of the deformed rod,.theabove possi-

bility: was discounted in favor Of an external. leak since the rod

was in. tho reactor for a, long'.period .of time.before Shamming..

occurred. -However,. this pbssibility exi'st's'for Irods 2.-A,..2-B and

2-C; It is theref6te imperative:t;hat. the ,B' pbwder.used inf

fabricit'ing, shim-safety :rods .be hdr'ed and subeque~ntly Iiafndled

in.humidity controlled-enviromrents;. ' . . .

In an attempt to dernonstrate..the.feasibility of

generating significant auantltie's' of gas inr reason'ably short

periods of timiie, an experiment :was designed which wiould simulate

the conditions that were suspectediwithin .the jammed rod. -Two
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,mall, aluminum sealed vessels, one containing water and the other

water and B4C powder were installed adjacent to the reactor core

12
in a thermal flux of 5 x 10 neutrons per square centimeter-

.second and a.gamma field of 5 x 107 roentgens per hour. Pressures

in these charbers were monitored over a period of three days.

during which time the reactor operated at a power level of one
.~ _..

megawatt for 50 hours. The pressure in the cliaxwober containing

water. and B4 C powder increased.linearly -with -respect to reactor-

operating time at a rate of 1.2 psig per hour. See Graph I, page 19.

This test chamber..had a volume of.295 cc and contained .10 grams of

water and 25 grams of B C powder. The pressure in the chamber

.containing water only was 1.1. psig after 50 hours of reactor oper-

ation as compared.to 60 psig in the chamber containing both water

.. and B4 C powder.

Analysis showed that the gas generated in the water-

i B4C chamber contained predominantly a hydrogen-oxygen gas mixture
.

in .a 2:1 ratio, similar to the finding for rod .2-C.

V_ RECOMMENIDATIONS *

Deformation of shim-safety rodl-be-ause-of internal . ,

- pressure could .lea'd to the follcrqing dangerous 'conditions:-

1. Withdrawal of. i special fuel elemient -during-start-up'.

I- Any subsequent release and drop bf this special-.fuel eleiment

. could. result in:a large and rapid -increase it! thepoitive reac-

.tlv-ity~ oifthe reactor. ,' '

* 2.. Jamming of the rods during reactor operation. In .

such an event, it -would not be.possible to insert the'deformed'

- . : . . - -- - ..... .. - .. * ... : . :.- . .. - .-.
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. GRAPH I - TEST CHAM4BER PRESSURE-VS1 MEGAWATT HOURS
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rods into the reactor when unsafe conditions exist or even for

routine shut down. This is a particularly serious possibility

in reactors which operate at power for l-o6ng periods of time.

3. Detonation of the hydrogen-oxygen gas mixture

contained in the shim-safety rods. This could cause damage to

the reactor.core in addition to rupturing the rod. Although such

a detonation appears to be improbable, it is. nevertheless a

potential hazard that needs further investigation, especially in

strong.radiation fields. * .

Operational Recommendations

In view of the important function of shim-safety rods, a

. detailed inspection should be made of all rods before installation

in a reactor. Records of these inspections, especially weights in

water anddimensional measurements, should be maintained for

. reference purposes. A careful survey of the surface conditions

of the-rods including all..'weldg is extremely important. Radio-

graphs have proved valuable in.determining internal conditions of

reactor rods.

In-addition -to the initial tests,.shim-safety rods should'

. Undergo periodic. inspections. The FNR is presently onia schedule-

' calling for rod in'spectiohv'evdry 320 megawatt hours of operation.

.Whis inspection-requires the :rods to be removed from the reactor,

- the' dimensioris measured:dir'ect.ly and' the surface observed fdr
. . . . .

corrosion.or. any other indication of damage, such as off-gas'sing'.-

: '- .Clseattention should"also be given to the potential

hizards that exist when water containing free-radical scavengers

. is present in any. sealed. exp'eriment or device'located in a

radiation field.
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Recommendations for Design and Fabrication

Consideiation should be given to -the design of newa shim-

safety rods which would avoid the possibility of the generation

of gases leading to high pressures. Further, consideration should

'be given to the design.of the special fuel elements for thes.e rods

; which would minimize the possibility of jamming. Any arrangement

of element and rod which would make dimensional changes easily

and readily detectable .would be a decided improvement over. our

-present system-

In the. fabrication of shim-safety rods similar to those

. presently used on the PER, it is ex:tremely important that all

substances capable.of producing gases in the presence of radiation

be held to a minimum. These s-nstances include volatile degreasing

agents, water used fcr.rinsing and any water contained in the

B C powder.

:: . Proposed Investigations

. As a result of 'this Tvesigation of the.shim-safety rod

I incident, it -has beccmee evident.- that the. follQwgin subj ects, should

be investigated incre thoronghly.. .. -.

i. the irtetnal .press'ares necessary for shim-safety

- rod defor ation. . -.-

L 2. Gas and pressure generation On shim-safety rods

- ocat:ed in .a reactor core as a. fitnctioni of:watef content in B4 C *.

LC Powder. :

I3. he effect of alpha particles and lithium recoils

) ro mBC powder on the radiblytic process. :

4. The sources .of free-radical .scavengers. which are

requredin the radiolytic process. ..
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5. Possible sources of ignition energy for the detonation

of hydrogen-oxygen gas mixtures.

Recognizing the.importance of the above problems, these

investigations will be undertaken at the Phoenix Memorial Laboratory.

Financial assistance will be required for a thorough investigation

.of..these problems.

From an operational point of view, the..removal of shim-

-safety rods from their special fuel elements and the reactor..for

dimensional tests.is a time consuming and complicated manipulation.

In.an attempt to simplify these inspections a study of ."in situ"

rod inspection techniques will be undertaken. Further, the criteria

.for the frequency and technique..of inspection for shim-safety rods

will be re-evaluated in light of the results of the aforementionedi . .experimental. investigations.

71

I ..
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Purpose. This report provides the results of a

quantitative analysis program conducted to determine the amount of boron

carbide present in-the core (inner layer) of BORAL panels. The infor-

mation obtained for this program was supplemental to the physical

characteristics obtained during the routine quality assurance checks

which are performed in accordance with Brooks & Perkins, Inc. Specifi-

cation BPS-9000-01.

1.2 Program. The program envolved the physical

measurement of the BORALtm panels by destructive and non-destructive

L. methods in various locations within each panel. A total of 147 panels

were analyzed in five different lots. Four of the lots were randomly

selected and the other lot consisted of panels having the lowest content of

boron carbide by neutron radiographic examination.

The program included 1,833 thickness measurements

l taken by metallographic techniques, 66 thickness measurements by ultra-

sonic techniques and 196 quantitative chemical analyses (See Appendix A thru G

Tie recorded data was statistically analyzed and for each

L characteristic in each lot a mean and standard deviation was established.

l The probability that each characteristic will be above a certain minimum

value can now be determined from the statistical data.

-4-
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1.3 Background. BORALtm is a thermal neutron shieldingr material that can best be described as a sandwich-type panel. The outer

[ layers or "skins" of the panel are 1100 alloy aluminum. The inner layer

or "core" of the panel is a mixture of boron carbide and 1100 alloy

aluminum. The interface between a skin and the core is not a clearly

discernible surface when viewed with a microscope. The interface is in

reality an irregular zone that is approximately five thousands of an inch

(.005 in.) in thickness. In this zone there is a linear transition from

| 100%1 aluminum and zero % boron carbide in the skin to 65% aluminum

and 35% boron carbide particles of various sizes in the core. The appearance

of the interface is a series of peaks and valleys. (See Fig. 1

L The boron carbide particles is the constituent of the

BORALm panel that absorbs or attenuates the thermal neutrons. The ability

of the panel to provide a particular level of neutron attenuation is directly

| related to the amount of boron carbide contained per unit surface area of the

panel.

The BORALtm panel is produced by the rolling of a specially

L prepared ingot into a sheet (1) that will yield one or more finished panels~l)

L that are four feet wide and ten feet long. The finished panels are sheared

from the oversized sheets by the removal of the scrap material around the

(1) Note term useage, "sheet" - the untrimmed product of rolling, "panel"
48" x 120" product cut from the original rolled product.

'I* Iro _m,
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periphery of the oversized sheet. The scrap material contains a core

that tapers from zero thickness on the extreme outer edge to a core of

full thickness on the edge adjacent to the finished panel. If the shear

line is improperly placed on the oversized sheet the finished panels could

contain a core thickness along that line that is not of full thickness.

1.4 Methods Used.

1 1.4.1 Metallographic Technique. The thickness of the core

was measured by a 7.5 power optical comparator after the edge of the

panel or the retain strip was mechanically and chemically prepared.

__ Approximately one eighth of an inch (.125 in.) was machined away from

L the edge to remove the material affected by the searing action. The edge

was then made smooth by using a sequence of files of decreasing course-

ness.. The edge wvas then polished with emery paper before chemically

[ etching it to improve the visual contrast and to remove any minute over-

L lapping of the boron carbide by the-aluminum from the mechanical removal

operations.

l The core thickness measurement was established by

l averaging the one maximum and the one minimum measurement that could

be observed within the visual range of the optical comparator.

l

-7-
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1.4.2 Ultrasonic Technique. The thickness of the core was

| measured by a Sonoray Model 303B Ultrasonic Flow and Thickness Tester

using a dual element transducer. The tester was calibrated with a standard

block before taking any set of thickness measurements. The tester was also

I- frequently checked during the taking of measurements to assure the instru-

ment remained in calibration.

To take a thickness measurement the tester operator would

place the dual element transducer on the surface of the BORALtm panel that

| had been wetted with a drop of liquid couplant. The operator would adjust

the position of the transducer within the spot of couplant until a stable wave

pattern wvas displayed on the scope of the tester. The particular tester used

[ was equipped with a digital readout which eliminated the possibility of human

error in reading the grid lines on the scope face of the tester because the

displayed number was the actual core thickness at that location.

[ 1.4.3 Quantitative Chemical Analysis. The chemical analysis

was performed on samples approximately one inch square which had been re-

L tinmoved I i a retain strip or the finished BORAL panel. The samples were

l marked with a numbering system which identified the BORALtm sheet and

L the location on the sheet from where the sample was taken. The four edges

of the samples were filed smooth and straight to prevent erroneous volumetric

L readings.

. : -8-
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The surface area of each sample was determined by dividing

| the sample's volume by its thickness. The volume was determined by

deducting the weight of the sample in water from the weight of the sample in

air and correcting the result for the difference of the water temperature

| from the standard temperature.

The weight of boron carbide in the sample was determined

by weighing the dry residue remaining after dissolving the sample in dilute

| hydrochloric acid and correcting the result for the soluble portion of the

boron carbide.. It was determined by actual test that 4.12 percent of boron

carbide conforming to Type 2 of ASTM C750-73T is soluble in dilute hydro-

chloric acid (See Appendix

| The content of boron carbide per unit area (commonly

referred to as the "grams loading") was determined by dividing the total

L weiglht of the boron carbide in the sample in grams by the area of the original

L sample in square centimeters.

The weight factor or. percentage of boron carbide present in

the core was determined by dividing the total weight of boron carbide by the

l total weight of the sample less the calculated weight of the aluminum cladding.

The core compaction factor was determined by dividing the

total weight of the sample less the calculated weight of aluminum cladding by

l the theoretical weight of the core based on the weight factor and core thickness.

-9-
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The core proportionality was determined by dividing the

core thickness by the total thickness of the sample.

2. SUMMARY

2.1 Results. The mean core thickness, the weight factor

of boron carbide within the panel core and the standard deviation of each

are listed in Table 1. These results are listed by panel lot number and by

the sheet area where the observations were taken. The averages by area

and the overall weighted average is also shown in Table 1.

2.2 Areas. The location of each observation taken

during this program can be determined by the sample serial number and a

L. map of the panels. The observation results were then segregated by area

and listed accordingly. The three main sheet areas are: (1) Retain Strip,

which is a portion of the scrap that is trimmed from the edge that is immediately

adjacent to the end of a finished panel, (2) Outer Edge, which is the area lying

in the one inch border strip on the periphery of the finished panel, (3) Central

Portion, which is the area lying internal to the one inch border strip (i.e. -

the area that is more than one inch in from the finished panel edge).

l 2.3 Panel Lots. The BORALtm panels analyzed in this program

are listed in Table 11 by lot number and panel serial number. The lots were

established during the progress of the program and can be described as follows:

- i-10-
!.1- 10v4
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Lot I - The thirteen (13) panels which appeared

to have the lowest content of boron carbide by inspection of

the neutron radiographs previously provided as a routine

quality assurance item;

Lot 11 - The ten (10) panels picked at random to

fulfill an incremental shipment release by the customer;

Lot III - The twenty (20) panels picked at random

to fulfill a second incremental shipment release.by the

customer;

Lot IV - The twenty-seven (27) retain strips are

from the sheets of previously delivered panels for spent

fuel storage racks for Yankee Rowve;

Lot V - The seventy-seven (77) retain strips are

from the sheets previously delivered panels for spent fuel

racks.for Maine Yankee.

2.4 *Weighted Average. The "wveighted average of the mean

core thickness" quoted in Table I, was obtained by multiplying the unbiased

average mean core thickness for the outer edge and central portion areas

by the percentage factor each area represents of the total finished panel area

and then adding the two products. The "weighted average of the mean core

-12-
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a thickness" represents the result that will be obtained from a set of

observations that are randomly spaced across the entire surface of a

panel. The "weighted average of the standard deviation" for the "weighted

j average of mean core thickness" was also -determined by the ratio of areas.

The "weighted average of the mean weight-factor" was

determined on the basis of the number of observations in each area be-

cause no valid relationship between the value of the weight-factor and the

location of the observation was discovered. The number of weight-factor

observations taken from the retain strip, outer edge, and central portion

areas were 145, 50, and 1 respectively. The number ratios for those

[ areas is therefore .7398, .255, and .0051 respectively. The "weighted

average of the mean weight-factor" was determined by multiplying the

average weight-factor in each area by the number ratio for that area and

then adding the three products. The "weighted average of the mean weight-

factor" represents the results that would be obtained from an equal number

L of observations in each area.

The "weighted average of the standard deviation" for the

mean weight-factor was also determined by the ratio of the number of ob-

L servations. 'The results from the panels in Lot I were excluded from the

averages used to determine all of the weighted averages because the panels

-14-
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in Lot I do not represent a normal distribution that would be in a randomly

selected lot.

2.5 Theory. The statistical factors obtained from the

recorded data were determined in the following manners,

2.5.1 Mean. The arithmetic mean for the core thickness

and the weight-factor were determined by dividing the

summation of those observations separately in each lot by

the number of those observations-in the lot.

mean core thickness = t___ t_
Ne. cF{Lt OBSeRVPT-(VJS

mean weight-factor = W.LF,' =. a W.F.
tJ,. of: Wq.F OR~,SeVA-rtorJS

2.5.2 Standard Deviation. 'Ihe standard deviation for a set of

core thickness observations and weight-factor observations

wvere determined by taking the square root of the average

squared residual., I _---

I

standard deviation
(core thickness)

Standard deviation
(wveight -factor)

- e- /I %

= S.L - . W .R

L
..In,' -1.5-
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2.5.3 Probability. The probability that a deviation of an

individual observation from the mean lies between minus x

(S.D.) and infinity is determined from the probability integral.

P V -

By consulting a table of probability functions such as is found

in "Handbook of Mathematical Tables and Formulas" by

Burington, it can be determined that a value of 1.65 times the

standard deviation will provide a probability of .9505 for a

normal distribution of observations.

-16-
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i 3. CONCLUSIONS

[ The boron carbide.content per unit area of the BORALtm panels

is equal to or greater than 0.203 grams per square centimeter with a probability

of .9505. This conclusion was arrived at in the following manner:

I . Io

1 P (E$E PAPA. 2.53

weighted average of mean core thickness = t - 2° 1 1 I M C ES

weighted average of standard deviation for tc =OOZ7

95%7, of observation fall between - 1.65 SD and infinity

core thickness at minimum of 95% = tc_ 1. -

minimum tc = .0921 - ;0044 = .0877 in.

L weighted average of mean weight-factor = W.F. = .3911

L weighted average of standard deviation for W.F. = S.D. = .0162
Wv.F.

L 95% of observations fall between - 1.65 SD and infinity

L xveight-factor at minimum of 95% range W.F. - 1.65 S.D. _

L minimum W.F. = .3911 - .0267 = -.3644

-17-
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The boron carbide distribution per unit area is directly

F proportional to the core thickness and the boron carbide content weight

factor. The theoretical distribution of boron carbide is 0.1894 grams

per square centimeter for a core thickness of 0.085 inches and a weight.

I factor of .3500 (see Appendix L ). The actual distribution-can be

I determined from the following relationship:

I actual B4 C distribution tc (actual) I W.F. (actual)

theoretical B4 C distribution tc (theor.) W. F. (theor.)

actual B4C distribution = .1894 x .0877 x .3644 = .2035
.0850 .3500 gm/square

I-

L.'
l.,

-i-9
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(i p Brooks & Perkins, Incorporated
BROOKS & PERKINS, INCORPORATED

Specification Number
BPS-9000-01

Date of original issue: March 19, 1975
Date of revision: May 18, 1977
Date of revision: July 18, 1980

Jan. 6, 1981
Item Specification for BORALtm
A Neutron Shielding Material

1.0 GENERAL

1.1 Description: BORALtm is a sandwich material having exterior
faces of an aluminum alloy and a core composed of aluminum and boron
carbide. This sandwich material has a unique ability to absorb thermal
neutrons without producing hard gamma radiation.

1.2 Scope: This specification establishes the standard for the
manufacture, quality assurance, certification documentation, marking,
packaging and preparation for shipment for BORALtm sheet and plate
material. This specification shall form a part of all purchase orders,
agreements and contracts for BORALtm and shall take pDrecedence-over_

--any-and all-bR-nflting requirements unless specifically and mutually
agreed upon to the contrary in writing by Brooks & Perkins, Inc. and
the customer.

1. 3 Classification: The BORALtm sandwich material will be man-
ufactured with a boron carbide content that will provide the minimum
weight of total boron per unit area as specified in Paragraph 3.4.

Z. 0 APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS: The following specifications and stand-
ards of the issue in effect on the date of the purchase agreement shall form a
part of this specification.

2. 1 Specifications:

ASTM B209

B &P Nuclear Quality Assurance Program Manual, Sections
BP-1000 QA through BP-18000 QA
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_Gljibp Brooks & Perkins. Incorporated

3. 0 REQUIREMENTS: The finished product BORALtm and the componentsF from which it is produced will conform to the following requirements.

3. 1 Cladding: The exterior faces or cladding of the sandwich panelr will be the 1100 series aluminum in accordance with ASTM B209.

3.2 Boron Carbide Powder: The boron carbide powder contained
in the core of the sandwich material will contain a minimum total boron

| content of 70. 0% minimum by weight. Boric oxide will not exceed 3. 0%
maximum and iron will not exceed 2.0% maximum. The B10 isotopic
content of the boron shall be that which is found in nature.

3. 3 Boron Carbide Content (in-process): The core ingredients will
be prepared such that any random sample taken from an in-processI batch will contain by chemical analysis the minimum weight percentage
of boron carbide required to meet Paragraphs 1.3 and 3.4.

1 3.4 Total Boron Content (sandwich): The minimum weight of total
boron per unit area of sandwich material for the overall thickness willii be as follows:

Sandwich Material Minimum Weight of Total
Overall Thickness Boron/Unit Area

IL in. (cm.) oz. /sq. in. (gm/sq. cm.)

.177 (.450) .029 (.126)

L .265 (.673) .059 (.251)

3.5 Tolerances: The dimensions of the Boraltrn sandwich materialL will be as specified within the following tolerances:

I Dimension Tolerance (filus or minus)

(1) thickness, .177 in (.450 cm) 0.OI1 inch (0305 cm)
(1) thickness, .265 in (.673 cm) 0.015 inch (.0381 cm)L width 3/16 inch (.4763 cm)

length 5/32 inch (.3969 cm)

(2) squareness 5/16 inch (.7938 cm)
(3) flatness 1/2 inch (1.27 cm)
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Jr (p_ Brooks & Perkins. Incorporated

(1) total thickness of sandwich including core and twoU faces.
(2) maximum difference between diagonals of panel.
(3) rise from flat surface within 36 inches from where

hand pressure (not exceeding 25 lbs.) is applied.

3. 6 Workmanship: The workmanship provided during the manufacture
of the BORAL sandwich material in accordance with this specification
will be of a high level to insure the requirements established herein have
been met.

3.6. 1 .Surface Condition: The surface condition of the BORALtm
sandwich material will conform to the requirements of
the Aluminum Association for mill products in the "as-
rolled" condition.

| 3. 7 Marking: The BORAL sandwich material will be spot marked
for identification purposes with the following information on both the
product and on the shipping container. The size of marking charactersI will be commensurate with the size of the product provided.

3. 7. 1 Trademark and Identification:' The trademark and manufacturer's
-- identification will be shown on a decal attached to the shipping

container.

L 3. 7.2 Serial Number: The serialized batch number will be permanently
marked on each sheet or plate.

[ 3.8 Packaging: The BORALtm sandwich material will be packaged in
accordance with the following:

L 3.8. 1 Lay two (2) thicknesses of polyethylene sheet into box,
- allowing to drop over sides and ends. Box is a general

usage box to be used for BORALtm that will fit withinL its envelope. Number of pieces that can be shipped in
this box will vary with BORALtm thickness, width,

I length and flatness.

3. 8. 2 Line bottom and sides of box with corrugated fiber-
board sheets.

3 of 7
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_ iFp Brooks & Perkins Incorporated

3. 8.3 Load BORALtm into box stacking tight to one side and
end of box. Boral shall be separated from each other
by corrugated fiberboard sheet.

tm
3.8.4 Block and brace BORAL with suitable lumber to

prevent any shifting within box.

3.8. 5 Lay corrugated fiberboard sheet over BORAL
stack. Fold polyethylene sheet over top of BORALtm
and tape in place.

3.8.6 Secure box top with lag screws and metal band box
four (4) places around girth of box and two (Z) places

| around length of box.

3.9 Preparation for Shipment: The exterior of the shipping con-
tainer will be suitably marked with the following information:

Customer:

[.
Shipping Destination:
Name and Address of Shipper:

4. 0 QUALITY ASSURANCE PROVISIONS: Unless otherwise specified in
L the purchase agreement, Brooks & Perkins, Inc. will perform the following

examinations to assure and certify the BORALtm furnished to the customer
complies with the requirements specified herein in regards to materials,
workmanship, boron content, marking, packaging and preparation for
shipment.

4. 1 Cladding: Each lot of raw material will be inspected for
certification of compliance from the supplier and any additional

[ tests required to assure the material conforms to the requirements
of 3.1.

L 4.2 Boron Carbide: Each lot of raw material will be inspected
for certification of compliance from the supplier and any additional
tests required to assure the material conforms to the requirements[ of 3.2. A sample from each lot of raw material will be subjected to
the quantitive analysis described in Paragraph 4. 3. 1 through 4. 3.6
to determine the percentage of raw material remaining after analysis.
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4. 3 Boron Carbide Content (in-process): Each batch of blended
core ingredients will have a minimum of one (1) sample retained for
quantitive analysis to assure the material conforms to the require-
ments of Paragraph 3. 3. Each sample will be identified with the
serialized batch number. The percentage content of boron carbide
in the sample will be determined as follows:

4.3. 1 Heat sample in oven at 6000F (316 0 C) for 30 minutes
and cool in a doessicator.

4.3.2 Record net weight of dry samples (gms).

4. 3.3 Place the sample in hot dilute hydrochloric acid
until the chemical action (bubbling) stops.

4. 3.4 Filter the residue out of the solution.

4. 3.5 Heat the residue in oven at 6000 F (316 0 C) for one
hour and cool in a dessicator.

4. 3.6 Record the net weight of the dry residue (gms).

4. 3. 7 Divide the dry residue weight by the percentage of
L raw material remaining after analysis determined

in Paragraph 4.2 for the particular lot of material.

4. 3.8 Compute the percentage content in the sample dry weight
(Paragraph 4. 3. 2) of the residue dry weight divided by
the percentage of raw material remaining after analysis
(Paragraph 4. 3. 7).

4. 3. 9 Compute the percentage content by weight of the total boron
by multiplying the percentage determined in Paragraph
4. 3.8 by the total boron percentage content stated on raw[ material certification.

4.4 Boron Carbide Content (sandwich): Each finished sheet or plate
of BORAL sandwich material will have a minimum of one (1) sample

L retained from the trim material cut from the short edges for quantative
analysis to assure the material conforms to the requirements of Paragraph

L 3.4. The remaining portion of the sample will be retained by Brooks &
Perkins Inc. for a period of one year and then will be disposed of unless
instructed otherwise. Each sample will be identified with the serialized

| batch number. The percentage content of boron carbide and total boron
in the samples will be determined as follows:

5 of 7
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Hip Brooks & Perkins, Incorporated

4.4. 1 Record the overall thickness (cms) of the sample, including

r the cladding and core thickness.

4.4.2 Heat sample in'oven at 6000 F (316 0 C) for one hour andr .cool in dessicator.

4.4. 3 Record the net dry weight (gms) of the sample in air
and also in distilled water, and determine the difference
between the two, which is the volume in cubic centimeters.

4.4.4 Compute the density of the sample by dividing the net dry
weight in air by the volume of the sample determined in
Paragraph 4.4.3 (gms/cc).

1 4.4. 5 Place the sample in hot dilute hydrochloric acid until
the chemical action (bubbling) stops.

| 4.4.6 Filter the residue out of the solution.

4.4. 7 Wash the residue at least three times in hot dilute
hydrochloric acid, followed each time by a rinse in
distilled water.

L 4.4. 8 Filter the residue through a Gooch crucible.

4.4.9 Heat the residue in oven at 6000 F (316 0C) for one hourL and cool in a dessicator.

1 4.4.10 Record the net weight of dry residue (gms).

4.4. 11 Divide the dry residue weight by the percentage of raw
-material remaining after analysis determined in Paragraph
4. 2 for the particular lot of material.

4.4. 12 Compute the boron carbide weight per unit area (gms/sq.
cm.) by multiplying the corrected residue weight from
Paragraph 4.4.11 by the sample thickness from Paragraph
4. 4. 1 and dividing by the volume from Paragraph 4. 4. 3.

4.4. 13 Compute the total boron per unit area (gms /sq. cm.) by
multiplying the boron carbide weight per unit area from
Paragraph 4.4. 12 by the total boron percentage content
stated on raw material certification.

I
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4. 5 Visual Examination: Each finished sheet or plate of
BORALtm sandwich material will be visually examined to
assure the material conforms to the requirements of Paragraphs
3.5, 3. 6, 3.7, 3.8 and 3.9.

1 4. 6 X-Ray Radiographic Examination: When specifically
required by the purchase order, the following additional test-
ing will be performed. X-Ray radiographs will be taken in
accordance with MIL-STD-00453 or the ASME Boiler and
Pressure Vessel Code, Section 5, Subsection A, Article 2.
The quantity and location of radiographs to be taken will be
in accordance with the purchase order requirements. The
radiograph film will be examined visually to determine the
presence of any of the following defects which are unacceptable.

(a) Cracks or fractures in the aluminum cladding.
(b) Internal inclusions, discontinuities or voids

I in the core.
(c) Inclusions in the cladding that cannot be removed

| without destroying the integrity of the cladding.

4. 7 Neutron Radiographic Examination: When specifically
required by the purchase order, the following additional test-

L ing will be performed. Required additional samples will be
retained from the trim material obtained in Paragraph 4.4 for
neutron radiograph examination to assure the uniform dispersion
of the boron. Each sample will be identified with the serialized
batch number. The neutron radiograph will be taken in accordance
with BP-9004QAP. The radiograph film will be examined visually
or with a MacBeth Densitometer or equivalent for areas not having
comparable density to the standard for the boron content require-
ment of Paragraph 1. 3.

5.0 CERTIFICATION DOCUMENTATION: Documentation will be issued[ to the purchaser to certify that the material supplied hereunder has been
inspected and tested and has been found to meet the requirements specified
herein, including any additional testing that has been mutually agreed upon[ and so stated in the purchase order.
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FL u _ THE UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN
PHOENIX MEMORIAL LABORATORY

FORD NUCLEAR REACTOR
ANN ARBOR, MICHIGAN 48105

December 2, 1976

Mr. Les Mollon
Brooks and Perkins, Inc.
P. 0. Box 2067
Livonia, Michigan 48151

Dear Les:

Enclosed are data and rough graphs per our telephone conversation.
The three data sheets are for the 115 crystal plane which-affords the
Ieast higher order neutron interference.

Fjre'-e shows the transmission versus B4C meshisize.A Each plot. 4sfor
a different energy. As you can see transmission-drops drostically down
*to 50-60 mesh, but not so much from that point on. We co'uld use
several in between size samples to verify this figure.

Figure 2. provides experimental transmission versus.energy.. Fij~ure 3
shows the experimental transmission constant versus.energy.

Figures 4, 5, and 6 show the individual experimental plots from Figure 3
with the theoretical plot imposed foi comparison.

Very truly yours,

Reed R. Burn
Reactor Manager
Ford Nuclear Reactor

RRB:dmz

cc: J. Lee

Enclosures . L P, , 197 6

BROOKS & PERiTNlS, H14,i0.
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This report provides neutron transmission information for. Brooks and Perkins
BORAL shielding material.

2
Combinations of boron-10 loading (gm/cm ) and core thickness (in) for nine
BORAL case evaluations are listed in TABLE 1. Boron-10 loading ranges from
0.01 gm/cm to 0.03 grr/cm2 . Core thickness varies linearly with boron-10
loading. The BORAL core is a compaction of aluminum and boron carbide (B4C).
Boron carbide core volume fraction is the volume fraction-of the core compaction
that is boron carbide. Because of the linear relationship between boron-10
loading and core thickness, volume fraction is essentially constant.

Boron carbide particle sizes are expressed in terms of Tyler screen mesh numbers.
Screen mesh openings correspond to particle'diameters under the assumption that the
particles are spherical. The mesh number range for boron carbide in the BORAL
core is 60-200. TABLE 2 shows the actual sizes and percentage distributions of core
particles.

BORAL neutron.transmission versus neutron energy is presented in TABLE 3 for the
various boron-10 loading-core thickness cases listed in TABLE .1. Transmission
values are based upon a collimated beam theory developed at the University of
Michigan which has been verified by transmission measurement experiments. 1

FIGURE 1 is a linear plot of neutron transmission versus neutron energy over the
energy range 0 - 0.55 eV. FIGURE 2 is a similar logarithmic plot over the narrower
energy range 0 - 0. 1 eV.

Integrated transmission shown on FIGURE 1 represents the integral of (Source Flux (E)
X Neutron Transmission (E) ) divided by the integral of (Source Flux (E) ) over the
energy range 0 - 0.55 eV. Source flux is assumed to be the Maxwell-Boltzmann
flux distribution.

J. W. Bryson, J.' C. Lee, and R. R. Burn, "N T m
Shielding Material: Theoretical Model and Experimenial Comparison", Department

of Nuclear Engineering, Michigan Memorial-Phoenix Project, The University of.
Michigan, November, 1977.
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TABLE 1

COMBINATIONS FOR CASE EVALUATIONSBORAL PARAMETRIC

Case

.1

2

3

.4

5

6

7

9

Boron-10 Loading
(gm/crrm)

*.0100

.0125

.0150

.0175

.0200

.0225

.0250

.0275

.0300

* Core Thickness
: (in)

.0274

-.0336

* .0402.

.0463 .

.0533

.0598

.0662

.0728

.0796

Boron Carbide
Particle Size

(Mesh Number)

60 - 200

6(6 - 200

60 - 200

. 60- 200

60 -200

60 - 200

60 - 200

60 - 200

60 -200

Boron Carbide Core
Volume Fraction

.4468

.4557

.4569

. 4628

.4594

.4607

.4625

.4625.

.4614

TABLE 2

60 - 200 BORON CARBIDE PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIBUTION FOR CASE EVALUATIONS

Mesh Opening
Particle Size Particle Diameter

(Mesh Number) (in)

70 .0077

90 .0063

130 .0046.

170 .0035

200 .0029

Particle Radius
.(cm)

.0098

.0080..

.0058

. o 4. .

.0044

.0037

Particle Percentage
*(%)

11.5

39.7

38.6

8.6

1.6

100.0Average .0070



TABLE 3

BORAL NEUTRON TRANSMISSION VERSUS NEUTRON ENERGY (eV)

For Parametric Combinations of
Boron-lO Loading (B, gm/cm2) and Core Thickness (Tin)

Neutron
Energy

0.01
0.02
0.03
0.04
0.05'
0.06.
0.07
0.08
0.09
0.10

0.15

0.20

0.25

0.30

0.35

0.40

0.45'

0.50

1,.
B .0100
T .0274

.0530

.1077
.1533
.1915
.2240
.2522
. 2770
.2990
.3188
.3367

.4065

.4560

.4937.

2.
B .0125
T .0336

.0249

.0610

.0952

.1260

.1534..
.1780
.2002
.2204
.2389
.2558

' ' 3.
B, .0150
T .0402

.0119
. 0348

* .0594
.0831
.1054
.1260

*.1451
.1628
.1793
.1947

.3241 .2586

.3743 .3074

4..
B .0175
T .0463

.0056

.0197

.0368

.0546

.0721
.0889
.1048
.1200
.1343
.1479

.2061

.2522

.2900

.3218..

.3491

.3728

.3938

.4126

.4295

.0606

5.
B .0200
*T .0533

.0027
.0113
.0231
.0362
.0496 '
.0630
.0761
.0888
.1010
.1127

.1646

.2073

.2432

.2738

.3004

.3239

.3448

.3637

.3807

.0431:'

6.
B .0225
T .0598

.0013

.0064

.0144

.0239

.0341

.0446

.0551

.0655

.0757

.0857

.1313

.1703

.2037

.2328

.2584

.2813

.'3018

7.
B. .0250
T .0662

.0006

.0037

.0090
.0157
.0234

' .0315
.0399
,0484
.0568
.0652

.1048

.1398

.1707

.1980

.2224

.2443

.2642

,.2823'

.2990

.0222

8.
B .0275
T .0728

.0003

.0021

.0056

.0104

.0161

.0223

.0289

.0357

.0427

.0496

.0836

.1149

.1430

.1684

.1913

.2122

.2313

.2488

.2650

.0161.

9.
B .0300
T .0796

.0001

.0012

.0035

.0069.

.0110'

.0158

.0210

.0264

.0320

.0378

.0668

.0944

.1199

.1432

.1646

.1843

.2025

.2193

.2349

.0018

C.)

.4134

.5238 .4452

.5486

.5696

.5876 '

.6034

.4718

,4945

.5142

* .3464

* .3786

.4059

.4295

.4501

.4684

.4848

.0863

0.55 .6174

Integrated .1810
Transmission,

.5316

.5470.

.1240

.3204

.3374

.0307'



IIFIGURE I BORAL NEUTRON Til �11!I jMISSION VERSUS NEUTRON ENERGY
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.FIGURE 2

BORAL NEUTRON TRANSMISSION VERSUS NEUTRON ENERGY
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